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Abstract 

The study tries to explore the non-violent nature and development of the MRD movement 

in Pakistan. It has examined that how the activists of the movement applied the methods 

of non-violence to achieve its objectives and garner public support in the country and 

Western capitals. The work has also analysed that how General Zia-ul-Haq used violence 

and coercive tactics to stymie the non-violent struggle for the restoration of democracy in 

Pakistan. The MRD activists did respond peacefully to repressive policies and violent 

attacks of the military government. Consequently, activists of the movement followed 

unarmed resistance and the state of Pakistan under the military rule of Zia pursued 

violence to repress mass mobilization till 1988. The military government’s holding of 

non-party based general elections failed to halt opposition to its undemocratic and 

unconstitutional policies. Resultantly, the movement continued with full vigor after the 

restoration of so-called democracy under the supervision of military in the country.  The 

dissertation has connected the theory of non-violence in case of this movement. It has 

analysed the nature, development and policies of the movement towards the military 

government in general and the province of Sindh’s participation in particular. Thus, the 

study has tried to develop a modern history of non-violent struggles in Pakistan.   
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Introduction 

Military rule has visited Pakistan again and again during its checkered history which 

is why the history of Pakistan is full of the struggles for the revival of democracy in 

the country. Among all military dictatorships in Pakistan, General Zia-ul-Haq’s 

dictatorship was the longest (1977-1988) and arguably the worst and the most 

repressive in terms of its policies and the space for the political opposition. Perhaps 

that is why it required the longest and arguably the strongest political struggle, the 

Movement for the Restoration of Democracy (MRD). Among political movements in 

Pakistan’s history the MRD is arguably one of the most prominent non-violent 

struggles fought by the people of Pakistan. 

 Zia-ul-Haq had come into power through a military coup dismissing the 

elected government of the Prime Minister, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto of Pakistan Peoples’ 

Party (PPP) on 05 July 1977. Bhutto was blamed by the opposition alliance, the 

Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) for rigging 1977 elections and there were strong 

protests which had provided Zia an excuse to impose the martial law and remove 

Bhutto. But later, in a few years’ time same joint opposition became wary of Zia’s 

repressive policies and had joined the MRD in 1981 to bring democracy back in 

Pakistan. 

The Pakistan Peoples’ Party in alliance with Pakistan Democratic Party (PDP), 

Tehrik-i-Istiqlal (TI), Pakistan Muslim League (Khawaja Khariuddin Qasim group), 

Quami Mahaz-i-Azadi (QMA), Mazdoor Kisan Party, Jamiat-i-Ulema-i-Islam and 

Kashmir Muslim Conference (KMC) launched unarmed movement for the restoration 
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of democracy in Pakistan on 6 February, 1981.1 Later on, Pakistan National Party 

(PNP), Awami Tahreek (formerly known as Sindh Awami Tahreek) (SAT) and 

National Awami Party (NAP) became part of the MRD movement.2 From looking at 

the list of parties who were part of this alliance, it becomes obvious that MRD was no 

doubt an alliance of strange bed fellows. All of them had nothing in common in terms 

of political ideology, except a desire to remove Zia-ul-Haq from power and bring 

democracy back in Pakistan. This in a way also shows that they had valued 

democracy far more than their individual party ideologies as the MRD alliance 

included the parties of extreme left to far right. 

Historians such as Hassan Askri Rizvi,3 Muhammad Waseem,4 Saeed Shafqat,5  

Ilyas Shakir,6 Mushahid Husain,7 Abdul Qadir Mushtaq,8 Shahid Javed Burki,9 and 

others have already discussed the MRD movement in some detail in their books and 

research articles. Most of them have generally judged it as a failure and claimed that 

dictator Zia successfully repressed it. The MRD has not noticed and projected as an 

unarmed struggle by most of the above-mentioned authors. In this research work, an 

attempt has been made to explore the struggle for democracy in Pakistan as a non-

violent resistance movement to the military government of General Zia.  

 
1 Farkhanda Bukhari, Ye Bazi Ishq Ki Bazi hai (It is the Matter of Intense Love) (Lahore: Sang-i-Meel 

Publications, 2012), 65-66. 
2 Faiz Khoso, Kare Kakkar Heth Mu Jharrendea Chaddiya: Tarikhee Halchal MRD (Fighting Sprit 

under Dark Cloud: Historical Movement MRD) (Hyderabad: My Publications, 2013), 11. 
3 Hassan Askari Rizvi, The Military and Politics in Pakistan 1947-1997 Revised edition (Lahore: Sang-

e-Meel Publications, 2000).  
4 Muhammad Waseem, Pakistan Under Martial Law 1977-1985 (Lahore: Vanguard Book (Pvt) ltd, 

1987). 
5 Saeed Shafqat, Civil-Military Relations in Pakistan from Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto to Benazir Bhutto 

(Boulder, Colo: West View Press, 1999). 
6 Ilyas Shakir, MRD: Kamyabian aur Nakamian (MRD: Successes and Failures) (Karachi: Shabal 

Publications, 1985). 
7 Mushahid Husain, Pakistan’s Politics: The Zia Years (Lahore Progressive Publishers, 1990). 
8 Abdul Qadir Mushtaq, “Movement for the Restoration of Democracy (MRD)”, Journal of Human 

Resources and Leadership (2013): 111-126. 
9 Shahid Javaid Burki, Pakistan Under the Military, Eleven Years of Zia-ul-Haq (Francisco: West View 

Press, 1991). 
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Different theoretical approaches of non-violence have been discussed to explore 

the MRD movement as a non-violent action. Furthermore, the authoritarian rule of 

General Zia from 1977-1988 has also been critically examined. In this dissertation, 

the concept of non-violence and its implication in Pakistan is studied to see how far 

the MRD movement was a non-violent struggle in terms of tactics of non-violence 

theory.  

The Theory of Non-violent Action 

As mentioned above the MRD is studied as a non-violent struggle for democracy in 

Pakistan in this research, therefore, the theory of non-violent action is used as a 

theoretical framework to analyse the movement. Mahatma Gandhi, one of the 

pioneers of non-violence theory asserts that non-violent action is a kind of struggle 

that is applied to get the aims and objectives of movements without violence against 

opponents. It discourages any kind of violence.10 Joan V. Bondurant also explains on 

Gandhi’s definition of non-violent action (Satyagraha) or Ahimsa that means 

refutation to harm opponents. Bondurant further believes that Ahimsa requires a 

human being to resist injustice.11 The non-violent activists try to bring political and 

social change by practicing unarmed peaceful methods. In other words, they do not 

bring transition from dictatorship to democracy using the violent means. The term is 

generally synonymous with other terms such as Satyagraha, introduced by Mohandas 

Karamchand Gandhi during the British era.12 Apart from Satyagraha movement, 

 
10 Mahatma Gandhi, Non-violent Resistance (Satyagraha) (New york: Schocken Books, 1916). 
11 Joan V. Bondurant, Conquest of Violence: The Gandhian Philosophy of Conflict (Los Anegels: 

University of California Press, 1965), 23-24.  
12 M. K. Gandhi, An Autobiography: The Story of My Experiments with Truth (Ahmedabad: Navajivan 

Publishing House, 1929). 
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People Power is also considered as the synonym of non-violent action.13 The 

approach challenges a particular power (dictatorship) and injustice brought by a 

regime. 

The pioneer of non-violent theory, Gandhi claims that to bear physical violence 

without answering with violence is difficult for a human being. Such a spiritual 

control is bestowed to human being by God to stand worldly adversaries.14 Principled 

non-violent practitioners and theorists such as Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr. and 

Richard B. Gregg had preferred the practice of non-violence on religious, moral and 

psychological grounds.15 Thus, principled approach to non-violence is idealistic in 

nature and it is far from realism. Gandhi’s principled tradition to non-violence 

contributes to broaden the field of non-violence. It also provides a ground for the 

practice of non-violence in world’s unarmed struggles.16 

Clarence M. Case developed two basic techniques of non-violent action: 

persuasion and coercion. Persuasion is a non-violent technique of motivation to 

opponents through argument and coercion. Case explains coercion in terms of 

protests, boycotts, strikes and non-co-operation.17 The use of violence on peaceful 

protesters by the power-holders creates international sympathy in favour of non-

violent activists. In its effect, the users of violence are compelled by international 

community to justify their concerns. Richard B. Gregg was also a principled non-

violent thinker who preferred non-violence as substitute to violence. Gregg’s major 

 
13 Adam Roberts and Timothy Garton Ash, Civil Resistance and Power Politics: The Experience of 

Non-violent Action from Gandhi to Present (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 1. 
14 Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, Essential Writings (Ahmedabad: Navajivan Publication House, 

1970). 
15 Glyn Richards, The Philosophy of Gandhi: A Study of his Basic Ideas (United Kingdom: Curzon 

Press, 1991), 50-55. 
16Dennis Dalton, Mahatma Gandhi: Non-violent Action in Power (New York: Columbia University 

Press, 1993). 
17 Clarence M. Case, Non-violent Coercion: A study in Methods of Social Pressure (New York: The 

Century Co, 1923).1-5. 
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contribution in his work is the concept of moral jiu-jitsu.18 Gregg’s approach is 

interrelated to the psychology of users of violence (see details in chapter one). 

Like Gandhi, Luther Martin King Jr. another practitioner of principled non-

violence asserted that non-violence was closely interconnected to religion. King 

observed Gandhi’s approach to non-violence and realized that the love of ethic of 

Jesus could be raised. He further believes only relationship between individuals to a 

power and effective social force.19 The significant aspect is the effectiveness of non-

violence which is not in physical non-violence but rather than principle of love and 

spiritual power. The belief in God makes believer powerful to suffer and tolerate 

violence without revenge.20   

Gene Sharp was a pragmatic thinker of non-violence who developed 198 methods 

of non-violence. He also examined Gregg’s concept of moral jiu-jitsu and converted it 

into political jiu-jitsu.21 According to Sharp’s approach to non-violence when a 

practitioner of non-violence maintains the discipline of non-violence at the time of 

attack, this practice puts aggressor in an awkward situation and his violence is 

exposed to public.22 This in turn changes in opinions and ideas of onlookers (the third 

party or observers of violence) what Sharp calls political jiu-jitsu.23  

Brian Martin adds in Sharp’s concept and explored the concept of backfire as 

expansion of political jiu-jitsu. He explains that people react with outrage on 

perceived injustice what he calls backfire which is nearly identical to political jiu-

 
18 Richard Gregg, The Power of Non-Violence (New york: Schocken, 1966), 56. 
19 Luther Martin King Jr., Stride Toward Freedom: The Montgomery Story (New York: Harper and 

Brother Publishers, 1958). 
20 King Luther Martin Jr. Pilgrimage to nonviolence, Quoted in Charles P. and Jorgen Johansen, Peace 

and Conflict Studies (London and New york: Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, 2012). 
21 Gene Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent Action (Boston: Porter Sargent Publication, 1973). 
22 Gene Sharp, Gandhi Wields the Weapon of Moral Power (Ahmedabad: Navajivan, 1960). 
23 Gene Sharp, Social Power and Politics Freedom (Boston: P. Sargent Publishers, 1980). 
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jitsu.24 Brian Martin also spotlighted the cases of unarmed movement where political 

jiu-jitsu effect was less effective even though non-violent activists maintained the 

discipline of non-violence. He emphasizes that attackers or governments might have 

used the tactics to defuse political jiu-jitsu what he calls tactics of backfire.25 

Non-violent Actions in the World  

There have been many successful non-violent movements in the world such as 

Gandhi’s Salt March in colonial India, Martin Luther King’s Civil Rights Movement 

in the United States of America and Corazon Aquino’s People Power Movement in 

Philippines. As compared to the non-violent movements, historians have given more 

attention to militancy, military interventions, armed struggles and wars.26 Thus, there 

is dearth of historical records and academic research on unarmed movements as a 

whole. It is more so in Pakistan because here non-violence is attached with India 

because of Gandhi, therefore, seen in negatively. For example, Save Karachi 

Movement of early 1950s and Anti-One Unit Movement of late 1950s and 1960s were 

also primarily non-violent movements in their spirit and tactics.27 However, no 

academic research is available on above-mentioned movements of Pakistan. 

The world history is replete with instances of non-violent struggle such as 

Hungarian non-violent action against Austrian government in 1868 (an oldest non-

violent action), the Civil Rights Struggle at USA in 1950, and the People Power 

Movement of Philippines against military dictatorship in 1983.28 Hungarian non-

 
24 Brian Martin, Non-violence Unbound (Sweden: Irene Publishing, 2015). 
25 Brian Martin, Backfire Manual: Tactics Against Injustices (Sweden: Irene Publishing, 2012). 
26 Kurt Schock, Unarmed Insurrections: People Power Movements in Non-democracies (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 2005), 1-2.  
27 Solangi, Sindh Hari Committee, 40. And also see Rizwan, The Politics of One Unit 1955-1958. 
28 Brian Martin and Iain Murray, “The Parkin Backfire”, Social Alternatives, Vol. 24, No. 03 (Third 

Quarterly 2005): 46-49 
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violent action was against Emperor Franz Josef who attempted to subordinate Hungry 

under Austrian power. Martin Luther King’s unarmed action was against racial 

inequality.29 The black community was deprived of exercising voting rights. The 

discrimination and racial policies of the White community gave birth to the US civil 

rights movement that began with the Montgomery Bus Boycott in 1965 and continued 

during the end of 1960s decade.30 

Peaceful oppositions to dictatorships in the world have successfully replaced 

authoritarian governments. In many cases, unarmed activists failed to achieve the 

objectives which show the failure of non-violent action. In the East Germany, Hungry 

government opened border with the West Germany and it endorsed track for East 

Germans for emigration in the year1989.31 Resultantly, the unarmed opposition to 

government protested. However, the public participation increased from hundreds to 

thousands in protests against government. The East German leaders were strong to 

crush the non-violent action, but they preferred resigning rather than using violence 

against unarmed protesters.32  

 The People Power Movement was a successful unarmed opposition to 

military dictatorship in Philippines which successfully removed Dictator Marcos in 

1986.33 The peaceful resistance in Chile 1983-1988 and the case of East Timorese 

struggle for independence against Indonesian invasion and occupation during 1975 to 

1999 were the examples of successful unarmed of movements of the world.34 The end 

 
29 Gregg, The Power of Non-Violence, 55. 
30 King Jr., Stride Toward Freedom, 13. 
31 Brian Martin, “Paths to Social Change: Conventional Politics, Violence and Non-violence”, 

http://www.bmartin.cc/pubs/peace.html (Accessed 02/05/2017 07:55) 
32 Martin, “Paths to Social Change”. 
33 Peter Ackerman and Christopher Kruegler, Strategic Non-violent Conflict: The Dynamics of People 

Power in the Twentieth Century (West Port, CT: Praeger, 1994). 
34 Adam Roberts and Timothy Garton Ash, Civil Resistance and Power Politics: The Experience of 

Nonviolent Action from Gandhi to Present (New York: Oxford University press, 2009), 3-4. 
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of the apartheid in South Africa during 1990s, decline of Indonesian President 

Suharto in 1988 and overthrow of many authoritarian regimes in Africa and Latin 

America from 1940s onward by unarmed movements have good track records.35  

Countries like Burma (Myanmar), where unlike Pakistan international 

pressure is missing, the non-violent movement for the restoration of democracy faced 

even more difficult circumstances. Nonetheless, the peaceful non-violent resistance 

led by Aung San Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy (NLD) finally succeeded 

in reviving democracy in Myanmar and she became the State Counselor, the status 

which is equal to the Prime Minister in 2016.  Apart from this, the Monks resisted 

against the increasing prices of diesel and compressed natural gas (CNG) in mid-

August, 2007 in Myanmar. They resisted peacefully developing pressure on the 

government. Finally, the government endorsed the demands of protesting Monks in 

the last week of December 2007.36    

Non-violent Actions in Pakistan   

Pakistan has witnessed several non-violent movements since 1947.37 There were 

strong processions, agitations and strikes during1947-48 on making Karachi capital of 

Pakistan.38 The non-violent action of people of Sindh was against the decision of 

central government to separate Karachi from Sindh province. People of the province 

had also shown their reaction peacefully on the introduction of One Unit Scheme in 

1954 when Sindh, Baluchistan, NWFP and Punjab were merged to make One Unit of 

 
35 Martin, “Paths to Social Change”. 
36 Ash, Civil Resistance and Power Politics, 3-5. 
37 Qamar Bhatti, Sindhian Te Zulum Keesaitan (Up to What Time Oppression on Sindhis), 41. 
38Ashique Hussain Solangi, Sindh Hari Committee: Tarekh aen Jedhojehd (Sindh Farmer Committee: 

History and Struggle) (Larkana: Lab-i-Dariya Historical Society, 2007), 30-31. 
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the West Pakistan.39 However, the Anti-One Unit Movement (non-violent action) 

failed to generate pressure on government for the annulment of One Unit Scheme 

until 1970 (above-mentioned movements are covered in chapter two).  

In addition to this, there had been non-violent actions/unarmed resistances 

such as Pakistan Democratic Movement (PDM) against the military rule of General 

Ayub Khan.40 Another non-violent movement was also launched by opposition parties 

under the banner of Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) against Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto’s 

government.41 Similarly, Save Karachi Movement, Anti-One Unit Movement, 

Pakistan Democratic Movement, Pakistan National Alliance’s Movement and the 

MRD movement had worked non-violently. These movements used the tactics of non-

violence to get the aims and objectives.  

The history of non-violent movements in Pakistan has not been still placed in 

proper perspective. It is largely missing in academic inquiries. However, no proper 

study is available exploring the unarmed struggles in Pakistan as non-violent action in 

terms of tactics and strategies of non-violence theory. In chapter two, an attempt is 

made to place unarmed movements of Pakistan in a proper perspective. All those 

movements are briefly discussed as non-violent actions to understand the historical 

background of unarmed struggles in Pakistan. Main concern is to explore a modern 

history of non-violent actions in Pakistan and to connect the theory of non-violence to 

investigate the MRD’s practice of non-violence in achieving its democratic goals in 

Pakistan.  

 
39 Malik Rizwan, The Politics of One Unit 1955-1958 (Lahore: Pakistan Study Centre University of 

Punjab, 1988), 50. 
40 Ian Talbot, Pakistan: A Modern History (London: Hurst & Company, 1988), 117. 
41 Lawrence Ziring, Pakistan at Cross Currents of History (Lahore: Vanguard Books, 2004).  
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Literature Review 

The relevant literature on the subject is divided into four categories. The first category 

is divided into two sections. The first section deals with the literature on the theory of 

non-violence. In the second section, the theoretical literature on the practice of non-

violence is reviewed to observe the practice of non-violence internationally. The 

second category covers overall literature on civil-military relations and the history of 

struggles for democracy in Pakistan. The third category covers literature specifically 

produced on the MRD movement such as vernacular sources and regional works that 

were produced on the MRD movement. The fourth category deals with literature on 

the MRD as a non-violent action.  

(A)  Literature on the Theory of Non-violence  

The first section of this category of literature review includes the material on the 

theory of non-violence. A principled non-violence theorist, Gandhi’s book An 

Autobiography: The Story of My Experiments with Truth deals with the concept of 

Ahimsa/ Satyagraha (non-violence).42 The term non-violence is taken from Sanskriti 

word Ahimsa which makes the sense of the largest love and the greatest charity. In 

Gandhi’s work Non-violent Resistance (Satyagraha), the word Satya is derived from 

the word Sat which makes the sense of existence or to exist.43 Thus, the word Satya 

makes not only the sense of existence but also truth. While, Gandhi in another work 

Essential Writings44 emphasizes on the element of disobedience against regime 

power. In that book, Gandhi argues that civil disobedience is a strong tool that could 

easily develop pressure against the ruler’s power. Gandhi’s principled tradition 

 
42 Gandhi, An Autobiography. 
43 Gandhi, Non-violent Resistance. 
44 Gandhi, Essential Writings. 
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enriches the field of non-violence theory and provides a ground to observe the 

practice of non-violence in the world.  

According to Gandhi’s theoretical approach, the technique of non-violence 

works to destabilize the strength of government. He tested his principled tradition of 

non-violence in the Salt Movement while inviting women and children in the civil 

disobedience.45 Gandhi was aware of the reality that when police would use strict 

measures on non-violent women activists, it would demoralize the image of British 

government at international level.46 Gandhi was ready for self-suffering and remained 

committed to non-violence. Moreover, he was confident that if British government 

used violence against non-violent marchers, it would result in uniting the Indian 

people in sympathy. Therefore, the tool of non-violence was used to curve the 

violence into transformative event which ultimately resulted in the mass mobilization 

against British government.47  

Gandhian work in this domain is beneficial for researchers who are working 

on non-violent struggles. It also helps peace scholars in developing theoretical 

frameworks on unarmed movements. Despite rich contributions, Gandhi’s principled 

tradition of non-violence is highly criticized by Bikhu Parekh in his book Gandhi: A 

Short Introduction 48 and Glyn Richards in his work The Philosophy of Gandhi: A 

Study of his basic Ideas (See details in chapter one).49 Joan V. Bondurant’s work 

 
45 Thomas Weber, On the Salt March: The Historiography of Gandhi’s Marach to Dandi (New Delhi: 

Harper Collins, 1997). 
46 Thomas Weber, “The Marches walked forward until struck down: Non-violent suffering and 

conversions,” Peace and Change, Vol. 18, No. 02, 1993: 267-289. 
47 Sharp, Gandhi Wields the Weapon of Moral Power. 
48 Bhikhu Parekh, Gandhi: A Very Short Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997). 
49 Glyn Richards, The Philosophy of Gandhi: A Study of his basic ideas (United Kingdom: Curzon 

Press, 1991). 
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Conquest of Violence: The Gandhian Philosophy of Conflict also critically examined 

Gandhi’s approach to non-violence and found that his approach is far from realism.50  

Richard Gregg is considered as one of Gandhi’s interpreters who discovered 

the idea of moral jiu-jitsu. Gregg’s work The Power of Non-violence is an exploration 

of several models of non-violent resistances throughout the world.51 Gregg has 

reviewed the history, practice, procedures and characteristics of non-violence in a 

great detail. He has also tried to place the unarmed movements of the world in a 

proper perspective that provides a reference to a substantial source of relevant 

literature on this subject. Furthermore, Gregg observed his concept on the beatings of 

Dharasana during the Salt Movement. However, he failed to prove how Indian police 

lost its psychological balance while wielding lathis against non-violent resisting 

Satyagrahis/unarmed protesters.52  

Thomas Weber criticized Richard Gregg’s concept of moral jiu-jitsu in his 

work. Weber explains that Indian police did not lose their moral equilibrium when 

they were beating unarmed Satyagrahis/non-violent activists, but a few police men 

became aggressive on the lethargic resisting response of Satyagrahis and became 

more active in their beatings.53 Despite gaps and flaws in Gregg’s work, it is helpful 

in understanding the basic concept of non-violence as well as knowing a few 

historical models of non-violent resistances of the world. 

The Strategy of Non-violent Defence: A Gandhian Approach is a PhD 

dissertation by Robert J. Burrowes. It presents a distinct contribution to knowledge on 

the theory and practice of non-violence. Apart from contribution to knowledge, the 

 
50 Bondurant, Conquest of Violence.  
51 Gregg, The Power of Non-Violence. 
52 Weber, “The Marches walked forward until struck down”. 
53 Weber, On the Salt March. 
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work of Burrowes promotes theoretical approach to principled non-violence.54 Dennis 

Dalton’s work in his book Mahatma Gandhi: Non-violent Action in Power deals with 

theory and practice of non-violence in the unarmed struggles of the world.55 Both the 

authors have tried to put the principled tradition of non-violence in a proper 

perspective. Similarly, the edited work, Strategic Non-violent Conflict: The Dynamics 

of People Power in the Twentieth Century by Peter Ackerman and Christopher 

Kruegler analyzes the practice of non-violence in the developing societies.56 The work 

asserts that resistance usually empowers the determination as well as the strength of 

defensive actors in a particular way to resist against aggression.  

U.S political scientist Gene Sharp in his works The Politics of Non-Violence 

Action,57 Gandhi Wields the Weapon of Moral Power58 and Social Power and 

Political Freedom59 has discovered one hundred ninety eight methods of non-violent 

action such as agitations, strikes, protests, demonstrations, long marches, rallies, 

processions, volunteer arrests and boycotts etc. He has divided methods of non-

violence into three categories; protests and persuasion; non-co-operation; and 

intervention. Apart from discovering more than hundred methods of non-violence, an 

important contribution of his works is that he introduced the concept of political jiu-

jitsu.60  

 
54 Robert J. Burrowes, The Strategy of Non-violent Defence: A Gandhian Approach (Albany, NY: State 

University of New York Press, 1996). 
55 Dennis Dalton, Mahatma Gandhi: Non-violent Action in Power (New York: Columbia University 

Press, 1993). 
56 Peter Ackerman and Christopher Kruegler, Strategic Non-violent Conflict: The Dynamics of People 

Power in the Twentieth Century (West Port, CT: Praeger, 1994).  
57 Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent Action. 
58  Sharp, Gandhi Wields the Weapon of Moral Power.  
59 Sharp, Social Power and Political Freedom. 
60 Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent Action. 
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Sharp also focuses on the practice of non-violence throughout the world. He 

has examined the concept of political jiu-jitsu on the Salt Raids at Dharasana.61 The 

claim made by Weber that Sharp’s concept is rich in providing practical results as 

compared to Gregg’s concept.62 Sharp in his another book Gandhi as a Political 

Strategist: With Essays on Ethics and Politics also proposes that violent attacks on the 

Salt Movement activists worked at Dharasana were the part of Gandhian plan with 

awareness that they would cause extreme repression. Gandhi hoped that such kind of 

tyranny would put down the image of British government and empower the position 

of activists and weaken the position of the British.63   

Sharp’s Dictionary of Power and Struggle is based on the theory developing 

approach. Apart from this, the book deals with a new history on the practice of non-

violence in the world.64 Sharp’s another valuable contribution Waging-Non-Violent 

Struggle: 20th Century Practice and 21st Century Potential explains more than 

hundred instances of world’s non-violent struggles. It also shows that social power as 

an ability to control the behaviour of others.65 He is considered an influential author 

who can be termed as the pioneer of pragmatic tradition of non-violent action. The 

author of various works has laid the foundation of Albert Einstein Institution, a non-

profit organization dedicated to enrich the field of non-violence theory. Sharp 

explored a new idea on the subject which provides rich sources to scholars who are 

conducting their research in the field of non-violent action.  

 
61 Weber, On the Salt March Sharp. 
62 Sharp, Gandhi as a Political Strategist. 
63 Gene Sharp, Gandhi Wields the Weapon of Moral Power. 
64 Gene Sharp, Sharp’s Dictionary of Power and Struggle: Language of Civil Resistance in Conflicts 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2011). 
65 Gene Sharp, Waging Non-Violent Struggle: 20th Century Practice and 21st Century Potential 

(Manchester: Porter Sargent Publishers, 2004).  
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Non-violence had remained a neglected area of research, as during the cold 

war phase war strategies and realist paradigm had ruled the roost in academic circles. 

However, in post-cold war phase literature on theory of non-violence has multiplied 

manifold as the focus has shifted towards finding peaceful ways to resolve conflicts. 

Nonetheless, this goes beyond the purview of this study to cover all that literature that 

has been produced on non-violence theory. 

(B) Literature on the Practice of Non-violence 

The second section of the first category of literature review covers the material on the 

practice of non-violence. The eminent peace scholars such as Adam Roberts and 

Timothy Garton Ash,66 Mark Kurlansky67 and Glyn Richard have contributed to find 

out a connection between theory and practice of non-violence.68 Why Civil Resistance 

Works: The Strategic Logic of Non-violent Conflict by Erica Chenoweth and Maria J. 

Stephen is a comparative analysis on more than three hundred cases of violent and 

non-violent actions.69  The work of these authors is rich in sources on the practice of 

non-violence.   

Brian Martin’s Non-violence Unbound70 and Backfire Manual: Tactics against 

Injustice71 is an attempt to broaden the theory and practice of non-violence. Apart 

from observing the practice of non-violence, Brian Martin has also developed the 

concept of backfire and its dynamics. His works How Non-Violence Works,72 

 
66 Ash, Civil Resistance and Power Politics.  
67 Mark Kurlansky, Non-violence: The History of Dangerous Idea (London: Jonathan Cape, 2006). 
68 Richards, The Philosophy of Gandhi. 
69 Erica Chenoweth, and Maria J. Stephan, Why Civil Resistance Works: The Strategic Logic of 

Non-violent Conflict (New York: Columbia University Press, 2011). 
70 Martin, Non-violence Unbound (Sweden: Irene Publishing, 2015). 
71 Martin, Backfire Manual: Tactics Against Injustices (Sweden: Irene Publishing, 2012). 
72 Brian Martin, How Non-Violence Works, Essay Quoted in Charles P. and Jorgen Johansen, Peace 

and Conflict Studies (London and New york: Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, 2012). 
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Researching Non-violent Action: Past Themes and Future Possibilities,73 Iraq attack 

backfire,74 The Beating of Rodney King: The dynamics of Backfire75 connect the 

theory and practice of non-violence. Martin contributes to identify flaws and 

restrictions in the different concepts of non-violence such as moral jiu-jitsu and 

political jiu-jitsu. His concept of “backfire and its tactics” is valuable theoretical 

approach to non-violence in this domain. He has placed the principled and pragmatic 

traditions of non-violence in a particular perspective. He has also spotlighted 

differences between both the traditions of non-violence. 

The latest work Mapping the Field of International Peace Education Programs 

and Exploring their Networked Impact on Peace Building by Jeffery D. Pugh and 

Karen Ross deals with association of peace and conflict-oriented international 

education.76 Pugh in his another work Weaving Transnational Activists Networks: 

Balancing Transnational and Bottom-up Capacity-building Strategies for Non-violent 

Action in Latin America77 has placed peace-conflict related international programs 

such as trainings, workshops, networks, their role and significance in resolving the 

conflict in a proper perspective. The author has highlighted the practice of non-

violence in Latin America. The work by Pugh and Ross provides way for peace-

building process in the world.  

 
73Brian Martin, “Researching Non-violent Action: Past and Future Possibilities,” Peace History Society 

and Justice Studies Association, Vol. 30, No. 02, (April 2005). 
74Brian Martin, “Iraq Attack Backfire,” Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 39, No. 16,(April 2004): 

1577-1583.  
75 Brian Martin, “The Beating of Rodney King:  The Dynamics of Backfire, ”Critical Criminology, 

2005.  
76 Jeffery D. Pugh and Karen Ross, “ Mapping the Field of International Peace Education Programs and 

Exploring their Networked Impact on Peace Building,” Conflict Resolution Quarterly, Vol. 37 No. 1, 

(May 2019): 49-56. 
77 Jeffery D. Pugh, “Weaving Transnational Activists Networks: Balancing Transnational and Bottom-

up Capacity-building Strategies for Non-violent Action in Latin America,” Middle Atlantic Review of 

Latin American Studies, Vol. 2, No. 1, (2018): 130-144. 
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Building Peace through Systemic Compassion by Daniel Rothbart and Susan 

Hannah Allen is good source on peace-building phenomenon in the world. Authors 

have mainly discussed compassion as central to the peace-building. Their major 

findings are on the nature of sympathy, empathy and compassion for the sufferings of 

others.78 The Reconciliation Sentiments among Former Perpetrators of Violence 

during the Colombian Armed Conflict79 by Wilson Lopez Lopez, Dario Leon Rincon, 

Claudia Pineda-Marin, and Etienne Mullet covers reconciliation former members of 

Colombian parliamentary and insurgent groups. The article is a comprehensive source 

on the practice of conventional political action (dialogue) that can resolve 

international conflicts. The scholars have mainly focused on the connection between 

non-violent action and armed insurgency in Columbia. The work of Johanna Solomon 

and Adam Martin in Competitive Victimhood as a Lens to Reconciliation: An 

Analysis of the Black Lives and Blue Lives Matter Movements80 deals with dynamics 

of competitive victimhood with in social movements.       

Apart from the literature mentioned above, there is more literature on the 

theory and practice of non-violence. This study has reviewed only major works to 

remain in the scope of the dissertation. The reviewed literature in this category is 

helpful in connecting theory and practice of non-violence in case of the movements of 

Pakistan specifically Movement for the Restoration of Democracy (MRD). This kind 

of theoretical literature also helps scholars of this domain in developing coherent 

theoretical frameworks for their research projects.  

 
78 Daniel Rothbart and Susan Hannah Allen, “Building Peace through Systemic Compassion,” Conflict 

Resolution Quarterly, Vol. 36 No. 4 (March 2019):373-386. 
79 Wilson Lopez Lopez, Dario Leon Rincon, Claudia Pineda-Marin, and Etienne Mullet, “The 

Reconciliation Sentiments among Former Perpetrators of Violence during the Colombian Armed 

Conflict,” Conflict Resolution Quarterly, Vol. 36,   No. 02, (Winter 2018): 163-175. 
80 Johanna Solomon and Adam, “Martin in Competitive Victimhood as a Lens to Reconciliation: An 

Analysis of the Black Lives and Blue Lives Matter Movements,” Conflict Resolution Quarterly, Vol. 

37 No. 1 (01 July 2019):07-31. 
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Literature on Civil-Military Relations, and Peoples’ Struggle for Democracy in 

Pakistan 

The second category of the literature covers general books and articles related to the 

civil-military relations and major unarmed movements of Pakistan. Interestingly most 

of the authors do not discuss those movements of Pakistan as non-violent actions. 

Resultantly most of the available literature on such movements does not connect the 

theory and practice of non-violence with those movements. The information on 

peoples’ struggles on perceived injustices and movements for the restoration of 

democracy is provided in a descriptive style. Moreover, the literature also sheds light 

on the factors that were responsible for the upsurge and decline of mass movements 

for the restoration of democracy.  

Ziring’s Pakistan at Cross Currents of History is a good work on the 

military’s role in politics of Pakistan. It also critically examines military interventions 

in politics.81 Ishtiaq Ahmed’s Pakistan, The Garrison State: Origin, Evolution, 

Consequences 1947-2011 deals with the history of military interventions in Pakistan. 

It covers that how military dictators use violence to curb emerging unarmed 

movements against dictatorships in the country. Author also places analysis on the 

critical issues related to Pakistani security and armed forces and its indirect assistance 

towards home-grown terrorists. The analysis of author suggests that such home grown 

terrorist cells and networks should be destroyed. The book raises question that in the 

inception, Pakistan army was a weak institution with lacked professional trainings. 

Then how did it become a powerful institution that dominated the political institutions 

of Pakistan?82 In the support of the concept of high security threat conditions, Ahmed 

 
81 Ziring, Pakistan at Cross Currents of History.  
82Ishtiaq Ahmed, Pakistan, The Garrison State: Origin, Evolution, Consequences 1947-2011 (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2013). 
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investigates that high external security threats and internal political unrest became the 

main cause of military’s ascendancy in the politics of Pakistan.83 

Aqil Shah’s The Army and Democracy: Military Politics in Pakistan,84 Hassan 

Askari Rizvi’s85 book Military, State and Society in Pakistan and Rizvi’s86 another 

work The Military and Politics in Pakistan 1947-1997 cover the political history of 

military and history of struggles for democracy in Pakistan. Apart from presenting a 

brief history of pro-democracy movements of Pakistan, the authors explained that 

how military governments defuse public outrage and curb emerging movements 

against dictatorships in the country. These books are rich sources that contribute to 

develop arguments on the historical background of struggles for democracy and on 

historical background of dictatorship in Pakistan.  

 Some scholarly literature is also available on the history of struggles for 

democracy in Pakistan and on military’s role in the politics of Pakistan. The books of 

Muhammad Waseem including Pakistan under Martial Law 1977-1985,87 Politics 

and State in Pakistan88 and Saeed Shafqat’s Civil Military Relations: From Zulfiqar 

Ali Bhutto to Benazir Bhutto 89 deal with the role of the specialists on violence in 

suppressing mass mobilizations against dictatorship. These books also cover the 

political role of military and civil-military relations in Pakistan. Specifically, 

 
83 Jongseok Woo, Security Threats and the Military’s Domestic Political Role: A Comparative Study of 

South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Indonesia (Austin: The University of Texas at Austin, 

August 2007). 
84 Aqil Shah, The Army and Democracy: Military Politics in Pakistan (London: Harvard University 

Press, 2014).  
85 Hassan Askari Rizvi, Military, State and Society in Pakistan (London: Macmillan Press Ltd, 2000). 
86 Hassan Askari Rizvi, The Military and Politics in Pakistan 1947-1997 Revised edition (Lahore: 

Sang-e-Meel Publications, 2000).  
87 Muhammad Waseem, Pakistan Under Martial Law 1977-1985 (Lahore: Vanguard Book (Pvt) ltd, 

1987). 
88 Muhammad Waseem, Politics and State in Pakistan (Islamabad: NIHCR, 2007). 
89 Saeed Shafqat, Civil-Military Relations in Pakistan from Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto to Benazir Bhutto 

(Boulder, Colo: West View Press, 1999). 
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Shafqat’s work traces out two aspects related to this subject. In the first aspect, author 

observes that how military governments use power technologies (violence or 

intimidation) to curb the mass movements against dictatorship and dominates political 

institutions in Pakistan.90  

Khaki Shadows Pakistan 1947-1997 by K. M. Arif91 and Muhammad Asghar 

Khan’s92 We’ve Learnt Nothing from History Pakistan: Politics and Military Power 

are informative sources on the history of military interventions in Pakistan. Both 

authors share their personal experiences when they were in military service and 

worked on several assignments during the period of their service. They were privy to 

the political events that took place during the Ayub and Zia eras. These works are 

neither theoretical nor scholarly analysis but cover political and historical perspectives 

of military regimes.93 Apart from remaining as an officer of Pakistan army, Asghar 

Khan also remained the part of non-violent struggle (MRD). He also shares the 

relevant and valuable information of events related to unarmed movement for 

democracy in Pakistan.94  

Shahid Javed Burki’s and Craig Baxter’s Pakistan under the Military Eleven 

Years of Zia-Ul-Haq examine several aspects of Zia era and covers the historical 

background of dictatorships in Pakistan.95 It only focuses on the MRD movement and 

 
90 Saeed Shafqat, “Democracy in Pakistan: Value Change and Challenges of Institution Building”, The 

Pakistan Development Review, Vol. 37, No. 4,(Winter 1998):281-298. 
91 K.M. Arif, Khaki Shadows, Pakistan 1947-1997 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001). 
92Muhammad Asgar Khan, We’ve Learnt Nothing from History Pakistan: Politics and Military Power 

(Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2005)  
93 Muhammad Hassan, Military and Politics in Pakistan 1999-2007 (Islamabad: National Institute of 

Pakistan Studies, Quaid-i-Azam University Islamabad, 2010).Muhammad Aslam Brohi, The Role of 

Military in the Politics of Pakistan (1977-1988) (Jamshoro: Pakistan Study Center, University of Sindh 

Jamshoro, 2012). 
94Muhammad Aslam Brohi, The Role of Military in the Politics of Pakistan (1977-1988) (Jamshoro: 

Pakistan Study Center, University of Sindh Jamshoro, 2012). 
95 Shahid Javaid Burki, Pakistan Under the Military, Eleven Years of Zia-ul-Haq (Francisco: West 

View Press, 1991).  
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the policies of Zia regime briefly. However, the authors failed to develop a theoretical 

model approach on the civil- military relations in Pakistan.  Shahid Javed Burki’s 

Pakistan under Bhutto 1971-1977 explains the political history of PPP and PNA’s 

movement against electoral mal-practices that helps to understand the history of 

founders of non-violent resistance to the military rule of Zia.96 Burki’s overall work is 

helpful to understand the basic concepts of military’s political ideology. The work of 

Philip E. Jones in his book The Pakistan People’s Party: Rise to Power explains that 

how PPP came into existence. It also briefly focuses on the Pakistan Democratic 

Movement and political ideology of PPP.97  

Veena Kukereja’s Military Intervention in Politics: A Case Study of Pakistan 

is well researched source on the major causes of military’s involvement in the politics 

of under developed as well as developing countries of the world.98 Moreover, she also 

focuses on the factors that provide ground to armed forces for intervening in political 

affairs. Kukereja’s another work Contemporary Pakistan Political Processes, 

Conflicts and Crisis  that deals with the multi-dimensional aspects of history and 

politics of Pakistan. Kukereja covers the problems of democracy, ethnic politics and 

rise and fall of movements against dictatorship in Pakistan. Authoress places analysis 

on the emergence as well as decline of the MRD and other movements of Pakistan.99   

Ayesha Jalal’s The State and Martial Rule: The Origins of Pakistan’s Political 

Economy of Defence100 and Contemporary South Asia: Democracy and 

 
96 Shahid Javed Burki, Pakistan Under Bhutto, 1971-1977 (Hong Kong: Macmillan Press, 1988). 
97 Philip E. Jones, The Pakistan People’s Party: Rise to Power (Oxford University Press, 2003). 
98 Veena Kukreja, Military Intervention in Politics: A Case Study of Pakistan (New Delhi: NBO 

Publication’s Distributors, 1985).  
99 Veena Kukreja, Contemporary Pakistan Political Process, Conflicts and Crisis (New Delhi: Sage 

Publications, 2003) 
100 Ayesha Jalal, The State of Martial Rule: The Origins of Pakistan’s Political Economy of Defence 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). 
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Authoritarianism in South Asia,101 Ian Talbot’s Pakistan: A Modern History,102 James 

Wynbrandt’s A Brief History of Pakistan,103 Hussain Haqani’s Pakistan between 

Mosque and Military,104 Syed Mujawir Hussian Shah’s Religion and Politics in 

Pakistan (1972-1988),105 Muhammad Munir’s From Jinnah to Zia and Iftikhar H. 

Malik’s State and Civil Society in Pakistan Politics of Authority, Ideology and 

Ethnicity106 are rich sources on the different aspects of  history of Pakistan which 

cover the multi-dimensional historical background of Pakistan’s social movements. 

These books present the insightful and analytical review of civil resistances against 

military dictatorship in Pakistan.  Unpublished thesis of M Phil. by Brohi briefly 

explains the MRD movement and critically examines General Zia’s role in destroying 

political institutions of Pakistan.107 Similarly, unpublished thesis of M Phil by Hassan 

critically examines the political role of Generals during 1999-2007.108 However, both 

works provide information on military politics and movements for the restoration of 

democracy in Pakistan.   

Heeger A. Geralad in a research article “Politics in the Post-military State: 

Some Reflections on the Pakistani Experience” tries to compare the political system 

of African state and the military hegemonic political system of Thailand with the 

political system of Pakistan.109  The paper mainly focuses on the levels of military 
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Third World Quarterly, Vol. 23, No. 01, (January, 2011), 242-262. 
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interventions, civil-military relations and theories related to military hegemonic 

political set up as well as dominant political party system with reference to Pakistan. 

Moreover, the major continuous changes in the structure of police, military, civil 

service and politicians are assessed to analyse the history of civil-military relations in 

the case of Pakistan. 

Khalid Bin Saeed’s “Pakistan in 1983: Internal Stresses More Serious than 

External Problems”,110 Saeed Shafqat’s “Democracy in Pakistan: Value and 

Challenges of Institution Building”,111 Babar Ali’s another work “Contemporary 

Pakistan Political Processes, Conflicts and Crisis Sind and Struggle for Liberation”,112 

Huseyn Shaheed Suhrawarday’s “Political Stability and Democracy in Pakistan”113 

and Mumtaz Ali’s “The Crescent and the Sword: Islam, the Military and Political 

Legitimacy in Pakistan 1977-1985”114 are better scholarly attempts in describing the 

wide range of activities related to the history of movements for the restoration of 

democracy in Pakistan.  

The selected literature is reviewed in this category which provides a useful 

lens to understand the historical background of struggles for democracy in Pakistan 

that took place on perceived injustice. This category of literature covers the history of 

movements in Pakistan specifically focusing on Pakistan Democratic Movement and 

Pakistan National Alliances’ struggle. In this specific literature, the connection 

between theory and practice of non-violence is largely missing. Moreover, authors of 

 
110 Khalid Bin Saeed, “Pakistan in 1983: Internal Stresses More Serious than External Problem,” Asian 

Survey, Vol. 24, No. 02,(February 1984): 219-228. 
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1985,” Middle East Journal, Vol. 50, No. 03, (Summer, 1996): 372-386. 
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this category of literature have not placed non-violent struggle for democracy in a 

proper perspective. In this research study, an attempt is made to fill the loopholes in 

existing literature of this category.  

Literature on Movement for Restoration of Democracy (MRD) 

In the third category of literature review, there are a few empirical works and 

vernacular sources that are directly focused on the MRD movement. Amir Ali 

Chandio’s doctoral thesis “Politics of Sindh under Zia Government: An Analysis of 

Nationalists VS Federalists Orientation”115 and his article “Struggle for Democracy in 

Sindh: A Case Study of Movement for the Restoration of Democracy 1983”116  deal 

with the brief political history of Sindh pre and post-partition era.  The scholar 

discusses the rise of Sindhi nationalism and highlights the aspect of provincial 

autonomy. The doctoral dissertation has observed that how politics of Sindh was 

divided during Zia regime between Sindhi nationalists and the federalist PPP. The 

scholar has seen the MRD movement as a Sindhi nationalist movement whereas; the 

MRD movement was not a Sindhi nationalist movement rather a movement for the 

restoration of democracy all over Pakistan.  

The research articles by Tarique Ali “Movement for the Restoration of 

Democracy in Pakistan”117 and Ali Nawaz Soomro and Amir Ahmed Khuhro’s 

article118 are good empirical works which have covered a few areas of the MRD 

 
115 Amir Ali Chandio, Politics of Sindh under Zia Government an Analysis of Nationalists VS 

Federalists Orientation Unpublished PhD thesis. Department of Political Science and International 

Relations, Bahauddin Zakeriya University Multan, 2009. 
116 Amir Ali Chandio, Mughis Ahmad and Fouzia Naseem, “Struggle for Democracy in Sindh: A Case 

Study of MRD Movement,” Berkeley Journal of Social Sciences, Vol. 01, No. 01, (January, 2011).   
117 Tarique Ali, “Movement for the Restoration of Democracy in Pakistan,” India International Centre 

Quarterly, Vol. 11, No. 01,(March, 1984): 57-79.  
118 Amir Ahmed Khuhro and Ali Nawaz Soomro, “The Role of Benazir Bhutto in the Movement for the 

Restoration of Democracy: An Analysis”, International Journal of Social Sciences and Humanity, 

Vol.03, No.03, (May, 2013). 
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movement.  Rasool B. Rais’s Elections in Pakistan: Is Democracy Winning has 

highlighted the relationship of party-less elections and the rise of non-violent 

opposition to Zia regime.119 It also touches the different parameters of peaceful 

resistance that have impacted the Centre-province relations. Rais argues that military 

used the announcement of non-party based elections as a technique to defuse the 

effectiveness of non-violent resistance to military rule. MRD’s decision to boycott 

elections failed to prevent a more than fifty percent turnout. The author tries to 

specify the role of different political characters of the unarmed movement for 

democracy in Pakistan. 

 C.G.P Rakisit’s article “Centre-Province Relations in Pakistan under 

President Zia: The Government’s and Opposition’s Approaches” is a good attempt to 

differentiate the role of provinces of Pakistan in the MRD movement.120 Rakisit has 

discussed impact of the MRD movement on the centre-province relations. The major 

aspect is that the author has tried to find out the major causes of destabilization and 

division of the MRD movement. The arguments of author show the organizational 

weaknesses of the movement.  

On the MRD movement, there is vast literature available in Sindhi language. 

The sources include some jail diaries written by the movement activists who were 

imprisoned by the military regime of General Zia. In Jail Je Diary,121 by Badar Abro 

explains experiences of imprisonment during the days of unarmed struggle for 

democracy in Pakistan. Later in 1990, Abro’s prison diary was published. Rasool 

 
119 Rasool B. Rais, “Elections in Pakistan: Is Democracy Winning?,” Asian Affairs, Vol. 12, No. 03, 

(Spring, 1988): 78-97.    
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121 Badar Abro, Jail Je Diary (Prison Diary)(Karachi: Ibn Hassan Publishers, 1990).  
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Bakhsh Palejo’s prison diary Kot Lakhpat Jail Diary122, Moula Bakhsh Chandio’s Jail 

Diary Jindan Ju Qaidi123 and Tarish Ashrif’s Jail Ja Baweeh Mahina124 are good 

original sources of information on the subject. The prisoners explain the inhuman 

attitude of military government against prisoners of the movement.    

Qamar Bhatti’s MRD Tahreek contributes originally to our knowledge. It has 

placed events and incidents of unarmed movement chronically. Bhatti has presented a 

detailed account of the movement. The work has discussed the MRD movement in 

terms of successes and failures.125 Author is a Sindhi nationalist leader, therefore he 

has analysed the movement in the light of Sindhi nationalism. In another book 

Sindhian te Zulum Keesaitan Bhatti critically examines the state repressive actions 

against the people of Sindh. The work has discussed the Save Karachi Movement and 

Anti-One Unit Movement. It has also spotlighted the aspect of provincial autonomy 

and rise of Sindhi ethno-nationalism. In Bhatti’s opinion, military dictators are 

responsible for the rise of Sindhi ethno-nationalism in Pakistan. Both the works of 

author have examined the MRD and other regional movements from ethnic and 

nationalist perspectives.126  

Muhammad Ali Sheikh’s Benazir Bhutto Jedojehad Jee Aalamat explains 

Benazir Bhutto’s contributions in the unarmed struggle at international, national and 

regional level. Sheikh has presented the political biography of Bhutto in Sindhi 

language.127 Faiz Khoso’s Kare Kakkar Heth Mun Jharrendea Chaddiya: Tarikhee 

 
122 Rasool Bakhsh Palejo, Kot Lakhpat Jail Diary (Prison Diary of Kot Lakhpat). 
123 Moula Bakhsh Chandio, Jail Diary Zindan Ju  Qaidi (Prison Diary Prisoner of Calaboose).  
124 Tarish Ashrif, Jail Ja Baweeh Mahina (Twelve Months of Prison) 
125 Bhatti, MRD Tahreek. 
126 Qammar Bhatti, Sindhian te Zulum Keesaitan (Up to what Time Oppression on Sindhis) (Larkano: 

Publisher Atal Sindhi, 1991). 
127 Muhammad Ali Sheikh, Benazir Bhutto Jedojehad Jee Aalamat (Benazir Bhutto Icon of 

Democracy) (Karachi: Sindhica Academy, 2001).  
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Halchal MRD is a compilation of news reports and magazines. The work narrates the 

events of the MRD movement in a chronological order. The book covers almost every 

aspect of the MRD movement from a journalist perspective.128  

 Adeeb Inqulabi’s Jeay Sindh Students Federation Jee Dah Saala Taarekh Tay 

Sarsari Nazar,129 Azad Kazi’s G.M. Sayed Jedojehed Aen Nationalism,130 Meer Alam 

Mari’s Qaumi Tahreek Jo Mukhtasar Taaruf,131 Fazal Suleman Kazi’s Sobai 

Khudmukhtiary Ain Markzi Siasat,132 Sayed Ghulam Murtaza’s Naen Sindh Lai 

Jedojehed133  as well as Azadi Chho Ain Cha Lai134 are good sources of information 

on the regional movements of Sindh province. These vernacular sources have tried to 

explore the non-violent resistances in Sindh such as Save Karachi Movement and 

Anti-One Movement.  The authors of above mentioned books have contributed to 

place the unarmed movements of the province in a particular perspective of Sindhi 

nationalism.     

There has been a vast literature on the MRD movement in Urdu. The most 

significant works are Ilyas Shakir’s MRD: Kamyabian aurNakamian, 135 Javed 

Hashmi’s Han Main Baghi Hon,136 Farkhanda Bhukari’s Ye Bazi Ishq Ke Bazi Hai,137 
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Shabbir Ibne Adil’s General Zia Ke Dus Saal,138 Ghafoor Ahmad’s Zia Ke Akhri Dus 

Saal,139 and Azhar Suhail’s Sindhri Sey Ojhari Camp Tak140 and Ajensiyoon Kee 

Hukoomat.141 These are a few accounts on the movement.  Sindhi and Urdu literature 

provided direct eye-witness account of participants of the MRD movement. Apart 

from this, the vernacular sources expose the hidden characters of the movement who 

sacrificed their lives; spent years in imprisonment. To finance the movement they had 

auctioned their properties to continue the struggle till the restoration of democracy in 

Pakistan. 

Literature on MRD as a Non-violent Action 

So far Malik Hammad Ahmad is the only author who has tried to connect theory and 

practice of non-violence on the MRD movement. In his research article “Non-violent 

Resistance against Zia-ul-Haq: A Case Study of Punjab’s Participation in MRD” he 

has studied the role of the People of Punjab in the MRD movement and explained 

why MRD was not that much successful in Punjab. Moreover Malik Hammad 

Ahmad’s doctoral thesis “Struggle for Democracy: Non-violent Resistance to Military 

Rule in Pakistan 1977-1988”142 was a good scholarly analysis on Punjab’s 

participation in the MRD movement. The scholar has compared the MRD movement 

with peaceful resistance, Khudai Khidmatgar movement of Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan 

known also known as Bacha Khan in pre-partition phase.  

 
138 Shabbir Ibne Adil, General Zia Ke Dus Saal (Ten Years of General Zia)(Karachi: Shabal 
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Apart from comparing the unarmed movement with Khudai Khidmatgar, 

Ahmad explains that Al-Zulfiqar organization was the militant wing of PPP. It had 

clandestine links with Begum Nusrat and Benazir Bhutto. The author asserts that Mir 

Murtaza and Shahnawaz Bhutto launched a militant struggle against military regime 

on the direction of Benazir Bhutto. The Sindh’s participation in the MRD movement 

is largely missing in Ahmad’s work. However, it is accepted by all other authors that 

the people of the province played a major role in the movement. 

This brief literature review indicates that despite passing almost three decades, 

there is dearth of literature on the MRD movement. Most of the scholars have not 

recognized the movement as non-violent action in terms of tactics, strategies and 

conditions of non-violence theory. Except Ahmad, no other scholar has so far 

connected the theory and practice of non-violence on the MRD movement. This 

dissertation adds to Ahmad’s work and studies the practice of non-violence in case of 

the MRD in particular and other unarmed struggles of Pakistan in general. It also 

makes a scholarly contribution to put the MRD and other regional non-violent 

movements of Pakistan such as Save Karachi Movement and Anti-One Unit 

Movement in proper perspective.   

Contribution to Knowledge  

The review of literature indicates that non-violent struggles in Pakistan have received 

very little scholarly attention. Except Amir Ali Chandio, who discussed the MRD 

movement and other regional non-violent movements in the framework of 

nationalism, no detailed scholarly research is available on the non-violent regional 

movements and on the history of non-violent struggles for democracy in Pakistan. No 

work has been done on the regional movements of the country such as Save Karachi 
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Movement and Anti-One Unit Movement as non-violent actions in terms of tactics 

and strategies of non-violence theory. Apart from filling gaps in the literature on the 

non-violent struggles at regional and national level, an attempt is made to explore 

regional and national movements as non-violent resistances in this research. 

A connection between the theory and practice of non-violence in case of the 

MRD movement is largely missing in academic literature. The written accounts on the 

subject are journalistic and descriptive that lack connection between theory and 

practice. Only Malik Hammad Ahmad in his doctoral work has tried to connect the 

theory and practice of non-violence on the MRD movement.  

There are a few similarities in Ahmad’s work and in this work. However, 

when the scholar came to know about Ahmad’ work in 2017 when his doctoral thesis 

was made available by the University of Warwickshire, this work was already in its 

final stages. Ahmad has emphasized more on Punjab’s participation in the MRD 

movement whereas; this research covers the role of Sindh province in the MRD in 

greater detail. The author being able to read and write native Sindhi language was 

able to use the vast literature that has been produced on MRD in local Sindhi 

language which was not available to Mr. Ahmed because of his inability to read and 

understand Sindhi language. In this thesis, vernacular and original sources on the 

subject are used which helps making genuine empirical contribution to the 

knowledge.  

 Apart from that, thid research adds to the work of Ahmad and constructs a 

stronger connection between the theory and practice of non-violence in case of the 

MRD and other such movements of Pakistan. As far as scholarly theoretical 

contribution is concerned, the concept of non-violent action is differentiated from 
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passive resistance and political conventional action to clarify the concept of non-

violent action. Moreover, basic theories of non-violent action as well as the concept of 

backfire as expansion of political jiu-jitsu and its tactics are applied on the MRD 

movement to study it as non-violent struggle.  

This dissertation provides a ground for researchers to compare the MRD 

movement with other such similar non-violent actions in other parts of the world. In 

previous studies, no scholar has tested the tactics of backfire in case of the MRD 

movement and other unarmed movements of Pakistan. This is the first doctoral thesis 

which has tested all five tactics of backfire (theory of non-violence) on the MRD 

movement and other such regional movements of Pakistan.  

Research Questions  

The central of question of this research is to study: 

The Movement for the Restoration of Democracy (MRD) as a non-violent struggle for 

the restoration of democracy in Pakistan in terms of tactics of non-violence theory and 

see where does it stand in comparison to regional as well as international non-violent 

movements in terms of tactics, strategies, growth, successes and failures?  

The main question leads to the following supplementary research questions 

1. What do we mean by the concept of Non-violent Action? What are its 

theoretical foundations and specific approaches? 

2. Why was the MRD movement launched? Which political parties became the 

part of the MRD movement and what was programme of the MRD movement 

in its different phases? 
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3. What were the techniques used by military regime of General Zia to control 

and defuse the different phases of the MRD movement?  

4. Why MRD failed to become a mass movement at national level? Why MRD 

failed to mobilize the people of Pakistan except in the Sindh province, 

although it was claimed to be a movement at all Pakistan level?  

5. On what grounds the movement can be termed as a non-violent action for the 

restoration of democracy? What were the tactics and strategies of non-violent 

action used in the MRD in comparison to similar movements in other parts of 

the world?  

Research Methodology  

This research study makes the use of both primary and secondary sources of data 

collection using the qualitative research methods. The qualitative research methods 

are used because the aim of this research study is not to quantify the successes and 

failures of the MRD movement but to study the unarmed movement and to develop a 

deeper understanding of connection of the theory and practice of non-violence in case 

of the MRD movement.  

Twenty in-depth unstructured qualitative interviews are conducted to collect 

relevant information from the participants and leaders of the MRD movement. I have 

conducted interviews from some of those common workers of the movement from 

Sindh province who had taken active part in the movement and went into jails and 

scarified their jobs and careers. Apart from active participants and those who did not 

participate directly, but those who witnessed the MRD Struggle before their eyes have 

also been interviewed. In-depth unstructured interview method is used because it is 
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informal and flexible method of data collection that provides ground to collect open 

and vast information about the specific topic.  

The purposive sampling method is used because of limited target population 

of the MRD workers and other people who have direct and relevant knowledge about 

the movement.  Snowball sampling which is one of the kinds of purposive sampling is 

used in some instances to reach out relevant people within the MRD movement. I 

went to the villages of interior Sindh on the fieldwork to find out the hidden activists 

of the MRD. I visited Khairpur Nathan Shah, Village Ber Sharif district Kamber 

Shahdadkot, Sehwan, Dadu, Hyderabad, Larkana, Jacobabad and other areas of Sindh, 

where the MRD was strong and influential to gather more relevant material on the 

MRD movement.  Apart from primary sources, some secondary and tertiary sources, 

like old newspaper clippings, books and magazines, were also collected from the 

interviewees related to the MRD movement.  
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Structure of the Thesis  

• Chapter One: People Power: Theory and Practice  

In chapter one, different theoretical approaches to non-violent action such as Gandhi’s 

Satyagraha, Richard Gregg’s conceptual approach of moral jiu-jitsu, Gene Sharp’s 

idea of political jiu-jitsu and Brian Martin’s tactics of backfire have been discussed. 

Further, mentioned above concepts have been studied to understand the concept of 

non-violent action. The differences have also been indicated among non-violent 

action, passive resistance and political conventional action. Apart from this, 

alternative terms of non-violent action have been deeply discussed to construct a 

theoretical framework for this research study. This chapter is helpful to observe the 

practice of non-violence in the MRD movement and other movements of Pakistan.  

• Chapter Two: Peoples’ Struggle for Democracy in Pakistan (1947-1977) 

The second chapter deals with non-violent movements against dictatorship in 

Pakistan, covering the period between1947and 1977. The chapter is a lens to 

understand the historical background of unarmed struggles that took place on 

perceived injustice in in the country. It covers Save Karachi Movement, Anti-One 

Unit Movement and Pakistan Democratic Movement (PDM) against Ayub regime. It 

also deals with the campaign against electoral mal practices led by the political parties 

of Pakistan National Alliance (PNA). 

• Chapter Three: The Origin of MRD Movement (1977-1981)  

In chapter three, Bhutto Bachaio Tahreek (save Bhutto struggle) 1977-1979 has been 

discussed as non-violent which paved for the MRD movement. Moreover, the origin 

of MRD movement is covered to examine the formative phase of the movement 1979-

1981. Main concern is to see what this chapter can add new and different to our 
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knowledge about save Bhutto struggle as well as the formative phase of the 

movement.  

• Chapter Four: MRD Movement (1981-1982)  

In chapter four, it is to explain that how activists of the MRD worked for the 

restoration of democracy in Pakistan during its initial stage. The strategies of 

movement have also been discussed. Moreover, the connection between the theory 

and practice of non-violence has also been investigated on the MRD movement. It has 

been observed in this chapter that how military government controlled peaceful 

resisters of the movement and defused public outrage. Sindh’s participation in the 

movement and the lukewarm response of Punjab as well as other provinces to the call 

of the MRD has been discussed specifically.  

• Chapter Five: The Civil Disobedience in the Second Phase of MRD 

Movement (1983 to 1985) 

Chapter five covers the second phase of the MRD movement. It deals with the period 

between 1983 to1988. It has also been discussed that how unarmed activists 

celebrated 6 February, 1983 as the Day of Democracy and observed 5 July, 1983 as a 

Black Day to develop pressure on military government. In this chapter, the civil 

disobedience in the second phase of the MRD movement has been studied in greater 

detail. Apart from this, Sindh’ participation in the civil disobedience of the second 

phase of the MRD movement is focused.  

• Chapter Six: MRD in Overseas: Successes and Failures  

In chapter six, an attempt has been made to describe the MRD movement in overseas. 

The movement in terms of successes and failures has also been studied. Chapter six 
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covers re-emergence of the movement in post-election era 1985-1988 and its 

expansion at international to see what it contributes originally to our knowledge. 

• Chapter Seven: Analysing the MRD Movement 

Chapter six presents overall analysis to estimate the practices of non-violence used by 

activists of the MRD movement since 1981. It is to discuss that how Zia government 

responded to unarmed movement for the restoration of democracy in Pakistan. In this 

chapter, an attempt has been made to connect theory and practice of non-violence in 

this case which is largely missing. Chapter six also adds new and different in our 

knowledge.  

Conclusion  

A brief summary of thesis has been provided.  Suggestions, recommendations, 

outcomes and the lessons learnt, and results drawn from the study have been 

explained.  
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Chapter 1  

Non-violent Action: Theory and Practice 

Introduction 

Gene Sharp has used the term non-violent action instead of non-violence.143 Gandhi 

has used the term Satyagraha for unarmed struggle.144 Non-violence and non-violent 

action are same sides of one coin.145 In this chapter, the concept of non-violence and 

its alternative terms Satyagraha, Civil Resistance and People Power are traced to 

construct a comprehensive theoretical framework. There are two dimensions of the 

non-violence theory. First, how non-violent activists practice non-violence and 

organize their tactics and strategies to get the objectives of the movement. It also 

creates public support and generates pressure on dictators.146 The second dimension is 

related to military dictators’ strategies to defuse the public outrage. It explains the 

non-violent activists’ response to repressive actions of the military governments.147 

The study of the dimensions of non-violent action would explore the MRD movement 

in terms of tactics and strategies of non-violence theory.  

The first chapter consists of four sections. The first section attempts to study 

the term non-violent action and its alternative terms used in the different movements 

of the world (Pro-Democracy Movement of Burma and People Power Movement of 

Philippines).148 It has differentiated non-violent action from passive resistance and 

from conventional political action. The second section deals with Gandhi’s theory of 

 
143 Martin, “How Non-violence is Misrepresented,” 235-257. 
144 Burrowes, The Strategy of Non-violent Defence, 75. 
145 Gandhi, Essential Writing, 101-103. 
146 Martin, Non-violence Unbound, 9. 
147 Martin, “How Non-Violence Works”. 
148 Schock, Unarmed Insurrections, 3. 
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non-violence Satyagraha or principled tradition of non-violence. The limitations of 

Satyagraha or principled tradition of non-violence are identified.149 It’s implications 

on non-violent struggles are also explored.  

Third section covers theoretical concepts of other principled non-violence 

theorists including Richard Gregg’s theoretical approach to non-violence moral jiu-

jitsu and Luther Martin King’s approach to non-violence. It has traced the basic 

concepts of non-violence to see a connection between the theory and practice of non-

violence. The last section discusses the theoretical concepts of pragmatic non-

violence researchers. It includes Gene Sharp’s pragmatic tradition of non-violence 

political jiu-jitsu, and Brian Martin’s concept of backfire, its dynamics to apply the 

non-violence theory on the MRD movement. 

1.1 The Concept of Non-Violent Action 

Non-violent action is an action or technique which does not involve a violent activity. 

It is used to get the desired objectives of the movement and achieve public support for 

a movement without harming adversaries.150 Sharp has examined a number of cases 

and measured the practice of non-violence in different patterns. He has developed 

more than hundred tactics of non-violence and divided them into four major groups. It 

includes protest and persuasion, economic non-co-operation (boycotts and strikes), 

political non-co-operation and unarmed intervention.151 Protest and persuasion cover 

public demonstrations, slogans, banners, posters, leaflets, books, pamphlets, and 

displayed communications. It also includes protests, protesting songs, marches, 

processions, religious processions, parades, political mourning, social disobedience, 

 
149 Richards, The Philosophy of Gandhi, 45. 
150 Case, Non-violent Coercion, 7. 
151Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent Action, 136. 
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student strike, total person non-co-operation, protest emigration hijrat (migration) 

etc.152 

Economic non-co-operation (boycotts and strikes) includes consumer’s 

boycott, refusal to pay taxes, peasant’s strikes, and prisoner’s strikes. Political non-co-

operation involves the boycott of legislature, elections, judiciary, non-co-operation 

and disobedience. Non-violent interventions are also the methods of non-violent 

action which include non-violent interjection, non-violent hindrance, non-violent 

obstruction and sit-ins.153 The activists of non-violent action usually use these 

methods to get the aims and objectives of movements. 

There are many other types as well as subtypes of non-violence which do not 

hurt others physically, including mock elections, dismissal from overseas 

organizations, humorous political tricks, teach-ins, the extraction of bank deposits, 

excommunication, working to rule, non-co-operation by judges, takeover of assets, 

and exposing the identities of secret agents.154 These methods do not involve physical 

violence.155 Apart from the methods of non-violence, non-violent action is different 

from daily routine activities as well as conventional political actions.156 The 

techniques and strategies of non-violent action differ from violent action and it is 

highly effective as compared to violent action as suggested by Sharp, to challenge the 

different sorts of regimes for change/revolution. 

Non-violent action prohibits physical violence which involves beatings, 

shootings, bombings, arrests, tortures, injuries and killings. It is not part of usual 

 
152 Sharp, Social Power and Political Freedom. 
153Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent Action, 136. 
154 Martin, Non-violence Unbound , 6. 
155 Case, Non-violent Coercion, 9. 
156 Martin, “Iraq Attack Backfire”,1577-1583. 
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politics including lobbying, election campaigning and voting.157 Thus, conventional 

political action is not counted as non-violent action. Another important aspect of non-

violent action is verbal abuse. Should verbal abuse be considered as emotional 

violence?158 During marches and rallies, non-violent activists use this type of attitude 

and raise the abusive kind of slogans. In many protests, the action of verbal abuse is 

used. Sharp in Politics Non-violent Action considered taunting as a technique of non-

violent action.159 Sharp’s concept in this regard, is tactical as well as rational when he 

questions whether verbal abuse has its effect or no effect in a movement or 

struggle.160 In other words, he is of the opinion that verbal abuse may be counted as a 

method of non-violence, but it would be awkward to use verbal abuse in the 

movement on moral grounds. 

 Moreover, he writes that in Gandhi’s views, the use of abuse in a movement 

or struggle is irrational and Gandhi’s approach of Satyagraha also prohibits verbal 

abuse.161 Martin considered a slight tussle/clash or verbal abuse is as an interruption 

in the discipline of non-violence which according him can change the opinion of 

unjust when violence is used against non-violent activists.162 This may be the reason 

that Gandhi and Martin King Jr. did not use verbal abuse in their struggles. Gandhi’s 

contemporary, a principled non-violent theorist, Gregg did also not consider verbal 

abuse as one of the tactic of non-violent action. Most of the non-violent movement 

leaders avoided to use verbal abuse in their struggles.163 

 
157 Brian Martin and Iain Murray, “The Parkin Backfire”, Social Alternatives, Vol. 24, No. 03 (Third 
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158 Martin, “Researching Non-violent Action”. 
159Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent Action, 571. 
160 Martin, “Researching Non-violent Action”. 
161 Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent Action, 573. 
162 Brian Martin, Backfire Manual, 7. 
163 Martin, “The Beating of Rodney King”. 
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1.1.1 Alternative Terms for Non-Violent Action  

“People power” is other alternative term used for non-violent action. It was developed 

after mass action in Philippines that removed authoritarian ruler Ferdinand Marcos 

from the office of President in 1986.164 The term requires public participation in a 

movement against rulers for revolution.165 Adam Roberts and Timothy Garton Ash 

also suggest that the word people power is a synonym of non-violent resistance.166 It 

covers a number of methods that are usually used to develop pressure against 

powerful rulers and its illegitimate policies without destructions.    

“Civil resistance” is another alternative term used for non-violent action. In 

civil resistance, opponent forces use violence while civilians resist non-violently.167 It 

does not cover the conditions in which civilian activists begin resistance movements 

as civilian activists launch non-violent action on perceived injustice. Despite flaws in 

the term, Martin considers it an alternative for non-violent action.168 In early 1900s, 

non-violent action was commonly termed as passive resistance. This concept 

enhances the image of strikers who hold sit-in-strikes and deny peaceful disperse thus 

providing opportunity to the police for using force.169 Passive resistance was 

confusing term, leading Gandhi to contribute and discover an alternative term named 

“Satyagraha” for non-violent action.170  

 
164 Schock, Unarmed Insurrections,56. 
165 Martin, Non-violence Unbound, 20. 
166Ash, Civil Resistance and Power Politics, 1-3. 
167 Schock, Unarmed Insurrections,56. 
168Brian Martin, “The Politics of Gene Sharp”, Gandhi Marg, Vol. 35, No. 02, (July-September 2013): 

201-230. 
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The term “non-violent action” is misperceived and linked with passive 

resistance and conventional political action. Whereas, the term non-violent action 

relies on the action, not on the passivity while the action has to be peaceful.171 In other 

words, non-violent action neither hurts opponents physically nor damages their 

properties whereas violent action hurts opponents physically as well as destroys 

properties.172 Moreover, violent action involves tortures, shootings, imprisonments, 

beatings, and killings. The theorists such as Gregg, Gandhi, King, Sharp and Martin in 

this field have developed considerable paradigms which differentiate non-violent 

action from both the violent and conventional political action to illustrate a coherent 

picture of the term non-violent action. They clarified dilemmas of non-violent action.  

Non-violence research covers non-violent movements/unarmed struggles, the 

strategic assessments of such movements, expressions, alternative terms, nature, 

psychology, standards, parameters as well as criteria.173 Gandhi’s and Sharp’s 

theoretical approaches have broadened the concept of non-violence. Apart from 

developing theoretical approaches to non-violence, Gandhi and King were the 

principled non-violent activists who used the techniques of non-violent action in their 

struggles.174 Gandhi’s work not only shows a connection between the theory and 

practice of non-violence but also has contributed to enrich the field of non-violence 

research. “The independence movement of India”, headed by Gandhi and “the US 

civil rights movement”, launched by Luther Martin King were inspirational instances 

in this context.175 

 
171 David Hess and Brian Martin, “Repression, Backfire and the Theory of Transformative Events”, 
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1.1.2 Passive Resistance 

Violence is force which is used against human beings to suppress their rightful 

concerns. The destruction of properties, imprisonments, killings, harming adversaries 

physically and tortures are the basic elements of violence.176 Non-violent action does 

not contain any of the techniques that involve violence. It never owns passivity or 

inactiveness but requires participation.177 Non-violence is also far from conventional 

political techniques including discussion, voting and lobbying.178 The methods of 

non-violence are non-violent for those who use non-violent techniques for gaining the 

objectives of their struggle while their opponents use violence. 

There are two main misinterpretations caused by use of passive resistance to 

explain the concept of non-violent action.179 Firstly, it was misperceived that weak 

activists utilize non-violence as an instrument to get objectives and sympathies of 

others.180 Suffragettes were vulnerable with the absence of franchise and deprived 

from other fundamental rights.181 They began passive resistance and used it as an 

instrument whereas according to Gandhi’s philosophy non-violence is not an 

instrument of weak, but it is more effective than violence.182 Secondly, suffragettes 

did not oppose the use of violence as well as force to get their aims and objectives.183 

They used to damage the properties of others, destroy governmental buildings as well 

as offices, and harm opponents physically, mentally and economically. They were 
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habitual to use violence when they got opportunity.184 Thus, when Indians used the 

phrase passive resistance in South Africa they were nearly considered a threat in the 

same way as suffragettes.185 

Before introducing the term Satyagraha, Gandhi had utilized the term passive 

resistance to explore principle of non-violent action. As the struggle began Gandhi 

identified flaws in the term and realized that it was confined and created ambiguities 

and misunderstandings.186 In fact, Gandhi found limitations in passive resistance. 

Glyn Richards explains that the term was replaced by the concept of Satyagraha.187 

Moreover, Gandhian concept of non-violence (Satyagraha) during the Indian 

movements also differed from passive resistance.188 However, the phrase passive 

resistance was used in the Indian movements before Satyagraha. Later on, Gandhi not 

only developed a coherent concept of non-violence (Satyagraha) but also removed 

dilemmas in it.189 He did not like English word for the movement therefore, he used 

indigenous name Satyagraha against British Raj. To make both the terms clearer, 

Gandhi also points out differences between Satyagraha and passive resistance.190 

Firstly, the concept of Satyagraha neither contains inactiveness nor it is in passive 

state, but it contains active state and is highly effective as compared to violence.191 

Secondly, passive resistance involves the method of physical force as it allows the use 

of violence whereas Satyagraha prohibits violence even in difficult situation.192 
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1.1.3 Conventional Political Action  

 Non-violence is different from armed action as well as conventional political action. 

Non-violent action is not considered as a method of political communication (voting 

as well as lobbying).193 Moreover, voting, lobbying and struggling for something are 

major elements of conventional political action. Apart from political conventional 

action, conventional economic action deals with working, buying as well as selling 

goods and shares. Conventional social action includes the conventions of clubs or 

neighbours, charitable work and much else.194 In contrast, non-violent action works in 

the diverse direction of routine behaviour, usually challenging conventional 

practices.195  

Furthermore, non-violent actions deal with protesters disturbing government 

meetings by dressing clowns. Activists who resist war deny to paying taxes and 

consumer activists block service in a bank by opening and closing small accounts. 

The bus drivers refuse to collect fares to record their protest. The office bearers and 

workers send large files to clog an email system.196 In other words, conventional 

political action operates in routine, but non-violent action does not involve routine 

activities. Thus, non-violent action differs from conventional political action.197 

1.1.4 The Track Records of Non-Violent Action 

Violence usually brings revolution through war, military coups, and armed struggle, 

whereas non-violent action brings change through rallies, marches, demonstrations, 
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protests, strikes, processions, and civil disobedience.198 Violence gets fruitful 

outcomes by harming adversaries, but non-violence operates without harming 

adversaries to reach its goal.199 Conventional political action works in route to bring 

change/revolution by lobbying as well as voting whereas non-violent action does not 

work in routine to bring change.200 The main concern of discussing the track records 

of non-violent action is to investigate the difference among non-violent action, 

violence and conventional political action. However, it goes beyond the scope of this 

research study to investigate the track records of violent as well as conventional 

political action. 

Non-violent action is mostly used to put down authoritarian regimes with 

successes and failures. In many cases, non-violent action succeeded to bring transition 

from dictatorship to democracy while toppling authoritarian rulers.201 In some cases, 

the practice of non-violent action gained less success to restore a few elements of 

democracy whereas in many cases, the practice of non-violence could not gain fruitful 

outcomes as it shows the failure of non-violent action.202 For instance, the case of East 

Germany in 1989 is a successful non-violent attempt when Hungry government 

opened its border with the West Germany, permitting the East Germans to emigration. 

The anti-government forces came on roads in rallies and held processions. The East 

German leaders preferred resignation rather than using violence against unarmed 

protesters.203 
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 There are many examples of successful non-violent action against 

authoritarian regimes in the world. Non-violent struggle against British colonial rule 

was one of the factors to force the English rulers to withdraw from India. The people 

power movement of Philippines also successfully removed Dictator Marcos in 

1986.204 The decline of white rule in South Africa (apartheid) in 1900s, the end of 

Indonesian President Suharto in 1988 and the overthrow of authoritarian regimes in 

Africa and Latin America from 1940s onward through non-violent insurgencies do 

provide a comparative study to find out differences between non-violent action, 

violence and conventional political action.205   

1.2 Gandhian Concept of Satyagraha  

Gandhi used the term Satyagraha for principled non-violence.206 He explains in his 

thought-provoking work on non-violent action, Essential Writings that the word 

Satyagraha is derived from the two Sanskrit words Sat and Agraha.207Later the word 

changed to Satyagraha which was used for struggle in Gujrati language.208 Arpana 

Ramchiary illustrated from Gandhi's thoughts that the term non-violence is a 

translation of Sanskriti term Ahimsa which means the love, and charity.209 According 

to Gandhi the word Satya means to exist and his principled approach to non-violence 

suggests that truth and non-violence have strong connection.210 To simplify the 

concept, Dennis Dalton adds that principled non-violence proposes that truth and non-
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violence as two sides of the same coin.211 Gandhi supported truth and non-violence in 

his struggle. Truth or Satya, Ahimsa or non-violence are the basic principles of 

Gandhi’s philosophy.212 

Apart from this, Gandhi explained in detail how non-violence worked in his 

movement for the Hind Swaraj or home rule in colonial India.213 Clifford Manshardt 

points out from Gandhi’s vision that there is an association of Satyagraha with 

religion.214 Gandhi also discussed the close connection of Satyagraha with Dharma 

(religion) in his thought-provoking work All Men Are Brothers: Life and Thoughts of 

Mahatma Gandhi as told in his own words.215 Satyagraha is just not a weapon of 

weak, unarmed and helpless who has no other choice but to suffer the violence 

silently. However, it is the weapon of morally vigilant, powerful and active. 

Satyagraha is not the old-fashioned resistance of evil by evil. It is a resistance of evil 

by its opposite, i.e., by good.216 

Furthermore, Gandhi explores the concept of Satyagraha as the force of 

resistances against violence, brutality and injustices. Gandhi believes that all evils 

take birth due to the negation of truth.217  Thus, Gandhi states that if we begin reacting 

against evil with evil, violence with violence, then we are only adding fuel to the 

fire.218 According to Gandhi, Satyagraha is effective force that can resolve evils of the 
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society peacefully. The aim of Satyagraha is not to embarrass the ruler and it changes, 

mind and heart of the rulers.219   

1.2.1 Eminence of Self-Suffering in Satyagraha 

According to Gandhi, tolerance and self-suffering are the basic principles as well as 

need of Satyagraha for its triumph over the anger and abhorrence of opponents.220 

Self-suffering is one of the most important characteristics of Satyagraha and it is the 

soul-strength for Satyagrahi bestowed to him by God.221 However, Gandhi also 

believes that efficacy of Satyagraha is not in physical non-violence rather it is in the 

spiritual power. Moreover, the believer of such spiritual power suffers without 

answering with violence.222   

A Satyagrahi does not leave patience and tolerance and remains positive on 

the violent actions of opponent. He suffers violence as well as hardships silently and 

bears the assaults of the opponents without responding violently.223 Satyagraha 

teaches civil determination and persistence in the quest of truth. It aims to infiltrate 

prejudice, ill-will, dogmatism, self-righteousness, and to stimulate the soul of rival 

party. Gandhi believes, however, dogmatic a human being may be, he has a soul and 

ability to think about fellow human beings.224 In a similar vein, Ravindra Varma also 

regards association of Satyagraha with soul and suggests that Satyagraha is 

associated with soul, a way of stimulating soul-force.225 Gandhi’s self -suffering was 
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the best way to do this. He formed an inspiring principle of a method i.e. the 

principled tradition of non-violence.226 

Satyagraha usually brings change without using any kind of violence. It is a 

dialectical quest for truth and spiritual in nature.227 The main concern of Satyagraha is 

to triumph over a man or person by the power of love and moderate persuasion. It 

persuades a sense of justice rather than forcing him to submit out of fear and 

humiliation. It also differentiates between systems and masses.228 In other words, 

Satyagrahi considers systems corrupt but it never believes that masses plight cannot 

be improved. Sataygrahi never opposes masses, but he opposes corrupt systems and 

tries to rectify things. He can change the vision of wrong doer by persistent appeal to 

the head and the heart.229 

Gandhi also identifies the weakness of an appeal to reason alone as a way of 

exciting a man’s sense of justice. It is by tolerant persuasive reasoning together with 

self-suffering that Satyagarhi must take efforts to change the heart of his opponent or 

wrong doer and open his eyes to the truth.230 Gandhian philosophy involves religious 

pursuit which rests on the concept that there is a spiritual power behind everything 

and being, and as such the same spiritual power exists in every one of us.231 Gandhi 

was devoted to non-violence on moral grounds; a method in the modern history of 

non-violent movements is now commonly called principled non-violence.232 Apart 
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from idealistic approaches to non-violence, people usually used the methods of non-

violent action for social and political change.233 

1.2.2  The Principled Tradition of Non-Violence 

Gandhi’s concept of non-violent action involves “principled non-violence” which is 

also called Gandhian tradition of non-violence.234 Principled non-violence relies on 

idealism and those, who believe in principled non-violence they think that it is wrong 

to use violence in even difficult circumstances.235 Gandhi also disallowed violence on 

moral grounds. Moreover, the followers of principled non-violence deny practicing 

violence even in critical conditions. For instance, principled non-violent activists deny 

joining armed forces, no matter how worthy cause it is. In fact, principled non-violent 

activists also know the importance and effectiveness of violence, but they deny using 

violence on moral grounds and choose their tactics of non-violence carefully.236  

Principled non-violent activists usually believe that the use of violence does 

not convert the opponent’s concept of truth, but it increases pressure on him to behave 

in a manner that is against his vision, principle as well as sincerity.237 Moreover, 

violence also generates pressure on opponents to violate his moral integrity. Gandhi 

discovered and tried out his method of principled non-violence (Satyagraha) when he 

launched his movements against racial discrimination in South Africa and kept 

perfecting during his struggles against British rule in India and unjust practices of the 

society.238 
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1.2.3 The Limits of Gandhi’s Concept of Satyagraha  

Gandhi was convinced of the spiritual power of self-suffering which had potential to 

win hearts of the opponents. However, he knew that his approach towards self-

suffering is far from reality.239 Moreover, the theorist was also aware of the fact that 

the principled non-violent activists/Satyagrahis were common human beings whose 

patience/tolerance, suffering love/self-suffering and determination had limitations 

whereas the opponents were too cruel to be easily influenced.240 Apart from this, 

Gandhi discovered similar kinds of pressure such as economic boycott; non-payment 

of taxes, non-co-operation, and hartal (strike), none of them covered the spiritual 

power of suffering love/self-suffering alone.241 Moreover, Gandhi’s vocabulary also 

became progressively aggressive. He started talking of unarmed warfare, and non-

violent uprising to force opponents for negotiations.242 As was expected, Gandhi’s 

idealistic approach of Satyagraha overcame practical and realistic approaches towards 

non-violence.243 Despite his impractical and idealistic claims, he continued to force 

his opponents to get the objectives under the ideology of principled non-violence. 

Gandhi claimed that Satyagraha does not stand for force but for change of opinion 

and intention.244   

Satyagraha has been observed in different ways. Unlike passive resistance, it 

has been the weapon of powerful. The weak cannot use this spiritual force.245 This 

force demands to disregard the use of violence in any form. Satyagraha fights against 

the cruel dictator. However, Satyagraha never allows violence. Apart from this, it 
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includes self-suffering, sacrifices and enthusiasm to tolerate tyranny.246 According to 

Gandhi, Satyagraha is intentional and self-choice.247 It is not part of abusive language 

and it is usually practiced by well-educated who are capable of practicing great 

patience and self-control. Above mentioned characteristics can curtail the chance of 

violence. Furthermore, Gandhi observed Satyagraha as gentle, non-wounding and 

never interrelated with anger or hatred. It is never fussy, never intolerant, and never 

vociferous.248 Despite Gandhi’s claims, Satyagraha was used as substitute for 

violence to gain its objectives as it forces opponents for negotiations and it does not 

work to change the heart of opponents as suggested by Gandhi.249  

On moral grounds, Gandhian concept may be far from doubts and flaws, but it 

is not the practical solution of social and political conflicts. Moreover, principled non-

violence is inaccurate when he suggests that even most of the social and political 

conflicts can be solved by attracting or touching opponent’s hearts.250 Gandhian 

idealistic approach to non-violence is applicable in a few exceptional cases where the 

opponent also follows some moral priciples and values as well.251 In this regard, it is 

difficult to observe that how Gandhi’s idealist approaches can resolve political and 

social problems practically.  

Gandhi claims that Satyagraha always succeeds in all circumstances. This 

assertion has been criticized by Parekh. Moreover, Parekh says Satyagraha wants to 

gain practical results but, for that chosen method is not practicable.252 Satyagrahis 
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were common people and had souls. They had limited spiritual strength that could be 

affected and distorted before gaining the outcomes of their struggle.253 Thus, it is 

difficult to believe that how non-violent activists can gain practical outcomes by using 

Gandhian approach of non-violence in the contemporary world.     

1.3 The Concept of Jiu-Jitsu  

The term Jiu-Jitsu was introduced in Japan. Jiu-Jitsu was used in the Japanese martial 

art to convert the assaults of opponents. Hence, the term originated from Japan as a 

technique of self-defence.254 Principled non-violence practitioners such as Gandhi and 

Martin Luther Martin King Jr. began using this Japanese martial arts technique of 

self-defence in their movements when they were assaulted or repressed by 

governments.255 Martin explains that activists either remaining peaceful or 

maintaining the discipline of non-violence can change opponent’s overwhelming 

force against resister. It further develops support for unarmed protesters.256  

Richard Gregg connected the word moral with jiu-jitsu and developed the term 

moral jiu-jitsu with a different meaning and sense.257According to Gregg, if a non-

violent activist maintains the discipline of non-violence when he is assaulted during 

the movement and he does not respond violently when he is beaten. It affects the 

psychology of beating force.258 Similarly, Gene Sharp added the word political with 

jiu-jitsu to explore a new term political jiu-jitsu with distinct sense and meaning.259 

Sharp explains if movement activists are peaceful during a campaign or struggle and 

they are repressed by the government, it puts the government in bad light and creates 
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support for unarmed movement activists.260 Like Satyagraha, both the concepts moral 

jiu-jitsu and political jiu-jitsu have flaws and imperfections. However, the concepts of 

Satyagraha, moral jiu-jitsu and political jiu-jitsu were tested in the different unarmed 

struggles of the world. All concepts are useful and applicable in case violence is used 

on peaceful protesters and they maintain the discipline of non-violence. It creates 

supportive and sympathetic atmosphere for non-violent protesters.261 

1.3.1 Moral Jiu-Jitsu  

Gregg explains that when an individual physically harms another person to answer 

with the violence committed against him. He tacitly agrees that violence is a justified 

means of action.262 On the other hand, rejection to the use of violence causes attackers 

to lose moral equilibrium, as jiu-jitsu causes an attacker to lose physical balance.263 

The presence of observers can increase the influence of this effect. Martin presents the 

instances of agitators or protesters, who, if they start any violence, lose public 

sympathy and support.264 Moreover, violence when not opposed by violence and 

opposed by non-violence, causes reaction by the third parties (common public) 

against violent force.265 The significant contribution of Gregg’s work is the concept of 

moral jiu-jitsu which is an attempt to build a connection between the theory and 

practice of non-violence. 

 Furthermore, when a non-violent unarmed protester or Satyagrahi is beaten or 

assaulted by armed forces and he sustains the element of non-violence. It provides the 
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sympathetic support of spectators to non-violent resister.266 Non-violence discipline 

also shows the greater part of power of non-violent activist which is found in the 

nature of his/her character.267 In the phenomenon of moral jiu-jitsu, unarmed protester 

occupies a greater place and potency for many reasons. Firstly, unarmed protester gets 

moral advantage and his behaviour is unknown and unpredictable for an attacker who 

is used to violent response.268 Secondly, non-violent activist is not surprised and 

aware of the belief that what is occurring in this type of struggle and how to maintain 

the discipline of non-violence. Thirdly, the element of self-control and absence of 

anger preserve his energy. Moreover, he is not in a position as his attacker is 

indeed.269 The significant element is the will of suffering for his motive which also 

empowers his position and provides ground for his moral support by the third party 

(onlookers). 

In the whole process, self-suffering is an incontestable evidence of sincerity. It 

is undoubtedly a sign that the whole body suffers. The body, mind, and sprit are 

integrated and work with a single motive. It shows that the enormous and 

unpredictable resources of energy are in action and ready to bear and tolerate the 

violent attitude of opponent.270 It is necessary to point out the significant and a 

different aspect of Gregg’s concept that suggests not only respect for adversary’s 

integrity but also creates awful situation for attackers and promotes the sympathy of 

observers for non-violent activist.271 If violence is not answered by violence but 

responded by non-violence that helps the believers of it to win hearts of people.272  
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This kind of situation makes attacker unable to sustain his moral equilibrium while 

defender upholds it, what Richard Gregg calls moral jiu-jitsu.273 Although moral jiu-

jitsu contributes to broaden the principled tradition of non-violence, yet Gregg’s 

philosophy promotes idealistic approach towards non-violence rather than promoting 

realistic approach towards non-violence.  

1.3.2 Limitations of Moral Jiu-Jitsu  

Gregg’s and Gandhi’s theoretical approaches to non-violence have similar 

characteristics that are interrelated to spiritual and psychological phenomena.274 

Gregg points out a relationship between the psychology of attacker and influence of 

moral jiu-jitsu. However, he does not prove the influence of moral jiu-jitsu on the 

psychology of attacker.275 Therefore, it is difficult to observe how Gregg’s concept of 

moral jiu-jitsu influences the attacker’s psychology. Like Gandhi’s concept of 

Satyagraha, limitations are also identified in Gregg’s concept as it is purely idealistic 

approach in nature. Martin explains that the problem with Gregg’s concept is that 

there was no evidence to support it. Moreover, moral jiu-jitsu is a plausible 

description which focuses on the effectiveness of non-violence.276 Later on, the Salt 

March was observed by Thomas Weber to find out the effectiveness of principled 

non-violence. However, he identified limitations as well as flaws in Gregg’s 

developed model approach to non-violence.277  

 Thomas Weber criticizes Gregg’s concept of moral jiu-jitsu in a specific way 

and reassessed his concept of non-violence while testing Gandhi’s Salt March in 
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1930.278 He pointed out that when Satyagrahis moved and tortured by police, this 

violent action did not bring any psychological change in police to avoid violence 

against Satyagrahis. However, the absence of resistance stimulated police to beat 

more the unarmed protesters.279 Simplifying the concept of Gregg, Thomas Weber 

also points out that violent attack on peaceful protesters mobilizes the third party 

(common publics) against attacker.280 Similar views are also suggested by Martin and 

Sharp, but it does not influence the psychology of forces.281  

In other words, violent attacks on non-violent protesters promote public 

reaction through media. Contrary to Gregg’s concept that non-violence influences 

directly attacker’s psychology, Weber has argued that non-violence did not influence 

attacker’s psychology but the third party may influence its psychology.282 Making 

Weber’s idea more explicit, Martin adds that when peaceful protesters face violent 

attacks, it puts non-violent protesters in strong position and creates supportive 

atmosphere for non-violent resisters.283 Moreover, the common public reacts against 

attacks on non-violent protesters, but it does not leave effect on beating forces. The 

arguments of Weber and Martin show that there is no relationship between the 

psychology of attacker and non-violence, but moral jiu-jitsu usually influences the 

third parties) when injustice takes place in a society what Martin calls backfire.284 
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1.3.3 Martin Luther King Jr. and Theory of Non-Violence 

Gandhi’s and Gregg’s philosophies surely have certain limitations which are 

identified in previous section.285 Both thinkers have provided non-violent option for 

social change. Gandhi’s principled non-violence approach is used in different 

countries with particular adjustments to regional conditions. “The Civil Rights 

Movement” of United States, under the leadership of Martin Luther King Jr. was an 

inspirational example which sustained Gandhi’s hope.286 Following Gandhi’s 

intellectual quest for a tactic to eradicate social evil, King had found the work of a 

number of authors including Marx unhelpful in explaining the phenomenon clearly.287 

 The “turn the cheek” and the “love your enemies”, philosophies of Gandhi 

inspired King.288 However, like Satyagraha, both the concepts of Gandhi were 

idealistic in nature and far from realistic approach.289 Despite restrictions in Gandhi’s 

philosophies, King found intellectual satisfaction in Gandhi’s writings. Moreover, he 

comprehended the Christian concept of love through Gandhi’s tactic of non-

violence.290 It was a powerful weapon available to poor masses in their unarmed 

movements. King in another essay “Pilgrimage to non-violence” explains that 

Gandhian concept of Satyagraha is only valid method.291 Apart from the absence of 

practicality as well as realism, principled non-violent activists preferred Gandhi’s 

principled tradition of non-violent action in their struggles.292 
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Gandhi’s suffering love, non-violence and the hatred of violence provided a 

ground for the discovery of social reform that King had attempted to understand.293 

Moreover, Gandhi’s belief in the power of suffering and self-suffering, in violence on 

moral grounds, and the significance of non-violence were valuable approaches for 

King. In fact, King was struggling within a democratic society, with an aim to black 

integration into American society.294 He succeeded in achieving his goals whereas 

Gandhi’s approach of fasting until death was as a kind of self-suffering used for 

gaining political ends could not succeed. Moreover, being a Christian, King was 

aware of the power of evil.  Thus, he had restricted appeal to Gandhi’s 

metaphysics.295 

1.4 Pragmatic Non-violence  

Gene Sharp is considered as world’s prominent non-violence scholar who enunciated 

the pragmatic tradition of non-violence. He discovered hundreds of methods of non-

violent action. He made scholarly contributions to enrich the field of non-violence.296 

Sharp believes that non-violence is effective than any other option specifically highly 

effective as compared to violence.297 Furthermore, he suggests that when unarmed 

protesters are attacked and they maintained the discipline of non-violence it puts 

attacker in bad light what he calls political jiu-jitsu or pragmatic non-violence.298 In 

other words, non-violent action is effective to get the desired objectives of the 

movement without destruction. Like principled non-violent activists, the followers of 
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pragmatic non-violence are also committed to non-violence and they work to gain the 

objectives of their movement without harming adversaries.  

1.4.1 Political Jiu-Jitsu  

Gene Sharp derived an idea from the principled tradition of non-violence theory. He 

was highly inspired from the life style as well as way of thinking of Gandhi, whose 

principled tradition of non-violence denies the use of violence even in difficult 

circumstances.299 Despite inspirations from Gandhi’s life style and the way of 

thinking, Sharp developed a pragmatic approach to non-violence which differed from 

Gandhi’s approach to non-violence.300 Sharp also reviewed Gregg’s conceptual 

approach to non-violence (moral jiu-jitsu) and introduced pragmatic approach to non-

violence (political jiu-jitsu). 

Furthermore, Sharp in his approach to non-violence rejects a connection 

between the psychology of striking force and non-violence. He draws a considerable 

scholarly attention towards the effectiveness of the discipline of non-violence.301 In 

other words, Sharp’s concept of political jiu-jitsu is mainly focused on the 

effectiveness of non-violence which influences the third parties.302 According to 

Gregg’s philosophy, moral jiu-jitsu effect influences the psychology of striking forces 

whereas political jiu-jitsu effect often generates pressure against opponent forces 

through the third parties.303 Gregg’s approach to non-violence is idealistic in nature 
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while Sharp’s approach to non-violence political jiu-jitsu is realistic in nature. Thus, 

there is overlap between both the models to non-violence.304  

Political jiu-jitsu is a major element in the mechanism of non-violent action 

which points out how non-violent action operates. Moreover, political jiu-jitsu is a 

particular phenomenon which is the signifier of non-violent attitude of protesters 

during violent repression.305 It is associated with non-violence discipline, solidarity 

and commitment of activist to non-violence. Apart from this, in political jiu-jitsu 

process, non-violent activists cause the violence of opponent’s repression to be 

exposed in the worst way.306 This, in turn, may lead to changes in views and then to 

change in power relationships advantageous for non-violent activists.307 These 

changes increase support for non-violent activists and the withdrawal of support from 

the users of violence. Sharp’s scholarly contributions are helpful to reduce dilemmas 

in the field of non-violence and provide a ground to understand the theory and 

practice of non-violent action.308 

Political jiu-jitsu process shows the effectiveness of non-violent action as 

Sharp claims that non-violent action is more effective than violence.309 Movements 

involve violent or non-violent techniques are conceived as attempts to gain public 

support. Moreover, violence usually tries to get support while destroying, harming, 

beating and controlling opponents.310 Consequently adversaries accept the imposed 

will of opponents in most of the cases. Unlike violence, in the process of non-

violence, non-violent activists attempt to get support through commitment to non-
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violence. In other words, the strength of non-violence is associated with its discipline 

that supports the victory over the users of violence.311  

Gandhi claims that Satyagraha never fails to gain fruitful outcomes312 whereas 

Sharp believes that non-violent action is more effective than violence.313 It does 

always not remain in victorious position to defeat a brutal opponent, is a realistic 

approach which overlaps Gandhi’s idealist approach.314 Rather, Sharp argues that 

what will be highly effective against an authoritative, brutal adversary like Stalin, 

Hitler. Violence can be and was, used against these attackers.315 Sharp suggests that 

non-violence against these autocrats could be highly effective as compared to 

violence.316 Moreover, non-violence could put above mentioned authoritative and 

brutal rulers in the worst situation. Martin adds that the phenomenon of political jiu-

jitsu influences the third party or grievance group that influence what Sharp calls 

political jiu-jitsu and Martin calls that effect on the third parties as backfire. 317   

The synthesis of different theories on the subject explains what happens when 

a non-violent activist comes under the violent assault. In case, he maintains the 

discipline of non-violence and does not respond with violence, resulting in greater 

support of the third party for peaceful protester. This effect or public support as well 

as reaction was called political jiu-jitsu by Sharp which also puts attacker in awkward 

situation. Sharp’s contributions have broadened the theory of non-violence.318 Despite 

rich scholarly contributions, a few flaws are also recognized in Sharp’s pragmatic 
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tradition of non-violence. Brian Martin a pragmatic non-violence theorist describes a 

few cases where political jiu-jitsu remained valueless to influence the third parties in 

the support of peaceful protesters. It also fails to increase public reaction against 

attackers.319 Indonesian invasion on the East Timor caused little impact 

internationally. This case highly inspired Martin to broaden the pragmatic tradition of 

non-violence research. In its result, he constructed the concept of backfire as an 

expansion of political jiu-jitsu and its tactics of decreasing or increasing of public 

reaction on perceived injustice.320 

1.4.2 The Concept of Backfire 

To simplify the concept of political jiu-jitsu, Martin developed the concept of 

backfire. The theorist mainly focuses on the cases where political jiu-jitsu effect was 

non-functional to work against attackers.321 Even though, non-violent activists 

maintained the discipline of non-violence during violent attacks. However, Sharp did 

not identify these instances. In this context, Martin presents a few instances of violent 

attacks on peaceful protesters, but political jiu-jitsu did not influence the third party in 

the support of non-violent activists. 322 In 1965, Indonesian forces started killing 

campaign against communists and campaign was conceived by many scholars as 

genocide. There was small scale reaction, within Indonesia and worldwide.323  

The victims of 1965 in Indonesia did not respond with violence, made Martin 

realize that in a few cases political jiu-jitsu does not increase public reaction in the 

favour of victims. It also does not change opinions to create supportive atmosphere 
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for non-violent activists and the withdrawal of support from attacker.324 This made 

Martin aware that attackers might have used techniques to reduce public and defuse 

political jiu-jitsu effect. Resultantly, he introduced the tactics that are used by 

attackers to reduce public reaction. The conceptual framework, he introduced has 

significant theoretical features which were not covered by Sharp’s pragmatic 

theoretical approach to non-violence is called “Backfire.”325 

Apart from this, backfire comprises of similar features like political jiu-jitsu. 

Both the concepts work to put assaulter in bad light before public and convert the 

attack on peaceful protesters in their support. In this connection, Martin considered 

backfire as an expansion of political jiu-jitsu.326 Backfire occurs not only in reaction 

to violent state despotism but also on arrests, restrictions on press and illegitimate 

political activities. In other words, it takes place on any kind of injustice which is 

exposed before the public. Political jiu-jitsu and backfire have comparable 

characteristics. Political jiu-jitsu has no dynamics to increase or defuse public reaction 

on perceived injustice. However, backfire has mechanism of promoting or preventing 

public anger against violent attacks on peaceful protesters. Thus, backfire can be 

considered as standard and advanced kind of political jiu-jitsu.327 The concept of 

backfire is not a deadly force or violent tactic and its techniques are peaceful which 

are used to defuse resistance. The techniques related to backfire are also used to 

increase public support for non-violent movement against unconstitutional 
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governments. These techniques of increasing or decreasing public outrage are called 

by Martin as the tactics of backfire.328 

To add more on the concept, Martin adds that political jiu-jitsu effect does not 

take place automatically, but requires a few conditions. Firstly, brutal event should be 

exposed. Secondly, brutal event should be interpreted factually. Thirdly, injustice 

must be exposed in public.329 In 1931, during the Salt March, Satyagrahis were 

tortured by police, but there were no independent witnesses.330 Moreover, the brutal 

action of British government was covered up and factual information was hidden. The 

perpetrators for brutal attacks on Satyagrahis were not exposed in India. Thus, 

political jiu-jitsu effect was minimal.331 

  During non-violent actions, when police or military uses violence on 

peaceful protesters and political jiu-jitsu does not take place; it means attacker 

(government) might have used the tactics of backfire to reduce public outrage. Martin 

claims that the tactics of backfire have a wide range of effect on political jiu-jitsu 

which can promote or reduce outrage against attackers.332 Whether the tactics of 

backfire puts attackers in awkward situation or supports attackers. In cases where the 

tactics of backfire are used there is no effect of political jiu-jitsu.333 Attackers usually 

use the tactics of backfire to make political jiu-jitsu ineffective. Consequently, non-

violent actions do not gain the support of the third party even though non-violent 
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activists have maintained the discipline of non-violence as claimed by Sharp for 

political jiu-jitsu effect.334 

1.4.3 The Dynamics of Backfire  

Making the concept of backfire clearer, Martin has used the term “outrage” to 

refer to the reaction or resistance of individuals to events conceived as injustice, 

illegitimate, or otherwise inappropriate, notably events that involve political 

repression.335 Martin also developed the term “backfire” to refer to reactions and 

mobilizations produced by outrage. The “dynamics of backfire” also refers to the 

methods used to abate or increase the resistance. In Martin’s views, political jiu-jitsu 

and backfire are synonyms which operate similarly.336 However, the tactics that 

dictators use to prevent backfire effect (to defuse public reaction or mass movement) 

whereas non-violent activists used the methods to increase backfire effect (enhance 

public reaction or public participation in the movement). He calls these tactics of 

reducing or expanding backfire as the “dynamics of backfire.”337 In other words, 

dictators use all possible means to curb public outrage whereas movement leaders use 

possible measures to increase public outrage.  Martin has introduced five methods for 

preventing outrage and five others for increasing public reaction that can lead to 

backfire.338 
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1.4.3.1 Cover-up the Action 

The first technique of backfire is to cover-up the action which operates to reduce 

public outrage particularly when brutality is in progress against peaceful protesters.339 

In other words, cover-up involves hiding the factual details of violent action from 

public, restricting mass media coverage. In the tactic of cover-up, masses are kept far 

from the reality and suppressed to know the real story. For example, if public is 

unaware of something, it cannot be distressed.340 Governments often, use this tactic to 

reduce public reaction during anti-dictatorship movements. Cover-up tactic usually 

prevents people from receiving the factual information which aims at reducing public 

outrage or political jiu-jitsu effect.341 

1.4.3.2 The Devaluation of Targets 

The second technique of backfire is devaluation it works to prevent outrage. In this 

technique, attempts are made to devalue targets (opponents), for instance by labeling 

targets (non-violent activists).342 In other words, devaluation means creating 

environment against targets by showing their status notorious as well as less estimable 

and valueless. For example, if someone is declared notorious criminal when violence 

is used against him, it is not conceived as illegal, injustice. When highly estimable 

personality is killed during agitations people become out of control whereas a 

notorious criminal is murdered it does not cause effective public reaction.343 This 

tactic of backfire creates conductive atmosphere for governments in suppressing 

peaceful protesters through the element of violence. 
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1.4.3.3 Reinterpretation or Misinterpretation 

The main function of the third technique of backfire is to present story in a wrong way 

to exploit the real story. Misinterpretation is a phenomenon of explaining the reality 

from attacker’s or dictator’s point of view.344 For instance, during struggles agitators 

are tortured, injured and murdered, but through the process of misinterpretation, 

different realities are usually presented, and facts are kept secret to discourage public 

reaction.345 The East Timorese struggle against Indonesian government is an 

inspirational example to explain the phenomenon. The brutal action by Indonesian 

government resulted in killing of fifty people (non-violent protesters). The figures of 

independent observers recorded around two hundred seventy-one causalities of 

protesters.346  

Furthermore, unarmed activists were alleged by Indonesian government that 

they were having weapons, later were held responsible for shootings. Whereas, the 

fact was activists were unarmed and they did not carry any weapons.347 This was an 

instance of misinterpretation of the repressive action. Indonesian government made 

the best use of tactic of reinterpretation.348 It is the most influential and effective when 

it inspires masses to witness an event by attackers which usually tries to justify action 

or event from attackers’ point of view. 

1.4.3.4 Official Channels 

In this technique of backfire, formal institutions including courts, expert panels and 

procedures are used to show the impression of fair treatment and justice. Most of the 

 
344 Martin, “Paths to Social Change”. 
345 Murray, “The Parkin Backfire”. 
346 Martin, “From Political jiu-jitsu to the backfire dynamic”. 
347 Murray, “The Parkin Backfire”. 
348 Martin, Backfire Manual, 10. 
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people believe that official channels like courts as well as experts probably provide 

justice.349 In this regard, official channels are conceived as the important and valuable 

sources of diffusing effective resistances against governments. Moreover, official 

channels also work to discourage public participation in anti-government processions. 

In real sense, a few formal channels work to provide justice, but when attackers are 

powerful, formal channels are used to provide an illusion of fair treatment and 

justice.350 In other words, when governments are powerful, official channels remain 

partial and take decisions in the favour of government rather than providing justice to 

the non-violent activists. Resultantly, victims cannot be treated fairly in such 

circumstances and it is impossible to gain justice through official channels. 

 
349 Martin, Non-violence Unbound, 59. 
350 Martin, Backfire Manual, 10. 
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1.4.3.5 Intimidation or Rewards 

It is a kind of threat which reduces resistances and also discourages others from 

participation in unarmed movement against dictators. Public is angry on government’s 

brutality and unconstitutional policies.351 However, they are frightened of being 

harmed physically, mentally and financially. Apart from this, government employees 

are also worried of being losing their jobs and are less likely to raise their concerns. 

Rewards also work through same process. People might be upset, but if financial 

compensation is given, they are less willing to explain their concerns.352 Intimidations 

and rewards can change the attitude of masses, but it may not alter their vision and 

ideology. In fact, this method usually pressurizes unarmed protesters to be calm on 

killings, murders, shootings and brutality by governments during struggles. 

353 Table 01, Backfire cycle and its tactics by Martin and Murray. 

The diagram, a cycle of reducing public reaction at repressive action of 

governments is illustrated to make the concept clear. The tactics of backfire are 

discussed through diagram to understand the dynamics of backfire. The event of 

violent action is perceived as injustice by common public. Resultantly, they react with 

outrage against the user of violence whereas military governments use these five 

techniques of backfire to defuse public reaction (backfire and political jiu-jitsu effect). 

 
351 Murray, “The Parkin Backfire”. Martin, Backfire Manual. 
352 Martin, Non-violence Unbound. 
353 Murray, “The Parkin Backfire”. 
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In many cases including Salt March governments used the tactics of backfire to stop 

the conversion of event into transformative event. In many cases it failed to stop the 

conversion of event into transformative event. Thus the inspirational example is the 

Salt March which converted into Indian freedom struggle.  

In dynamics of backfire, five other tactics are also introduced by Brian Martin 

which counters these five methods of decreasing outrage. It is valuable to highlight 

the five other methods which increase the chance of backfire. These tactics are used 

by non-violent activists to gain public support while exposing the events. It also 

includes validating the targets, interpreting the attacks on unarmed protesters, 

avoiding official channels and resisting intimidations. As discussed that public 

reaction on repressions by dictators against non-violent protesters. These five tactics 

of backfire increase public resistance and encourage the conversion of events into 

transformative events. 

1.4.3.6 Exposing the Event 

Non-violent activists try to spread the factual information of event as it can increase 

public outrage.354 The Amnesty International is an important institution which usually 

exposes the brutalities of governments at international level. Exposure challenges 

cover-up.355 Journalists play vital role in exposing brutal events through media.356 For 

instance, on the Salt March, journalist Webb Miller’s stories exposed to international 

audiences. Moreover, Miller’s writings supported Satyagrahis and created a wave of 

sympathy in the world.357 

 
354 Martin, “Paths to Social Change”. 
355 Martin, Backfire Manual, 11-14. 
356 Martin, Non-violence Unbound, 28. 
357 Weber, On the Salt March. 
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1.4.3.7 The Validation of Targets 

Non-violent protesters are shown as innocent human beings respectable members of 

the society. Validation means creating atmosphere in the support of resisters of 

violence. Such a situation produces sympathy of the third party for unarmed 

campaigners who are attacked. When people are attacked it would increase public 

anger.358 For example, if a notorious bandit is murdered in government repression, 

people do not react and if a well know personality is even injured during protests in 

government repression people react immediately with outrage.359 It became clear in 

this example that public reaction also depends on the importance, value and status of 

the target that is attacked. If an estimable target is attacked, it would increase public 

outrage and put attacker in a bad light whereas if estimable targets are shown 

notorious, it would defuse public outrage. 

1.4.3.8 Interpret the Event as Unjust 

The attack should be interpreted in correct way. The factual information should be 

presented about what is truly taking place to counter lies about who is really 

responsible (to counter blaming) and about the damage caused by torture as well as its 

low value for obtaining information (to counter framing).360 The facts of events 

(attacks on unarmed protesters or the brutal actions of governments) should not be 

kept secret or misinterpreted, but these should be displayed in correct way and spread 

as it would also increase public outrage, if the elements of injustice are happened in 

any movement or struggle.361 

 
358 Murray, “The Parkin Backfire”. 
359 Martin, Backfire Manual, 15-16. 
360 Martin, Backfire Manual,17. 
361 Martin, How Non-Violence Works,298. 
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1.4.3.9 Discredit Official Channels 

According to Martin official channels have great credibility and value among the 

public. The power of official channels depends on the trust and belief of people.362 In 

fact, official channels are slow and take much time to provide justice. In other words, 

official channels mean peoples’ passions to die. Mobilizing support means getting 

more people to see things in unarmed campaigner’s way as it would increase 

participation for your movement or struggle against government’s brutal action or 

torture on unarmed campaigners.363 People expect justice from official channels, but 

governments often use official channels to reduce outrage. In case, when official 

channels do not operate as impartial sources; they should be neglected.364  

1.4.3.10 Resist Intimidation and Rewards 

The final tactic of promoting outrage is to resist intimidation because it involves all 

possible measures to discourage action and public participation. For instance, the 

witnesses of a repressive action might be afraid to react with outrage against the 

brutality of governments.365 They are afraid of being attacked or harmed physically, 

mentally and economically. To challenge intimidation, people must be willing and 

dare to resist against attackers. A few people require standing up in the face of 

intimidation, for example by speaking out about torture or brutality. Also useful is 

documenting and exposing intimidation: this can arouse greater outrage and 

contribute to backfire.366 Likewise, a few people require resisting the temptation of 

getting a reward.   

 
362 Martin, Non-violence Unbound. 
363 Murray, “The Parkin Backfire”. 
364 Martin, Backfire Manual, 18. 
365 Martin, Non-violence Unbound, 30. 
366 Martin, Backfire Manual, 18. 
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The methods of non-violent action have been used in numerous occasions 

including protests against corruption, demonstrations against authoritarian 

governments, rallies against electoral mal-practices and marches against injustices 

etc.367 There are many instances of non-violent action where it might be easy to 

investigate whether non-violence is effective or highly effective as compared to 

violence and conventional political action or other related actions.368 In many cases, 

protesters move with action, but are failed. Workers go on enduring strikes for their 

demands or rights, but owner rejects their demands and replace them with other 

workers by terminating them from services. In these cases, non-violent action seems 

ineffective. In fact, protests are sometimes effective and successful in achieving major 

objectives, but sometimes are ineffective and unsuccessful.369 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, different theoretical approaches to non-violence are discussed. It is 

explored that how they relate to each other. A theory is just a source for thinking 

about event or movement and each theoretical approach has strong arguments and 

weak arguments. To construct a coherent conceptual framework for studying the 

MRD movement as a non-violent struggle, it was necessary to examine existing 

theoretical approaches on non-violence and create a holistic understanding of the 

concept. The developed theoretical framework has presented a lens to study the MRD 

movement as a non-violent action in terms of tactics and strategies of non-violence 

theory.   

 
367 Murray, “The Parkin Backfire”. 
368 Martin, “From Political jiu-jitsu to the backfire dynamic”. 
369 Martin, “Paths to Social Change”. 
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Furthermore, different theoretical approaches to non-violence also help to 

analyse the practice of non-violence in the movements of Pakistan including Save 

Karachi Movement, Anti-One Unit Movement, Pakistan Democratic Movement and 

Pakistan National Alliance’s movement. In the first dimension of no-violence theory, 

the practice of non-violence in movements is discussed. It also gives an idea to 

observe the practice of non-violence in the MRD movement that developed pressure 

against the authoritarian regime of General Zia. 

In the second aspect of theory of non-violence, ideas are taken from the 

theoretical approaches to non-violence given by Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, 

Richard Gregg, Gene Sharp and Brian Martin. Main concern is to see how military 

regimes control non-violent activists and how non-violent activists usually respond 

when they are attacked by military governments. Both the aspects of theory of non-

violence related to this study also provide an idea to explore the MRD as a non-

violent struggle in terms of tactics of non-violence theory. Apart from this, it is to see 

how the military government of General Zia controlled the unarmed activists of the 

MRD. It is also examined that how the unarmed activists of MRD responded when 

they were attacked by military regime during the different phases of non-violent 

struggle for democracy in Pakistan 1981-1988. 
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Chapter 2  

Peoples’ Struggle for Democracy in Pakistan (1947-1977) 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses the history of peoples’ movements for democracy in Pakistan 

with an aim to explore the historical background of non-violent struggles. It has also 

been explained that how pacific movement leaders applied selected methods of non-

violent action to achieve the aims and objectives of their unarmed struggles. In 

chapter two, it has been examined that how governments responded to reduce public 

outrage that took place on perceived injustice.  

Chapter two consists of three sections. The first section attempts to study the 

Save Karachi Movement and Anti-One Unit Movement as non-violent actions in 

terms of tactics of non-violence theory. The leaders resisted peacefully to succeed the 

movements. It has also been observed that how government defused unarmed 

movements that were launched on perceived injustice. In the second section, Pakistan 

Democratic Movement (PDM) has been discussed as a non-violent struggle in terms 

of tactics and strategies of non-violence theory and its role in forcing Ayub Khan’s 

resignation. 

In the third section, an analysis has been made to look at Pakistan National 

Alliance’s movement as a non-violent action in the light of Gene Sharp suggested 

techniques of non-violence. Other unarmed movements of Pakistan including the 

struggle of Alliance for the Restoration of Democracy (ARD) in early 2000s and the 

Lawyer’s Movement in 2007 were also non-violent. But, it goes beyond the scope of 

this research to cover all those non-violent struggles of Pakistan and there is already 
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good amount of literature available on the Lawyers movement. In this thesis, only 

those unarmed movements have been discussed which were launched before the 

MRD to explore the history of non-violent actions.  

2.1 Separation of Karachi and Public Reaction   

In1947, the central government of the country had declared Karachi as the capital of 

the newly born state of Pakistan. For this purpose, Karachi was separated from Sindh 

province and was declared as federal territory.1 The people of the province perceived 

the decision as injustice and reacted against the separation of Karachi from Sindh 

province.2 The public outcry also came from remote areas of the province. Political 

activists such as Ghulam Murtaza Sayed more famous as G.M. Sayed, Rasul Bakhsh 

Palejo, Sobho Giyanchandani and Hyder Bukhsh Jatoi stood in stark opposition to the 

government’s decision.3 

The provincial government of Sindh did not support the separation of the 

metropolitan city of the province as the federal government did not take provincial 

administration into confidence on the decision.4 Muslim League Sindh branch has 

also rejected the government plan and called for its annulment forthwith.5 Despite the 

opposition from different stakeholders in the province, the federal government was 

adamant on neglecting political and regional concerns which resulted in the mass 

mobilization against the government.6 

 

 
1 Wynbrandt, A Brief History of Pakistan, 162. 
2 Chandio, Politics of Sindh Zia Government, 3. 
3 Solangi, Sindh Hari Committee, 30. 
4 V.F. Ageef, Sindh Tareekh Ke Aaine Mein (Sindh in the Mirror of History) (Karachi: Danyal Press, 

1989.), 35.  
5 Sayed, Azadi Chho Ain Cha Lai. 
6 Bhatti, Sindhian te Zulum Keesaitan. 
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The Chief Minister of Sindh, Muhammad Ayub Khuhro had opposed the 

making of Karachi a federal territory. Resultantly, he was removed from Chief 

Minister-ship for not toeing the federal policy.7 Although, Khuhro had majority in the 

provincial house yet his government was dissolved leading the province into the sense 

of alienation.8 The Sindh Progressive Muslim League led by G.M. Sayed opposed 

forcefully imposed policies of the government which were against the interest of 

Sindh.9 The ethno-nationalists such as Ghulam Murtaza Sayed, Rasul Bakhsh Palejo, 

Sobho Giyanchandani, and Hyder Bukhsh Jatoi and other nationalists protested to 

save Karachi from split-up.10 They also decided to launch an unarmed struggle against 

central government to withdraw its decision.11 

The regional parties, such as Sindh Progressive Muslim League and Sindh 

Awami Mahaz (Sindh Peoples Front) opposed the division of Sindh. The provincial 

assembly passed a resolution unanimously against the separation on February 2, 

1948.12 When all that did not work, the leaders of the Save Karachi Movement 

decided to protest peacefully to stop the division of Sindh. The opposition to 

separation of Karachi was peaceful in their struggle in terms of tactics and strategies 

of non-violence theory.13 The government responded with strict measures and arrested 

 
7 Ghulam Murtaza Sayed, The Case of Sindh (Karachi: Naeem Sindh Academy, 1995), 131. 
8 Chandio, Politics of Sindh Zia Government, 3. 
9 Sindh Progressive Muslim League was founded by Ghulam Murtaza Sayed in pre-partition era and 

later, Sayed contested elections of 1946 from the platform of this party. Although he was defeated yet 

he challenged the results of election in election tribunal which was declared in 1949 post partition era. 
10 Babar Ali, Political Forces in Sindh: Regional Imbalance &the National Question in Pakistan 

(Lahore: Vanguard Books, 1992),45. 
11 Solangi, Sindh Hari Committee, 30. 
12 Kazi, G.M. Sayed Jedojehed Aen Nationalism. 
13 Azad Kazi, G.M. Sayed Jee  Jedojehed aen Nationalism(Struggle of G.M. Sayed and 

Nationalism)(Karachi: G.M. Sayed Literary Society, 1996), 45.  
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Sayed and his party workers who opposed the division policy of the government. The 

unarmed opposition was intimidated to quit the movement.14 

However, non-violent opposition to separation of Sindh was united on one 

platform. Despite a large number of arrests, Sindh Progressive Muslim League and 

Sindh Awami Mahaz stood against the separation of Karachi. Sindh Hari Committee 

also joined hands in unarmed struggle against the government’s decision.15 Moreover, 

Sindh Hari Committee organized Ratodero Hari Confernece on May 30, 1948 at 

Ratodero a sub division of Larkana District.16 The conference committee unanimously 

selected Hayder Buksh Jatio as the president of Hari Committee.17 

Furthermore, the Sindh Hari Committee passed a resolution against the 

division of Sindh in the conference.18 Gene Sharp considers day observation as an 

effective method of non-violent action as it is used to develop pressure against the 

government.19 Non-violent activists often organize black days and other particular day 

observations to put governments in awkward situations. In this case, the mainstream 

leadership of peaceful resistance decided to celebrate Karachi Day. Later on, the non-

violent activists of Save Karachi Movement successfully celebrated Karachi Day on 

July 2, 1948.20 It was aimed to draw the attention towards the issue from Sindh and to 

develop pressure on government. 

 
14 Bhatti, Sindhian te Zulum Keesaitan. 
15 Fazal Suleman Kazi, Sobai Khudmukhtiari Ain Markzi Siasat (Provincial Autonomy and Federal 

Politics) (Karachi: Sindhi Adadbi Academy, 2000), 54. 
16Solangi, Sindh Hari Committee,36. 
17 Chandio, Politics of Sindh Zia Government, 5. 
18 Ghulam Murtaza Sayed, Naeen Sindh Lai Jedojehed ( Struggle for New Sindh) (Kandyaro: Roshni 

Publication, 1989). 
19 Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent Action. 
20 Hamida Khuhro, Mohammad Ayub Khuhro: Life of Courage in Politics (Karachi: Feroz Sons, 1998), 

496. 
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The Chief Minister Ayub Khuhro opposed the separation and was removed 

from office.21 Khan Liaqat Ali Khan, the first Prime Minister of Pakistan, was chief 

supporter of declaring Karachi capital territory; he had convinced Jinnah and 

Constituent Assembly on the issue.22 Eventually, Jinnah authorized Governor to 

remove Khuhro from office under the particular emergency powers noted in section 

51(5) of the Government of Indian Act 1935 as amended by Pakistan Provisional 

Order 1947.23 Peaceful resistance in Sindh to save Karachi faced failure due to lack of 

well-organized line of action and cogent strategy. Finally, Karachi was separated from 

Sindh on July 23, 1948 and was declared federal territory.24 

Save Karachi movement was the first non-violent action in terms of tactics and 

strategies of non-violence theory in Pakistan as it practiced a few methods of non-

violence suggested by Sharp.25 Although non-violent resistance to save Karachi from 

separation had the low level of resistance, growth and survival yet it succeeded to 

develop pressure against the federal government. But, that generated pressure was not 

good enough to get fruitful outcomes for the annulment of the decision.26 However, 

when finally the capital of the country was shifted to Islamabad in 1964, it was 

acknowledged that opposition of the people of Sindh was one of the reasons for that 

shift.27  

 
21 Khuhro, Mohammad Ayub Khuhro, 497. 
22  Chandio, Politics of Sindh Zia Government. 
23Hamid Khan, Constitutional and Political History of Pakistan, 174. 
24 Solangi, Sindh Hari Committee,36. 
25 Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent Action. 
26 Sayed, Naeen Sindh Lai Jedojehed. 
27 Hamid Khan, Constitutional and Political History of Pakistan, 198. 
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2.1.1 Non-violent Opposition to One Unit Scheme 

One Unit Scheme was not only seen as a huge geo-political change but also perceived 

as injustice by the people of smaller provinces of Pakistan.28 The scheme demolished 

the status and identity of smaller provinces of Pakistan. On July 23, 1954, the 

leadership of Muslim League called for a meeting where the idea of fusion of four 

provinces of the western wing into the West Pakistan was negotiated.29 The Chief 

Minister of Punjab, Feroz Khan Noon supported the concept of One Unit Scheme 

whereas Abdul Sattar Pirzada, the Chief Minister of Sindh rejected the scheme.30 

Apart from Pirzada’s opposition, Bengali members of the committee such as Khuwaja 

Nazim-U-ddin and Noor-ul-Amin also opposed the plan. Abdul Qayoom Khan, from 

NWFP rejected the central government’s policy of destroying regional identities of 

the existed provinces.31 The supporters of the scheme claimed that equality and 

balance between both the wings of the country would prevent provincialism and 

strengthen federalism in Pakistan.32  

In Sindh, peaceful opposition to the policy led the dismissal of Pirzada from 

the Chief Minister ship of the province. Ayub Khuhro, a supporter of the federal 

government’s policy was made the Chief Minister of Sindh for the second term.33 

This unilateral decision by the central government resulted in the tug of war among 

the federating units of Pakistan.34 

 
28 Bhatti, Sindhian te Zulum Keesaitan. 
29 Chandio, Politics of Sindh Zia Government, 24.   
30Kazi, Sobai Khudmukhtiari Ain Markzi Siasat.  
31 Malik Rizwan, The Politics of One Unit 1955-1958 (Lahore: Pakistan Study Centre University of 

Punjab, 1988). 
32 Rizwan, The Politics of One Unit 1955-1958. 
33 Kazi, Sobai Khudmukhtiari Ain Markzi Siasat. 
34 Azad Kazi, Sindh Mein Dhari Abadkari Ain Masailo (Foreign Population in Sind and Problems) 

(Karachi, G.M. Sayed Literary Soceity, 1998), 54. 
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Ghulam Murtaza Sayed had argued that One Unit Scheme would destroy the 

separate linguistic entity and status of Sindh and other small provinces of Pakistan.35 

Furthermore, he explained that the scheme is not only against Pakistan Resolution but 

also the Independence Act of 1947.36 The people of small provinces Sindh, 

Baluchistan and NWFP had perceived it as usurpation of their provincial status. The 

supporters of the scheme claimed it as strong element to dilute the dispute between 

the Western and the Eastern wings of Pakistan.37 As a result, the policy created 

problems among the federating units and fuelled provincialism and regionalism in 

future decades. 

The political leaders of Balochistan, Sindh and NWFP (currently Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa) did not support the scheme fearing that the plan would diminish their 

regional identity and autonomy.38 In this connection, the opponents collectively 

launched an unarmed movement, gathered a large number of people to protest. 

Hundreds of protesters were sent to jail.39  The members of provincial and federal 

legislatures such as Ghulam Mustafa Bhurgari, Khawaja Nazim Uddin, Noor-Ul-

Amin and Abdul Qayoom Khan did also not leg behind in opposing the government 

passed a resolution against the scheme.40 The central government used force to 

suppress the dissent and stymied the mass mobilization. 

Despite opposition, Khuhro had the support of majority of the provincial 

legislatures. Hamida Khuhro claims that one hundred members out of one hundred ten 

 
35 G.M. Sayed, Puhanji Kahani Puhanji Zibani (My Story, My Narration) (Sann: G.M Sayed Academy, 

1988). 
36 G.M. Sayed, Sindh Gaalhai Thee (Sindh Speaks)(Karachi: Naen Sindh Academy, 1993). 
37 Khuhro, Mohammad Ayub Khuhro, 497.  
38 Meer Alam Mari, Qaumi Tehreek Jo Mukhtasar Taaruf (Short Introduction of National Movement) 

(Sanghar: The National Academy,2004). 
39 Sayed, Puhanji Kahani Puhanji Zibani. 
40 Rizwan, The Politics of One Unit 1955-1958, 49. 
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members supported the scheme four members opposed it and six were absent.41 Sayed 

states that members of the assembly were pressurized at gunpoint to pass the One Unit 

Bill.42 Ali Muhammad Rashidi expressed in a speech that if any one who dared to 

comment against the scheme would be treated sternly.43 Despite threats and 

intimidation, the civil society, poets and academicians resisted the federal initiative 

and expressed strong disapproval of it in their writings.44  

The political leadership of other provinces such as Sardar Attaullah Mengal, 

Noraiz Khan, Khan Ghaffar Khan, Mian Mohammad Iftikhar-U-Ddin, Hussain 

Shaheed Saharwardi and Sheikh Mujib-Ur-Rehman decried the imposition of the 

scheme. Consequently, the creation of the eastern and the western wings of the 

country gave birth to the sentiments of Bengali separatist movement and Sindhi 

nationalism in the years to come.45  

To Sayed, Governor General was supporter of the plan but the constituent 

legislature was against the scheme in its recommendations.46 Furthermore, the new 

elected Constituent Assembly passed One Unit Bill in its first meeting held in 

July1955.47 The bill was moved forward by Sardar Amir Azam Khan and discussion 

on Bill began on August 23, 1955. After a very heated debate and arguments, bill was 

finally passed on September 30, 1955. The scheme was implemented on October 14, 

1955.48 Sayed had criticized that forcefully imposed scheme was an attempt to 

preserve the vested interests of Punjabi political elites. The One Unit policy neglected 

 
41 Khuhro, Mohammad Ayub Khuhro, 497.  
42 Sayed, The Case of Sindh, 136. 
43 Ziring, Pakistan in the Twentieth Century, 210. 
44 Sayed, Sindh Gaalhai Thee. 
45 Bhatti, Sindhian Te Zulum Keesaitan.  
46 Sayed, Azadi Chho Ain Cha Lai, 35. 
47 Rizwan, The Politics of One Unit 1955-1958, 56. 
48 Khan, Constitutional and Political History of Pakistan, 178. 
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the cumulative interests of the smaller provinces of Pakistan and threatened their 

regional identity.49 Thus, Anti-One Unit movement took a literary form to develop 

pressure on the federal government for the annulment of One Unit.50  

David Hess and Brian Martin explain that people react on the repressive 

actions as well as on perceived injustice.51 In this case, the people of Sindh and 

smaller provinces reacted with outrage to One Unit Scheme. They perceived it as 

injustice.52 Sindhi nationalist organizations mobilized the people of Sindh against One 

Unit and formed an alliance with Pashtun and Baloch nationalists to develop pressure 

on government for the cancellation of One Unit.53  

The opponents of One Unit built Sindhi, Baloch and Pashtun alliance. Later, 

the ethnic alliance was converted into Anti Unit Front which gave birth to ethnic 

nationalism in Pakistan as it left negative impacts on the working of the federation.54 

The leaders of ethnic alliance protested in the mega cities of Pakistan.55 In Sindh, 

Anti-One Unit Movement was seen as Sindhi nationalist movement and the authors of 

Sindh explained it in the framework of nationalism.56 The Anti-One Unit Movement 

was a non-violent struggle in nature which was launched for the restoration of 

previous status of the provinces of Pakistan. 

 
49 Sayed, The Case of Sindh, 136. 
50 Sayed, Azadi Chho Ain Cha Lai, 35. 
51 Martin, “Repression, backfire, and the theory of transformative events, 249-267. 
52 Mari, Qaumi Tehreek Jo Mukhtasar Taaruf. 
53 Bhatti, Sindhian Te Zulum Keesaitan. 
54 Sayed, The Case of Sindh, 137. 
55 Ageef,  Sindh Ke Tareekh Ke Aaine Mein, 20. 
56 Farhan Hanif Siddiq, The State and Politics of Ethnicity in Post 1971 Pakistan: The Baloch, Sindhi 

and Mohajir Ethnic Movements (London: Routledge, 2012). 
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2.1.2 The Non-violent Strategies of Anti-One Unit Movement  

The mainstream political leadership who opposed One Unit Scheme launched an 

unarmed movement against it under the umbrella of Anti-One Unit Front.57 The 

regional political parties of Sindh NWFP and Baluchistan joined hands in the drive 

against the Anti-One Unit.58 Hyder Bukhsh Jatoi, the president of Hari Committee, 

G.M Sayed, Rasul Bukhsh Palejo, Sobho Giyanchandani and other nationalist leaders 

of Sindh remained active59 Jatoi, Sayed and Palejo determined to use the techniques 

of non-violent action such as protests, strikes, demonstrations, resolutions, press 

releases, pamphlets and conventions against One Unit. The Sindhi comrades were put 

behind the bars for a long time.60 However, non-violent activists continued resisting 

peacefully till the cancellation of the scheme.  

On August 22, 1955 Sindh Hari Committee called All Sindh Convention at 

Nawabshah currently Benazirabad) to demonstrate and draw an attention towards the 

issue. On August 27, 1955 another meeting called at Karachi where all anti one unit 

leaders participated.61 The Anti-One Unit West Pakistan Convention and Sindh 

Provincial Anti-One Unit Committee were formed and a Consultative Committee was 

constituted to draw further line of action.62 In this convention, Abdul Wali Khan, 

Abdul Samad Achakjai, Arbab`Sikandar Khan, Shamim Jan and other Anti-One Unit 

political leaders of NWFP and Balochistan participated to call for the annulment of 

One Unit.63 The activists struggled to restore the past status of their respective 

 
57 Rizwan, The Politics of One Unit 1955-1958, 55. 
58 Chandio, Politics of Sindh Zia Government, 37. 
59 Solangi, Sindh Hari Committee ,54. 
60 Sono Khan Chandio, Interview, 19May, 2016. Dadu. 
61 Mari, Qaumi Tehreek Jo Mukhtasar Taaruf. 
62 Weekely Hari Haqdar (Weekly Farmer Righter), 24th October 1956.  
63 Solangi, Sindh Hari Committee),115. 
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provinces. However, government was adamant on dividing the country into two 

wings.64  

Anti-One Unit West Pakistan Convention called a conference under the 

president-ship of Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan (a non-violent activist and the founder of 

non-violent movement called Khudai Khidmatgar) October 8, 1955 at Hyder Manzil 

Karachi where different resolutions were passed to press the government to restore 

old status of the provinces.65 A joint meeting of Sindh Anti-One Unit Front was held 

on October 30, 195566 where they agreed unanimously. It was also decided that non-

violent protests, demonstrations, rallies, marches, and processions would be held 

across the country to protest the policy. Later on, Anti-One Unit Front was merged 

into Azad Pakistan Party named National Party on November 30, 1956.67 Awami 

League Sindh branch supported National Party in its non-violent struggle for the 

annulment of One Unit.68 However, Azad Pakistan Party could not survive longer and 

it also failed to resolve the issue.  

The indirect elections to provincial level were held in the West Pakistan were 

held. The electorate of the West Wing comprised of the members of former provincial 

assemblies of Sindh, NWFP and Punjab. It also included Khairpur and Bahawalpur 

states according to the West Pakistan Act 1955.69 The union of Muslim League 

political parties got majority and Iskandar Mirza retained Dr. Khan Sahib as the Chief 

Minister of the West Pakistan.70 The claim made by opposition that Khan was just 
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supported by fifty seven members out of three hundred ten members. However, the 

opposition did not bring no-confidence move against him.71  

After the indirect elections, a resolution against One Unit was presented by 

Ghulam Mustafa Bhurgari the member of National Party on September 17, 1957 

which was supported by National Awami Party and Republican Party.72 Moreover, 

Muslim League neither opposed nor backed the resolution against One Unit.73 

President Iskandar Mirza and Prime Minister Saharwardi issued a joint statement 

clarifying that they had no intention of dissolving the One Unit scheme.74 Despite 

immense opposition to One Unit, the supporters were determined to continue with the 

scheme disregarding the demand for its abrogation.75 

2.1.3 The Application of Backfire as an Expansion of Political Jiu-jitsu on the 

Anti-One Unit Movement  

In the light of Sharp’s suggested 198 tactics, standards, parameters and conditions of 

non-violence, Anti-One Unit Movement was a peaceful struggle in terms of tactics 

and strategies of non-violence theory.76 The authoritarian regimes usually use the 

tactics of backfire to defuse movements whereas the protesting leaders use tactics of 

backfire to counter dictator’s tactics.77 In this case, it would be explained how 

government worked to defuse the public outrage and controlled the Anti-One Unit 

movement in Pakistan. The focus is to find out a connection between the theory and 

practice of non-violence in case of the Anti-One Unit struggle. 
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Politicians and regional leaders were protesting on the One Unit when Martial 

Law was imposed in Pakistan on October 7, 1958 which changed the political 

scenario of the country. Political activity and parties were banned.78 Freedom of 

speech and press was restricted. Assemblies were dissolved and newspapers were 

censored.79 Dictators usually try to legitimize their unconstitutional policies while 

declaring non-violent activists as anarchists and terrorists. Similarly, the non-violent 

activists of Anti-One Unit Movement such as Jatoi, Sayed, Giyanchandani and others 

were accused of spreading anarchy in the country.80 Later on, the mainstream leaders 

of movement were arrested and charge sheets were filed against them to suppress 

opposition. Jatoi was charged for writing pamphlets against One Unit.81 In this case, 

Ayub regime used the tactics of backfire to defuse public reaction against One Unit 

Scheme. It also tried to discourage the public participation in the Anti-One Unit 

Movement. Violence was used against the supporters of the movement. However, 

government covered-up the violent events and devaluated movement leaders while 

declaring them anti-state actors. Ayub intimidated activists to call off the protests as 

suggested by Martin. Despite strict measures, Sindhi literary class raised their voice 

against One Unit by composing poetries, stories and writings against regime.82  

In this mechanism of increasing and reducing of public outrage, governments 

use the tactics of backfire to defuse public outrage whereas movement activists use 

the tactics of backfire to increase public outrage while exposing repressive events, 

validating themselves and facing intimidations with bravery.83 In this case, unarmed 
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activists failed to expose the brutal events of government at national and international 

level and they did not validate themselves. Resultantly, their voice was suppressed for 

time being and Sindhi newspapers were not given sponsorships.84 Military regime 

successfully curbed mass mobilization against One Unit in its inception. However, 

military government could not silence the voice of people forever.  

Benazir Bhutto, the former Prime Minister of Pakistan explains that Sindhi 

nationalism owes its genesis to One Unit Scheme and the creation of West Pakistan.85 

Furthermore, an agreement was also signed before the implementation of One Unit, 

according to which local population would be facilitated with jobs particularly lower 

services would be reserved for them.86 Later on, local population was ignored and 

population from other provinces was settled in Sindh.87 Apart from jobs, the local 

people of Sindh province were ignored at the time of distribution of land of Guddu 

Barrage.88 Farmers of Sindh were also neglected, in government’s tractor schemes 

and other Hari (farmer) benefits.89 The agreements were not implemented. The 

neglecting and uncaring attitude of the federal government led the birth of 

provincialism and Sindhi nationalism in the province.90 

Due to the strict measures of martial law regime and the lack of united 

leadership, Sindh Anti-One Unit Front remained inactive for a few years. It was 

reactivated after signing Tashkent Accord when mass mobilization re-emerged 
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against Ayub regime.91 In 1969, Sindh Anti-One Unit Front was reactivated and Anti 

One Unit Conference was called under the president-ship of Shaikh Abdul Mujeed 

Sindhi. The conference was attended by political leaders of Sindh who strongly 

demanded the annulment of One Unit.92 The non-violent struggle of farmers, workers, 

students, authors, political leaders and the Anti-One Unit organizations of all 

provinces except Punjab developed huge pressure on Ayub government for the 

cancellation of One Unit.93 However, peaceful struggle could not gain success during 

Ayub regime.94 Later on, General Yahya Khan abolished One Unit on November 28, 

1969 before holding general elections in the country.95 

2.2 Peaceful Resistance to Ayub’s Regime  

The military regimes of Pakistan have accused politicians of corruption and bad 

governance in the country. General Ayub Khan used all possible means to crush 

political forces. He issued Electoral Bodies Disqualification Order (EBDO) to curb 

politicians in 1959.96 The order banned political parties and leadership from every 

kind of activities such as protests, demonstrations, processions, rallies, marches and 

public gatherings.97 The press was completely censored and kept under control as it 

could not publish anything against military government. The freedom of expression 

and press were restricted.98    

General Khan consolidated his political position and safeguarded his vested 

interests without any major political opposition. However, Tashkent pact was 
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misinterpreted to put Ayub in bad light.99 A war between India and Pakistan took 

place when Indian forces attacked on Pakistan on 6 September 1965.100  It was an 

expensive war for which affected the economy of both the countries. As a result, the 

average of defence expenditure increased into double figure after the war. Thus, it 

was incredible for the economy of India and Pakistan to bear the war further. Finally 

the war came to an end on 23 September 1965, when India Pakistan accepted the 

Security Council Resolution of 20 September 1965, calling upon India and Pakistan to 

cease-fire.101 

Ayub Khan, the President of Pakistan and Lal Bahadur Shastari, the Prime 

Minster of India arrived in Tashkent in January 1966 and began a series of meetings 

bilaterally and separately with Soviet hosts, Premier Alexi Kosygin and foreign 

Minister Andrei Gromyko.102 Finally on 10 January 1966 Shastary and Ayub signed a 

declaration called Tashkent Pact as stating their firm resolves to restore normal and 

peaceful relation between their countries. By the end of February all the troops were 

to be withdrawn, by the both countries to their position they had prior to 5 August 

1965, and both sides agreed to observe the cease-fire terms on the cease-fire line.103   

After quitting Ayub Khan’s cabinet, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto exploited Tashkent 

Pact to disrupt Ayub regime.104 In its effect, the tactics of (devaluation and 

misinterpretation) backfire worked to put Ayub government in awkward situation. 

Bhutto started his political career in the age of thirty years from Ayub’s Martial Law 
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Cabinet.105 Bhutto served on different key posts including foreign minister of Pakistan 

in Ayub’s cabinet. As a foreign minister, Bhutto was responsible for the ship of 

Pakistan towards Communist block including China and Soviet Union.106 He signed 

the agreement of oil and mineral exploration project with Soviet Union in 1961 and 

Pakistan China boundary agreement in 1963.107 

At the time of referendum and presidential elections, Ayub regime faced 

strong opposition. However, it was controlled because of war against India in 

September 1965 as it united the people of Pakistan in the name of patriotism.108 Later 

on, the people of Pakistan reacted with outrage against General Ayub’s role in 

Tashkent pact which resulted in the reemergence of bitterness against regime.109 

Unrest took place in both the wings of country and General Ayub remained unable to 

control mass movement against his regime.110 During unrest in both the wings of 

country, Jalal-u-din Rahim suggested Bhutto to lay the foundation of a new political 

party in Paris, but Bhutto was still not enough confident to form a political party.111 

Ghulam Mustafa Khar, a companion of Bhutto informed that Bhutto is determined to 

form a new political party after coming back from France.112 There were also other 

groups and individuals in Punjab that counseled Bhutto to form a new political party. 
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By February 1967, Bhutto had several choices particularly in response to stand in 

opposition to the military government of Ayub.113 

Apart from forming political party, Bhutto was also determined to launch an 

unarmed movement against dictatorship in the country. Moreover, he decided to put 

Ayub’s authoritarian government down.114 In his tour throughout Pakistan, Bhutto 

exposed Ayub’s role in Tashkent pact while devaluating his target (Ayub Khan).115 

Consequently, the tactics of backfire (the devaluation of target) not only pushed Ayub 

government in bad light but also generated mass mobilization against military regime. 

Expressing his views to Inter Collegiate Student Body at Lahore, Bhutto 

opposed dictatorial government.116 The followers of Bhutto organized public meetings 

in Lahore where Bhutto was enough powerful to criticize Ayub regime for his 

dictatorial character and demanded for a democratic government in the country.117 

After declaring non-violent struggle against the military government of Ayub, Bhutto 

decided to form a political party and eventually, he formed PPP on 1 December, 1967 

as it was the combination of a small number of Bhutto’s followers and a variety of 

disparate leftist groups.118 To gain the support of nationalists of Sindh province, 

young emerging Sindhi politician Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto opposed One Unit in his 

demonstrations and public speeches.119 Bhutto was determined to expel General Ayub 

out of political arena in a peaceful way. Thus, Bhutto used the methods of non-violent 
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action in his struggle against military regime as it paved way for another non-violent 

movement (Pakistan Democratic Movement) against military government.120 

2.2.1 Pakistan Democratic Movement (PDM): A Non-violent Struggle for 

Democracy in Pakistan 

During the presidential election of 1964, no organized movement was launched 

against Ayub regime due to internal conflicts among combined opposition.121 After 

much testing of water and the effective efforts of Nawab Nasrullah Khan, a Combined 

Front was formed as it was commonly known as Pakistan Democratic Action 

Committee. The main object of committee was to develop pressure against 

government for the restoration of democracy in Pakistan.122 On the first May 1967, 

five political parties including Awami Muslim League, Council Muslim League, 

Nizam-i-Islami Party and Jamat-i-Islami established Pakistan Democratic Movement 

(PDM).123Later on, Pakistan Democratic Action Committee was merged into PDM.124  

The major demands of peaceful opposition to military rule were to hold 

general elections to provincial and national assemblies, the transfer of powers to 

elected representatives of public, the removal of martial law, the restoration of 

peoples’ rule, demand for setting free all political prisoners and the foundation of 

federal structure agreeing that government’s jurisdiction should be limited to only 

defence, external affairs, currency and communications between Pakistan’s two 

provinces.125 Moreover, the leaders of unarmed opposition PDM announced 

nationwide strikes, hunger strikes, protests, rallies, demonstrations, agitations, rallies, 
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marches and processions against military dictatorship in Pakistan.126 In its result, non-

violent resisters used all the possible peaceful measures of non-violent action to 

develop pressure against government. However, unarmed struggle could not get 

outstanding outcomes for the restoration of democracy in Pakistan.127  

Students, Lawyers, teachers, doctors, labours, politicians and urban middle 

class protested in the streets of Pakistan against the military dictatorship of General 

Ayub Khan.128 Furthermore, Mujawir Hussain Shah in his doctoral thesis confirms 

that Anti-Ayub Movement was also launched by urban middle class for the restoration 

of democracy in Pakistan.129 Anti-Ayub movement was also a peaceful movement 

like PDM and more effective and got massive support in the country as compared to 

PDM. Joint Labour Council used the methods of non-violent action in the form of 

strikes, hunger strikes, protests, rallies, marches, processions and demonstrations to 

get rid of authoritarianism in Pakistan.130  

To support Joint Labour Council and Anti-Ayub movement activists, Pakistan 

Central Medical Body also protested in the streets of Pakistan and staged 

demonstrations against Ayub regime.131 Several groups of Anti-Ayub movement 

resisted non-violently and they pressurized General Ayub for resignation. To release 

pressure, military dictator arrested a large number of workers. Apart from arrests, 

military dictator left no stone unturned to suppress non-violent activists.132 In the 

political history of Pakistan, most of the military dictators worked to preserve their 
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vested interests and consolidate their own political positions. However, General Ayub 

could not curb mass mobilization against his authoritarian government. Despite strict 

measures and hardships, non-violent activist were determined to put Ayub 

government down.133  

2.2.2 The Role of East Pakistani Leaders in Anti-Ayub Movement 

In the post partition era, the East Pakistan was less-developed as compare to the West 

Pakistan. Moreover, the eastern wing of the country remained undermined during 

British era because of settlement of Hindus in the urban area such as Calcutta. The 

area was under the control of Hindus. They did not struggle for the development of 

area due to Muslim dominance.134 Apart from this, a high proportion of land was 

under rivers and streams. For all political purposes, it lacked industry and 

communication facilities, particularly roads and railways.135 Bengali political 

leadership felt alienated from the power structure of the country and development 

process. The regional inequalities in economic, political administration terms, finally 

lead to Mujeeb-u-Rehaman’s Six-point.136  

The East Pakistani leaders had long list of grievances against the federal 

government sitting in Karachi. However despite all that, they continued supporting 

the government in the country under the federation.137 Ayub Khan held the 

presidential election in the year 1964; the East Pakistani leaders supported the Mother 

of the Nation, Miss Fatima Jinnah.138 Eventually, the military regime used government 
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machinery to defeat Miss Fatima Jinnah.139  As a consequence, the East Pakistani 

leaders began opposing unconstitutional government of General Ayub. However, this 

opposition remained ineffective due to the India-Pakistan war in the same year 

1965.140Non-violent opposition to Ayub regime re-emerged after Tashkent Pact. 

Resultantly, Awami Muslim League led by Mujeeb-u-Rehaman along with Council 

Muslim League, Nizam-i-Islami Party and Jamat-i-Islami launched movement against 

Ayub regime from the platform of Pakistan Democratic Movement (PDM).141 

The Anti-Ayub Movement developed mass pressure against military 

government for the restoration of democracy.142 The chief demand by Shaikh Mujeeb-

u-Rehaman the prominent leader from the Eastern wing of the country was the end of 

military dictatorship in Pakistan through free, fair and impartial elections.143 Despite 

all political inefficiencies of Ayub government, his regime was seen as the era of 

development and progress. However, military dictator destroyed political institutions 

of Pakistan and pushed the country towards ethnic as well as regional imbalances. 144 

Finally, military intervention of politically inexperienced and blundering Generals in 

the politics of Pakistan carved the East Pakistan out of Pakistan, as Bangladesh.145   

2.2.3 The Role of East Pakistan Leaders in Democratic Action Committee (DAC) 

Lal Khan writes Ayub regime was considered as one of the most powerful regimes in 

Asia.146 The mass movement against the military dictatorship of Ayub Khan was 
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launched well post 1965 India-Pakistan war. However, it became stronger during the 

years 1968-1969.147 The PDM a non-violent opposition alliance was already formed 

against Ayub regime.  The political leaders from both wings of Pakistan reactivated 

Pakistan Democratic Movement and formed Democratic Action Committee in 

January 1969 and declared to continue non-violent struggle for the revival of peoples’ 

power in Pakistan.148 DAC was supported by Bhashani’s National Awami Party 

(NAP), Mujib’s Awami League and Bhutto’s PPP. DAC organized demonstrations, 

rallies, marches and protests in Dhaka against Ayub.149 However, except Bhutto in the 

West Pakistan, Maulana Bhashani and Mujib in East Pakistan remained unable to 

relace Ayub Khan.150 Although, Mujib’s AL was part of both alliances PDM and 

DAC, the party was much more effective to gain public support in East Pakistan 

because it advocated Six-Point Agenda that demanded maximum provincial 

autonomy (if not independence) for East Pakistan, with no uncertainty.151      

Nawab Nasurullah Khan and newly founded Pakistan People’s Party 

performed a key role which made Ayub Khan realize that Anti-One Unit movement 

reached threatening proportions.152 At the time of uncertainty, along with Sindh 

province other provinces also became active against One Unit. Contrary to 

circumstances, Ayub regime did not take any initiative to abolish One Unit.153 When 

socialists and feudal lords who were the part and parcel of Ayub regime felt that Ayub 

regime has reached on the verge of destruction, most of them joined PPP.154 His 
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simple slogan of “Roti, Kapra aur Makan” appeals to the dispossessed masses 

particularly in the western wings of Pakistan.155 In its effect, Bhutto’s popularity 

expanded in the country. 

The East Pakistan Student League (EPSL) and both the Menon and Motia 

groups of the East Pakistan Student Union (EPSU) built a political alliance and 

supported Six-Point Agenda in the last week of October 1968.156 In the first week of 

January 1969, these student unions formulated the Sharbadollio Chhatra Sangram 

Parishad (All-Party Student Action Committee) which demanded democracy, 

nationalization of industries, banks and big businesses. All student unions also 

supported Six-Point Agenda.157 All East Pakistani student unions performed 

significant role against Ayub regime. Protests, processions and demonstrations spread 

in mega cities of East Pakistan. However, non-violent action failed to overthrow Ayub 

government.158 

2.2.4 Repressive Event Leads to Backfire as an Expansion of Political Jiu-jitsu 

In October 1968, student leaders decided to launch a non-violent struggle against 

Ayub’s introduced educational reforms which restricted student politics, ban on 

student unions and increase in fee structure. Students organized strikes, protests, 

demonstrations, agitations and rallies to develop pressure against Ayub regime.159 

Moreover, non-violent protesting students demanded the annulment of University 

Ordinance. The first stirring of mass discontent showed up in the streets of 
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Pakistan.160 Government preferred the use of violence to curb non-violent student 

protesters. It used lathi charge to disperse unarmed student agitators. In result, a few 

peaceful protesting students were killed.161 In this case, violent event was exposed in 

the public which resulted in the increase of political jiu-jitsu effect. In other words, 

state despotism or repressive event led to backfire (public anger against state) what 

David Hess and Brian Martin call backfire as an expansion of political jiu-jitsu.162 

Repressive events or actions that are perceived as injustice and exposed in public, 

usually lead to greater mass mobilization and public reaction. One result of repression 

also shows that a few repressive events may become transformative events for 

movements. 

In this case, repressive event generated enormous public reaction against 

military regime. Moreover, government was seen as responsible for the causalities of 

non-violent student protesters as it increased public outrage against military 

government.163 In result, non-violent protesting students got the sympathy of common 

people (onlookers). To control situation army was called and curfew was declared.164 

Despite strict measures, agitations, rallies, marches, processions, protests and 

propaganda against regime were spread throughout the country. Propaganda against 

military regime spread through media as it played greater role in transforming 

repression into transformative event which put regime in bad light. However, Ayub 

Khan failed to resolve political crisis which resulted in the expansion of mass 

mobilization against military regime. 
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To release pressure, Ayub released political prisoners and finally called Round 

Table Conference (RTC) that held between Ayub and Democratic Action Committee 

in Rawalpindi.165 Moulana Maududi became seriously ill and forced to travel England 

for treatment and he was replaced by Mian Tufail. Before RTC, he returned back, but 

Maududi’s absence reduced the eminence of his Jamaat in DAC. Ayub considered 

only two demands of committee including direct elections and the restoration of 

parliamentary system.166 Democratic Action Committee emphasized on the reforms in 

constitution regarding the demand of provincial autonomy. Resultantly, RTC 

deadlocked on the demand of provincial autonomy and suspended without 

conclusion.167 

2.2.5 The Outcomes of Pakistan Democratic Movement  

Pakistan Democratic Movement developed pressure on military government. The 

movement leaders also forced Ayub Khan for resignation.168 The government used 

violence to suppress unarmed opposition ruthlessly as possible. However, Ayub Khan 

could not control peaceful resistance to his rule which also forced to him for the 

restoration of democracy in Pakistan. General Khan was unable to resist mass 

pressure.169 When military dictator felt that the use of violence did not reduce public 

outrage, he made attempts to silence the people of the country through dialogues 

(conventional political action). Eventually, General Khan quitted the government and 
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transferred powers peacefully to General Agha Yahya Muhammad Khan170as he 

continued as the second martial law administrator in Pakistan.171  

General Yahya was a professional army soldier who got the charge of 

commander-in-chief of Pakistan army.172Moreover, he stared working as the Chief 

martial law administrator as well as President of Pakistan after the downfall of Ayub 

regime in 1969.173 Non-violent struggle for democracy in Pakistan disrupted 

government and succeeded in removing dictator Ayub. However, it could not restore 

democracy in the country. Like previous dictator, Yahya declared martial law in 

Pakistan, abrogated the 1962 constitution and dissolved national and provincial 

assemblies.174 Despite everything, it can be argued that it was different kind of martial 

law which introduced changes including the abolition of One Unit and announcement 

of national elections based on direct adult franchise (one-man one-vote).175    

Dissolving One Unit and the declaration of national election were signs of the 

success of PDM.  Moreover, General Yahya Khan ensured that he would bring 

country on the track of democracy and transfer powers to the representatives of 

people through one-man-one-vote provision.176 Apart from this, Yahya regime also 

restored political activities and lifted ban on political parties in January 1970, subject 

to the circumstances that no leader would act in manner, prejudicial to ideology, 

integrity and the security of Pakistan. 177 Election campaigns started and till elections 

were held, the leaders of several political parties (PPP the largest party of the western 
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wing of Pakistan and Awami Muslim the largest party of the eastern wing of Pakistan) 

began their election campaign with their election manifestos while touring in the 

country.178 

2.3 Pakistan National Alliance (PNA): A Non-violent Struggle against Bhutto 

Rule 

The term opposition stands for a political party or a coalition of political parties of the 

parliament as it works to draw a considerable attention towards the weak and 

unconstitutional policies of the government.179 Apart from this, opposition also raises 

objections on the policies of government which are against the national interest and 

make people aware about these actions of government with clarity, certainty and 

confidence. 180 In this research study, an attempt is made to discuss PNA as non-

violent opposition to Bhutto government.    

Political developments that eventually led to military take over began to 

unfold with Bhutto government’s decision in January 1977 to hold general elections 

on 7 March and 10 March, 1977.181 The ruling Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) was 

preparing for general elections for the past several months and political analysts 

supposed that opposition is divided and PPP would easily win the polls.182 Bhutto was 

confident to overcome his opposition by appealing directly to classes who had either 

benefited from various reforms and changes in the economic, social and political 

system introduced by his regime or who were attracted to him because of his 
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remarkable charisma.183 Apart from this fact, there were also other political and social 

classes which were affected by his policies including land reforms, nationalization, 

nuclear programme, and control over military as well as civilian administration 

opposed his policies.184 All these forces stood in stark opposition against Bhutto 

regime. 

Contrary to circumstances, Bhutto was hopeful that his party is the party of 

lower and middle classes and his opponents belong to middle class so they can be 

convinced without any difficulty.185 However, it was conceived generally that urban 

middle class was by and large against PPP government. This fact was taken into 

account by party leadership when the election strategy was being formed.186 One view 

holds that this class was indeed the vanguard of PPP movement leading to its victory 

in the elections of 1970 and that it became alienated from PPP due to its policies 

directly conflicting with its interests.187 Despite unfavourable political atmosphere for 

PPP, Bhutto was self-assured to control emerging opposition against his government. 

When opposition political parties formed an alliance of nine different groups, Bhutto 

rejected it by calling Pakistan National Alliance “a cat with nine tails”. 188 

Unfortunately, the non-violent struggle of similar cat of nine tails became the main 

cause of Bhutto government’s downfall and his demise.189 

Malik Hammad Ahmed draws a considerable attention towards a few political 

forces which were united under United Democratic Front (UDF) against Bhutto 
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regime. However, it was non-functional for the past one year. Later on, UDF was 

reactivated and it decided to launch a new alliance against Bhutto regime.190 Much to 

their surprise, opposition political parties forged an electoral alliance which was 

named as Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) which was formally launched on 11th 

January 1977.191 Moreover, it was a union of nine disparate parties: (i) Tehrik-i-

Istaqlal (TI) (ii) Jamaat-i-Islami (JI) (iii) Jamiatul-Ulma-e-Islam (JUI) (iv) Jamiatul 

Ulema-e-Pakistan (JUP) (v) Muslim League Pagaro Group (PML Pagaro) (vi) 

National Democratic Party (NDP) (vii) Pakistan Democratic Party (PDP) (viii) 

Khaksar Tahreek (KT) (ix) Azad Kashmir Muslim Conference (AKMC).192 A few 

political parties of alliance were also the part of UDF.  

The composition of PNA parties was heterogeneous in nature and the political 

ideologies of each of them were also different. However, all political parties were 

united to put Bhutto government down. Mian Tufail Muhammad’s Jamaat-i-Islami, 

Moulana Mufti Mahmud’s Jamiatul-Ulma-e-Islam and Moulana Shahid Ahmed 

Noorain’s Jamiatul Ulema-e-Pakistan were the followers of Islamic ideology.193 They 

joined PNA for the sake of introducing Islamic system in Pakistan whereas Air 

Marhsal Asghar Khan’s Tehrik-i-Istaqlal, Pir Pagaro’s Pakistan Muslim League, 

Nawabzada Nasrullah Khan’s Pakistan Democratic Party and Abdul Qayoom’s Azad 

Kashmir Muslim Conference were the rightist parties of the centre. The rightist 

political parties were the great supporters of democracy. Moreover, they also 

demanded the revival of parliamentary democracy in Pakistan which must be free, fair 

and impartial in nature.194Despite all ideological differences, PNA was united and 
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Nawabzada Nasrullah Khan was elected as the president and Rafiq Bajwa as the 

secretary general of alliance.195 

2.3.1 Pakistan National Alliance: An Electoral Alliance  

The demands of this electoral alliance were indicative of its temper and purpose; 

significantly, the chief demand was that the armed forces of Pakistan should come 

into action and ensure free and fair elections.196The support pattern of two sides 

became clear: in Mandi towns, the arhtis (commission agents) were for PNA, 

palleyards (coolies) were for the PPP; shopkeepers, middle and big landlords and 

those ‘who built their houses at the cost of RS. 40,000 and above’ supported the 

PNA.197 However, residents of Kachi Abadis (mud houses), tenants, shop-employees, 

workers and floating wage-earners were all for the PPP.  

The mainstream leadership of PPP considered itself only the political party of 

lower poor class. Moreover, PPP leadership also claimed that when it enjoyed power, 

it brought historical changes and took effective efforts to break the monopolies of 

upper middle classes.198 The 1977 election was basically ‘either battle or affair; a 

battle between the sword, PPP election symbol, and the plough, the symbol of PNA. 

The sword and the plough waged a vicious battle in which a score of people were 

killed and a few hundred injured.199 At the time of election campaign, PPP high 

command predicated that almost thirty percent seats would go to PNA whereas 

intelligence bureau estimated only three days before that PPP would gain more than 
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seventy percent seats in national and provincial assemblies.200 After the elections, the 

Daily Jang reported that the sword swept the polls handsomely in three of the four 

provinces. It was an interesting that PPP won more than this estimation.201 The 

election results built an interesting comparison with the estimation of intelligence 

bureau.  

Furthermore, a few of PNA’s member political party heads lost their most 

influential constituencies whereas a few leaders of PNA alliance boycotted election. 

Eventually, they began accusing PPP of mal-practices in the elections. After two days 

of election result declaration, PNA leaders announced to launch an unarmed 

movement and demanded free, fair and impartial elections.202 Later on, giving 

religious colour to unarmed movement, they moved forward with the demand of 

introduction of Nizam-i-Mustafa (System of Muhammad P. B.U.H). Unarmed 

movement expanded throughout Pakistan as it resulted in the sabotage of law and 

order situation and created unrest in Pakistan.203  

2.3.2 The Non-violent Strategies of PNA against Electoral Malpractices 

The results of elections showed that it was a massive victory of PPP in the political 

history of Pakistan and the political disaster of PNA. The PPP high command 

supposed that mal-practices occurred in thirty to forty constituencies whereas mal-

exercises were reported everywhere; these thirty-odd seats seem to have made 

qualitative difference in the support of PPP.204 Furthermore, the sum of casted votes 
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to registered voters was very high as compared to 1970 elections.205 It was alleged 

that government missionary was used for unfair means in the elections of 1977. 

Therefore, a peaceful mass movement was triggered due to PNA’s claim of 

widespread irregularities in the elections whereas Bhutto’s inability to recognize that 

the charges of elections-malpractices were not a cry of defeated opposition parties. 

Some of Bhutto’s enthusiastic supporters and cabinet members did engage in 

activities as it questioned the impartiality and credibility of elections.206  

The world press remained active and sharp to expose the partiality of 

elections. The Guardian, for example conceded that Mr. Bhutto has won unfairly and 

squarely. However, there is a certain crude legitimacy to his victory.207 To challenge 

election results, PNA leadership announced to stage demonstrations, protests, strikes, 

rallies, processions, marches and started agitations against Bhutto government from 

all major cities.208 In the light of Gene Sharp’s proposed methods of non-violent 

action, it can be argued that PNA’s mass movement was so far a non-violent action in 

terms of tactics and strategies.  

Bhutto intended to resolve problem through a pragmatic way. Thus, he offered 

dialogues a tactic of conventional political action to PNA leaders. Moreover, senior 

army officers were also sent to PNA leaders to brief them on the external threats and 

critical circumstances in Baluchistan. Bhutto was present in one such briefing too.209 

The Army Chief was also invited to cabinet meeting and the top brass of military 

were regularly briefed by the government on the course of negotiations between 
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Bhutto and PNA.210 This was done to demonstrate opposition parties that besieged 

government enjoyed military’s support. 

Asghar Khan participated in a dinner reception hosted by Sardar Abdul 

Qayoom Khan, one of the deal-brokers on 4 July, 1977,211where a political deal with 

Bhutto was highly opposed by Sardar Abdul Qayoom Khan. Apart from political 

settlement with Bhutto, PNA leaders announced to continue non-violent mass 

movement to put Bhutto government down.212 In a similar vein, Begum Naseem Wali 

of PNA expressed her views over an agreement that it was just a simple paper.213 

Later on, in an interview with scholar, she admitted that she opposed an 

agreement/political deal with Bhutto. Moreover, the head of NDP, Sher Baz Mazari 

supported political settlement with Bhutto whereas Begun Naseem Wali went beyond 

against him in this regard.214  

Apart from this, when the news of signing agreement/political deal between 

PPP and PNA spread in the country, Begum Naseem Wali protested in opposition to 

political settlement with Bhutto. She also drew attention towards her reservations 

against an agreement and disregarded Mufti Mahmood. However, she did not get a 

supportive response in this respect.215 The majority of member political parties of 

PNA intended to resolve political turmoil through an agreement/political deal except 

TI and NDP.216 
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2.3.3 The Role of Pakistan National Alliance in Putting Down Bhutto 

Government  

Despite dialogues between government and PNA, political turmoil was not resolved. 

Consequently, non-violent opposition to Bhutto government continued. They 

organized agitations, processions, rallies, marches and demonstrations to unseat 

Bhutto.217 To control the critical situation, Bhutto declared martial law in three mega 

cities such as Karachi, Hyderabad and Lahore.218 Apart from declaration of martial 

law, government also used violence against non-violent protesters as it resulted in the 

killing of four civilians.219  

To release pressure, Bhutto re-announced elections. Bhutto’s proficiency and 

enrichment in his fame with the large elements of population, due to his political 

stature and personality might provide him votes in election and might become the 

main cause of his victory in central and provincial legislature.220 However, it was 

questionable to announce election schedule before controlling critical circumstances 

and resolving political turmoil as it resulted in the expansion of trouble and tension 

for Bhutto government.221 

Bhutto used force to suppress PNA’s non-violent movement against his 

government as it provided opportunity to General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq for military 

intervention in Pakistan. In this case, Bhutto’s repression leads to transformation. In 

its effect, General Zia overthrew Bhutto government and imposed martial law in the 

country. Muhammad Waseem explains in his book “Politics and State in Pakistan” 
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that once military involves in the politics of the Third World countries, it tends to take 

up permanent political role.222 The dialogues between the mainstream leaders of PNA 

and government could not resolve political disorder. However, the tension between 

PNA and government paved way for the third martial law in Pakistan. Eventually, 

Bhutto was arrested.223 

Later on, military regime released Bhutto after a short period of his arrest. 

Despite peaceful resistance to Bhutto government, it was surprised that he did not lose 

his popular support and political stature.224 Apart from this, it was supposed that if 

elections were to be held, PPP would become victorious once again. Opponents were 

fearful from Bhutto’s return to power.225 Unconstitutional government arrested Bhutto 

for the second time. It also charged him for having involved in the conspiracy of his 

opponent’s murder. Thus, government treated him as criminal.226  

Since Pakistan came into being, a few secular leaders participated actively in 

Pakistan’s politics. However, they came under heavy pressure from orthodox and 

conservative Muslim groups.227 Similarly, Bhutto faced massive pressure and harsh 

attitude. Very soon after the imposition of military rule, political atmosphere turned 

against Bhutto and PPP. Using the tool of Islamization, General Zia gained the 

support of opposition parties at national level whereas the opportunist members of 

PPP also strengthened the hands of General Zia against Bhutto.228 In the result, PPP 

was fragmented which paved way for General Zia to take out a murder case of Nawab 

Muhammad Khan Kasuri, an ex-PPP member and then one of the most vibrant 
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opposition leaders against Bhutto. Kasuri was murdered in 1974.229 In the murder 

charge of Nawab of Kasur, Bhutto was executed on 4 April, 1979.230 

In the inception of martial law, no popular non-violent resistance was faced by 

General Zia. Political leaders and other forces including business community, union 

leaders, students and civil society did not react with public outrage against military 

government.231 Moreover, in the happiness of removal of Bhutto government, the 

tribal chiefs of Baluchistan warmly welcomed martial law. Even though, Nisar Ali 

Khuhro a well-known political figure distributed sweets in the streets on the death of 

Bhutto. Khuhara family of Larkana also welcomed martial law and honoured General 

Zia with Sindhi Topi and Ajrak (Sindhi cap and ajrak) rather than condemning death 

sentence to Bhutto when he paid visit to Larkana city. Sheerazai family of Thatha 

Sindh also distributed sweets on the imposition of martial law.232 The American 

magazine Time reported that the people of Baluchistan, the majority of opposition 

parties and the opponent political leaders of PPP enjoyed the imposition of martial 

and they celebrated it.233 

Conclusion  

In chapter three, it has been concluded that the history of non-violent struggle began 

with the save Karachi movement as it was launched by the people of Sindh province 

to save Karachi from separation.234 Save Karachi Movement had not gain fruitful 

results to cancel the merger of Karachi into federal territory yet the movement leaders 
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encouraged people of the province for standing against injustice. The political 

leadership of small provinces protested on the announcement of One Unit Scheme. 

They launched Anti-One Unit Movement for the annulment of the One which was 

peaceful resistance in terms of tactics of non-violence theory. Moreover, Pakistan 

Democratic Movement and Anti-Ayub movement had taken place for the restoration 

of democracy in Pakistan.235 However, collective non-violent actions developed 

pressure on dictator Ayub. Eventually, he quitted the government and transferred 

powers peacefully to another military ruler Yahya Khan. Similarly, the leaders of 

Pakistan National Alliance moved forward with non-violent strategy against electoral 

mal-practices. They also demanded the conduction of impartial, transparent, free and 

fair elections in the country.236  
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Chapter 3  

The Origin of MRD Movement (1977-1981) 

Introduction 

The MRD movement was officially launched on 6 February, 1981 but developments 

that took place between 1977 and 1981 paved the way for the launch of a joint 

struggle for the restoration of democracy in Pakistan.1 As mentioned in earlier chapter 

opposition was united on the platform of PNA (Pakistan National Alliance) to oust the 

Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto so it was neither possible for them to join ranks 

with PPP nor for PPP to accept them with open arms.2 Here, it is to discuss that what 

happened in the space of those three years. The reasons that brought them all on one 

platform against the dictatorship of General Zia-ul-Haq are studied. In this chapter the 

origin of MRD has been explored by studying the developments that took place in that 

phase. 

The non-violent struggle of PPP to save its founder Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto from 

being hanged is studied because the failure of this movement made the mainstream 

leadership of PPP realize that the restoration of democracy was not possible without 

unity among all the political parties of Pakistan.3 This movement was called by 

Rasool Bakhsh Palejo as “Bhutto Bachayio Tahreek” (the Save Bhutto Struggle)4 
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whereas Ghulam Murtaza Sayed (G.M. Sayed) had termed it Kafan Choran Ji 

Tahreek (the movement of power hungry people).5  

Chapter three consists of two main sections. In the first section, “Save Bhutto 

Struggle”1977-79 is studied to see how far campaign to save Bhutto was non-violent 

action in terms of tactics and strategies of non-violence. The main cause of the failure 

of save Bhutto movement was that Bhutto was loathed and hated by most of the 

political forces for his vendetta politics against his political opponents and his policies 

which had affected their individual interests badly. The feudal land lords, Islamists, 

tribal chiefs and capitalists were afraid of Bhutto’s return to power because of his 

liberal and socialist reforms.6 They had even financially supported the opposition’s 

(PNA) movement against Z.A. Bhutto.7 Moreover, the international community 

specially the United States of America did not support the save Bhutto movement 

because of their differences with Bhutto for his stance on Pakistan’s nuclear 

programme.8 The first section explains what led PPP and other opposition parties to 

launch a joint struggle against the military regime of General Zia-ul-Haq.  

In the second section, the formative phase of the MRD movement covering the 

period from 1979 up to the launching of the unarmed struggle MRD movement on 6 

February 1981 has been discussed. The aim of this chapter is to study the origin of the 

MRD movement and observe what kind of non-violent strategies were used in save 

Bhutto movement and how Brian Martin’s theoretical approaches to non-violence (the 

tactics of backfire) and other methods (violence) were used by General Zia to defuse 
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peaceful opposition against the imposition of martial law in Pakistan and to suppress 

the Save Bhutto Struggle. 

3.1 Public Reaction to the Imposition of Martial Law in Pakistan 

Brian Martin suggests that people react with outrage on perceived injustice.9 

Similarly, Pakistan Peoples’ Party (PPP), other leftist and regional political parties, 

Sindh Awami Tahreek Quami Mahaz-i-Azadi, Jamiat-i-Ulema-i-Islam and Pakistan 

Mazdoor Kisan Party reacted with outrage on the imposition of martial law on 5th July 

1977 in Pakistan.10 They perceived it as injustice as suggested by Brian Martin. 

During 1977-1985, the major source of political trouble in Pakistan was the demand 

for the restoration of democracy.11 The political activists and the leaders of political 

parties came forward with the demand of the withdrawal of military rule and the 

announcement of election schedule that was postponed by General Zia from time to 

time.12 The postponement of elections disappointed political parties and civil society 

in Pakistan. Gradually, the concept developed in the minds of the political activists of 

PPP and workers of other leftist political workers that unreasonable delay in election 

schedule was aimed at weeding out Bhutto loyalists from political scene for a long 

term.13 Particularly, those PPP political leaders were targeted who remained active 

during the PPP government. General Zia postponed elections more than thirty times 

and repeatedly promised to hold elections after the completion of his so-called 

Islamization process.14 
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Determined to play a long political innings, General Zia did not declare any 

schedule for national elections and for the restoration of civilian rule. He preferred the 

completion of his so-called Islamization as compared to holding elections.15 In this 

connection, a few religious parties like Jammat-i-Islami and centrist political parties 

like Pakistan Muslim League (Pagaro group) as well as Tehrik-i-Istiqlal supported 

Zia’s Islamization as it showed regime’s abhorrence towards Bhutto and his political 

legacy.16 In that early phase of Zia’s martial law no popular resistance movement 

emerge. Zia regime took the advantage of lack of political unity and coordination 

among his opponents and had successfully controlled any resistance that had emerged 

against military regime. However, the government could not suppress peaceful 

resistance movement MRD from being emerged nationally and internationally in days 

to come.17 

3.1.1 Public Outrage on the Arrest of Bhutto 

After the imposition of martial law in Pakistan, Zia government arrested Bhutto, 

Rasool Bakhsh Palejo, Fazil Rahoo and other numerous political activists in 

opposition to martial law.18 General Zia was aware of the fact that reaction would 

come from the supporters of Bhutto, leaders of PPP and other political parties of 

Pakistan on the imprisonment of Bhutto. However, General Zia was determined to 

defuse the reaction of opposition. Thus, Zia government cultivated judiciary during 

1977-1979.19 The offices of Governor of all provinces were handed over to the Chief 

Justices of provincial High Courts. Those Justices who did not support the 
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unconstitutional decrees of military government were either forcefully replaced or 

permitted to get pre-mature retirements.20Justice Khuwaja Muhammad Ahmed 

Samadani of Lahore High Court was an inspirational example in this context who 

ordered to release Bhutto on bail. Immediately afterwards, the Acting Chief Justice of 

Lahore High Court reconstituted a bench of five judges excluding Justice Samadani. 

Resultantly, the bench revoked bail and started the trial of Bhutto on the charge of 

murder conspiracy of his political rival.21Bhutto was rearrested along with ten others 

under the Martial Law Regulation that authorized preventive detention under general 

circumstances.22 

Benazir Bhutto complained in her book that her father was sent from one jail 

to another jail. During the whole period of imprisonment of Bhutto; jails were 

changed from time to time.23 She also stated that her father Z.A. Bhutto was sent to 

the central Jail Sukkur, later to the central Jail Karachi and then to the central Jail 

Lahore. General Zia did not take the risk of letting public know where Z.A. Bhutto 

was imprisoned.24Apart from Benazir Bhutto’s complain, General Khalid Mehmood 

Arif also supported allegation that the actual place of imprisonment of Bhutto was 

kept secret and the real cause of his arrest was not clear.25 In the inception, Bhutto 

was arrested on the charge of planning civil war. However, the government neither 

could recover weapons from the workers of PPP nor get any proof of planning of civil 

war.26 The claim made by Lieutenant General Jahan Dad Khan that General Zia tried 

to become only an impartial referee, but his mindset changed about holding elections 
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after he came to power.27 Thus, General Zia used all possible measures to delay 

elections in the country.  

At this stage, the confessional statement of Masud Muhmud, Director General 

Federal Security Force was used in Bhutto’s arrest. The Ministry of Interior was taken 

into confidence and consultation on the decision of the arrest of Bhutto.28 Mr. Masud 

Muhmud was a civil servant; he was arrested, victimized, pressurized and harmed 

physically as well as mentally to testify against Z.A. Bhutto.29 After extensive 

pressure as well as the mental torture of two months by armed forces, Masud 

Muhmud agreed to testify against Bhutto and other involved actors.30 Eventually, he 

accepted his involvement in a crime of murder of Bhutto’s political rival Muhammad 

Khan Kasuri on the condition that he would be set free from all the charges. 

Furthermore, Masud Muhmud testified in the court that Z.A. Bhutto ordered him to 

silence politician Kasuri forever.31 

After the arrest of Bhutto, Begum Nusrat Bhutto with the assistance of Benazir 

assumed the control of PPP incidentally. Nusrat Bhutto was determined to launch a 

campaign to set Bhutto free from imprisonment and save her husband’s political party 

from division and decline.32Benazir Bhutto also moved forward with an objective to 

get the support of civil society, labourers, lawyers, students and journalists.33 The 

Women of Bhutto family organized demonstrations in Faisalabad where Benazir 

Bhutto expressed her gloomy feelings over the arrest of her father and on the 
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imposition of military rule in the country.34It was her maiden public speech. As a 

consequent, the government threatened Benazir Bhutto to refrain from speaking 

against the armed forces of Pakistan. Eventually, she was arrested on the charge of 

spreading anarchy in the country.35 

The main objective of Bhutto women was to unite party workers under strong 

agenda and to mobilize them for participation in peaceful resistance to military 

government. To release pressure, General Zia announced local body elections.36 The 

chairperson of PPP called for meeting on 3 August 1977 to face the conspiracies of 

military government.37 Eventually, the leadership decided to take part in the local 

body elections with different strategy to support the opponents of martial law.38 Their 

major demand was the release of Bhutto and restoration of democracy in Pakistan. 

PPP also held gathering at Nishtar Park Karachi on 28 September, 1977 to develop 

pressure on Zia.39  

The PPP leadership continued peaceful resistance movement to military 

regime. To show international community, the impression of peace in Pakistan, a 

cricket match was organized by General Zia at Gaddafi Stadium Lahore in the last 

week of February 1978.40 It was a chance for Nusrat Bhutto to put down the image of 

General Zia and its regime among the crowd of more than sixty thousand people 

including national and international media.41 Nusrat Bhutto succeeded in getting 

space in the very important portion of stadium. To draw the attention of national and 
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international media towards the imprisonment of Bhutto and other political workers of 

PPP, she began chanting the slogans of Jiye Bhutto (long live Bhutto) Bhutto Ko Azad 

Karo (release Bhutto).42 Eventually, police came into action and wounded her in an 

attempt to arrest her. Nusrat Bhutto successfully exposed the brutality of the 

government internationally and succeeded in putting Zia regime into a difficult 

situation.43  

Nusrat Bhutto knew that official channels would be used to justify her 

husband’s unlawful arrest.44 Thus, to counter the use of official channels in Z.A. 

Bhutto case, she directed her party workers to form Patriot Democratic Lawyers 

Alliance in Lahore. She hoped that lawyers’ alliance would help in countering official 

channels.45 Apart from the formation of lawyers’ alliance, a resolution was brought by 

lawyers in the support of Bhutto as it was demanded that Bhutto should be treated as 

political victim instead of a criminal.46 Lawyers’ resolution also showed impression 

that Lahore High Court was working as a government missionary in Z.A. Bhutto 

case.47  

Legal Aid Society was formed as it was given the task of providing free aid 

assistance to the imprisoned political leaders of PPP.48 Apart from mobilizing 

lawyers, PPP’s own newspaper Musawat was very helpful in exposing government’s 
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strict measures and ill-treatment against political prisoners.49 Resultantly, General Zia 

imposed censorship on media. Finally, Musawat was closed and its employees were 

arrested.50 In a reaction to government’s unconstitutional act, All Pakistan Newspaper 

Employees Union (APNEU) announced to protest in the streets of Pakistan. Using 

Gene Sharp’s proposed methods of non-violence; APNEU also organized a series of 

strikes on the first May 1978, Whereas, General Zia left no stone unturned to silence 

the journalists of the country while arresting more than hundred journalists.51 The 

Amnesty International declared four journalists as the prisoners of conscience.52 In 

similar vein, columnists, authors and poets were also threatened to refrain from 

composing material against military regime.53 A large number of authors as well as 

singers from Sindh province were arrested on the charge of spreading anarchy in 

Pakistan.  

3.1.2 The Save Bhutto Struggle (Bhutto Bachayio Tahreek) as a Non-violent 

Action  

In the inception of martial law, the PPP was a major political party which resisted 

peacefully to the military government of General Zia. The mainstream leadership of 

PPP also launched a non-violent movement to save the life of Z.A. Bhutto. The 

movement was called as Save Bhutto Struggle.54 Other political parties of Pakistan 

did not join the Save Bhutto Struggle except Sindh Awami Tahreek (SAT). Apart from 

Sindh Awami Tahreek, Hari Committee also came into action when the mainstream 

leadership of Sindh Awami Tahreek, Rasool Bakhsh Palejo and Fazil Rahoo were 
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arrested during protests for the release of Bhutto.55 Hari Committee strongly 

demanded the release of mainstream leaders of Save Bhutto Struggle including Z.A. 

Bhutto.56 

Shipyard Labourers protested in opposition for the arresting Bhutto. They also 

called for strikes in the last week of November 1978 at Karachi. More than twenty 

textile mills in the country were closed as it resulted in more than ten thousand 

labourers unemployed. Despite losing jobs, labourers continued supporting Save 

Bhutto movement. 57 Furthermore, the labour union of Pakistan International Airlines 

(PIA) also protested against the government and ensured their support for Save Bhutto 

Struggle.58 In protest against the imposition of martial law, the Advocate General of 

Sindh and Punjab resigned from their offices and many others left jobs when the 

Lahore High Court declared the death sentence for Z. A. Bhutto.59 

 More than twenty women demonstrated in front of Lahore High Court when 

the case of Bhutto was being heard. Women workers and prisoners also supported 

Bhutto by raising the slogans of Jeay Bhutto (Long Live Bhutto).60 The scores of 

women in Sindh province protested on the roads of Hyderabad under the leadership of 

Zarina Baloch where they offered bangles to policemen. Offering bangles to males is 

considered as matter of shame and the sign of femininity in Pakistani society.61 As a 

consequent, violence was used against peaceful women protesters. The government 
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also arrested about three hundred women workers and sent them to the different jails 

of Hyderabad city in the inception of martial law.62 

The farmers of Sindh province supported Save Bhutto Movement due to land 

reform policy introduced by Bhutto whereas military government decried Bhutto’s 

introduced land reforms.63 The farmers of Naseerabad (an area of rural Sindh situated 

in Kamber Shahdadkot district) got lands and others also got benefits in land reform 

policy. However, the government of General Zia forced to seize land which was given 

in land reforms.64 The unconstitutional policies of the government were highly 

condemned by SAT. Later, SAT also strengthened the hands of PPP in peaceful 

resistance movement MRD against the military regime of General Zia.65  

In opposition for the death punishment of Bhutto, the hundreds of male and 

female workers of SAT protested in Dadu, Larkana and Hyderabad.66 As a 

consequent, the founding leader of SAT Rasool Bakhsh Palejo was imprisoned for a 

long term. The government arrested many workers of SAT for opposing the death 

sentence of Bhutto.67 The reaction also came from Punjab on the death sentence of 

Bhutto. Mukhtiar Rana, Mustafa Khar, Jahangeer Badar and other political workers of 

PPP from Punjab strongly condemned the death sentence of Bhutto.68 In case of the 

Save Bhutto Struggle, the signs of different and hardest forms of non-violent action 

including self-suffering like volunteer arrests, hunger strikes, resignation from jobs 
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and protest fasts were used to gain the objectives of movement.69 The followers of 

Bhutto sacrificed their lives while burning themselves. Like Mr. Abdul Aziz from 

Sukkur had burnt himself in protest against the death sentence to Bhutto.70 In 

Gandhi’s views, self-suffering is necessary for Satyagraha even in difficult 

conditions. He suffered himself while going to the extreme forms (fasts) of non-

violent action during the Salt March.71 Gandhi also experienced the hardest forms of 

non-violence in the Freedom Movement of India. However, non-violent theorists do 

not define suicide bombing as a tactic of non-violent action because it harms 

adversaries whereas non-violent action does not harm adversaries.72 

3.1.3 Bhutto Day Celebration in Amsterdam Netherland  

During the period of Bhutto’s trial, Shah Nawaz Bhutto and Mir Murtaza Bhutto 

expanded their non-violent campaign at international level to save their father’s life 

whereas on 18 March 1978, the decision of death sentence to Bhutto by the Supreme 

Court of Pakistan was finally announced.73 Despite the announcement of death 

sentence, Bhutto brothers left no stone unturned to save Bhutto from being hanged. 

For saving Bhutto’s life, they travelled to Iran, Libya UAE and USA where they held 

meetings with international community to develop pressure on General Zia.74 They 

also planned to call for an international convention on 7 April 1979 to unfold faults 

and imperfections in the decision of worthy Supreme Court of Pakistan.75 However, 
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planned international convention was a delayed step and Bhutto was sent to gallows 

on 4 April 1979.76  

After the death of Bhutto, overseas living followers of PPP observed Bhutto 

Day in Amsterdam Netherland on 19 August 1979 that aimed at developing 

international pressure on the authoritarian government of Zia for the restoration of 

democracy in Pakistan.77 More than one hundred people participated including 

Mustafa Khar, Mir Murtaza Bhutto, Shah Nawaz Bhutto, Shamim Ahmad Khan and 

Mukhtiar Rana as they strongly demanded the restoration of civilian rule in the 

country in their demonstrations on Bhutto Day conference of Netherland.78 Sharp 

suggests that a particular day observation is an effective tactic of non-violence which 

is used by peaceful resisters to develop pressure against governments or 

rulers/dictators.79 However, PPP could not get strong response from international 

community.  

After the failure of non-violent struggle to save Bhutto’s life, Bhutto brothers 

Mir Murtaza and Shah Nawaz went far from the ideology of non-violence.80 Kurt 

Schock explains that the anti-apartheid armed mutiny of African National Congress 

(ANC) isolated a large number of black-population/non-white supporters of 

movement.81 Similarly, in case of peaceful resistance movement MRD, Mir Murtaza 

Bhutto’s Al-Zulfiqar’s militancy (plane hijacking and attacks on governmental 

buildings) was considered as a blessing for military regime as it isolated many 
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supporters (three provinces of the country except Sindh province) of the MRD 

movement (see details in chapter five and six). 

3.1.4 The Major Causes of Failure of Save Bhutto Struggle 

The former military ruler, Pervez Musharraf writes in his book In the Line of Fire: A 

Memoir that the selection of aims and objectives are necessary for the success of 

movement or struggle. Clear aims of the struggle encourage public participation and 

unite people on stand.  82 Ackerman and Kruegler propose that non-violent action 

movements require international support for their successes.83 Brian Martin suggests 

that the tactics of backfire play a key role to fail struggle or movement. Furthermore, 

the tactics of backfire are exercised to reduce public participation in non-violent 

action movements.84 In case of the save Bhutto movement, the mainstream leadership 

of PPP was unable to decide the objectives of struggle due to factionalism in the party 

after the arrest of Bhutto.85 For instance, one feudal lord was unconvinced to sit with 

another feudal lord of his own province, as was the case with Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, 

Mumtaza Bhutto and Abdul Hafeez Pirzada of Sindh province.86 There was tug of war 

among rival groups within PPP over the headship of party. The key leaders of PPP 

started blame shifting game.87 Kausar Niazi, Ex-Federal Minister for Religious affairs 

wanted to become the head of the party as he was supported by some of the feudal 

lords in the Central Executive Committee (CEC) of the Party. However, he could not 
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gain full support to become the head of PPP. Eventually he formed a new party, the 

National Progressive Party in 1978.88  

Aijaz Ahmed explains that Kausar Niazi along with Jatoi and Pirzada held 

clandestine meetings with military government to fail the movement against 

regime.89Azhar Suhail, Bukhari, Shabbir Ibine Adil, Gordaspuri and Ghafoor Ahmad 

place critical analysis on the leadership of Save Bhutto campaign that it was not 

united on one stand.90 Apart from this, there were also ideological differences 

between rightest and socialists in the PPP and this diversion continued during the 

whole period of peaceful resistance movement MRD against the military government 

of General Zia.91 The traditional feudal lords, Pirs and industrialists were rightest in 

the party. They were on the major seats whereas the strong socialist leader was Sheikh 

Muhammad Rasheed. He was unable to get much hold and space in the party.92 The 

companions of Bhutto such as J. A. Rahim (the first Secretary General of PPP), Dr. 

Mubashar Hassan (co-pioneer of PPP) and Malik Mairaj Khalid (Law Minister during 

Bhutto government) had already resigned from their offices because of their strong 

disagreements with the policies of Z.A Bhutto.93 In the last phase of his rule, Bhutto 

heavily relied on raditional landlords such as Nawab Sadiq Hussain Qureishi, Ghulam 

Mustafa Khar, Jam Sadiq, Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, Mumtaz Bhutto and General (rtd) 

Tikka Khan for political support. But all of them ditched the party when difficult time 

for the party started.94 Zia regime threatened PPP leaders while jailing them or 
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keeping them under house arrest. The party workers were banned to move from 

Karachi to Lahore. This led to co-ordination gap between the mainstream leadership 

and party workers.95    

 The left-wing (socialist) of PPP leadership Sheikh Rasheed and other party 

workers blamed on moderate leaders and well-known political figures Ghulam 

Mustafa Jatoi and Farooq Leghari for dividing and destabilizing the party after the 

arrest of Z.A. Bhutto.96 Simultaneously, the moderate leadership of PPP was also 

unsatisfied from Nusrat Bhutto’s refusal to deal with Zia regime politically. They 

supposed that political deal, reconciliations and compromises with regime could have 

saved Bhutto from being hanged.97 

Apparently, the PPP leadership after Z.A. Bhutto’s arrest was divided into two 

camps. Nusrat and Benazir Bhutto were advised by moderate leadership to leave 

Pakistan while leaving party’s power to them whereas radicals wished to challenge 

regime through armed struggle. This indicates that mainstream leadership of PPP was 

not clear and unified over the strategy for the save Bhutto movement.98 Apart from 

the absence of clarity in strategy, the movement lacked the international support. 

Apart from these reasons, there were other problems behind the failure of the 

movement that are discussed in this chapter. 

Bhutto admitted in his book Myth of Independence that he was threatened to 

refrain from nuclear progrmme. 99 The Daily Jung also reported that the secretary of 
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United States warned Bhutto for the worst consequences.100 A renowned historian Ian 

Talbot is of the view that the government of United States was afraid of Bhutto’s 

quest for taking Pakistan towards Islamic socialism as it shows that Bhutto 

government was against the US interest in this region.101 Thus, the government of 

United States supported martial law in Pakistan for the protection of their vested 

interests in this region. Furthermore, Benazir Bhutto also complains in her book that 

United States played a pivotal role in toppling her father’s government.102This is why 

the save Bhutto struggle lacked the international support whereas General Zia’s 

martial law was indirectly supported by the international forces (America). In other 

words, the government of United States left no stone unturned in protecting her 

influence in this region.103  

Apart from international support the save Bhutto struggle was opposed by the 

majority of political parties of Pakistan including PNA parties.104 The daily Jang 

reported that most of the political parties did not oppose martial law in the country.105 

There were reasons behind this opposition, firstly, Bhutto alienated and harmed many 

people who enjoyed honoured status in the society including feudal lords, religious 

leaders, tribal chiefs as well as capitalists.106 Moreover, Bhutto’s land reforms and 

nationalization also aliened big landlords as well as the business community of 

Pakistan.107 
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Secondly, Bhutto also disregarded a wide spectrum of politicians and his 

followers when he enjoyed power as it resulted in the resentments among his 

followers.108 The Amnesty International reported that Bhutto was very harsh at his 

cabinet members while using abusive language and other type of ill-mannered 

treatments.109 Moreover, Bhutto operated his democratic political party in an 

autocratic style.110 Aside from this, Bhutto also treated his political opponents strictly. 

Bhutto’s ill-mannered; sever treatments and the use of abusive language created his 

internal opponents in his own political party PPP.111 

Except Sindh province there was not mass movement in other parts of 

Pakistan to support save Bhutto movement.112 Apart from a few regional political 

parties such as Sindh Awami Tahreek and Hari Committee, Jeay Sindh Tahreek, other 

regional and national political parties did not support the movement.113 Even, the PPP 

leadership of Punjab was unable to bring the people of province on the roads against 

military regime.114 In the fear of being intimated by military government, there were 

no strong agitations, demonstrations, processions and protests in the support of save 

Bhutto movement.115 There were small protests organized by PPP along with SAT 

that demanded the release of Bhutto and other political prisoners such as Rasool 

Bukhsh Palejo, Jam Saki and Fazil Rahoo.116 The mainstream leadership of save 

Bhutto movement could not unite opposition to the military regime of General Zia. 
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However, it took a time of two years to form a collective and significant alliance 

(MRD) for the restoration of democracy in Pakistan in the year 1981.117  

3.1.5 The Tactics of Backfire in Case of the Save Bhutto Struggle 

Richard Gregg opines that when a non-violent activist is assaulted by another force 

and non-violent resister does not respond with violence, it causes attacker to lose 

moral balance and he calls the effect as moral jiu-jitsu.118 In this case, at Gaddafi 

Stadium Lahore, Begum Nusrat Bhutto was beaten brutally by police and she did not 

respond with violence.119 However, neither beating forces lost moral balance nor lack 

of response from victim’s side influenced beating forces whereas it left impact on the 

third party (national and international media) and exposed attacker in awkward 

situation. This, in turn, may lead to change in the views and results in the rejection of 

support from beating force and the expansion of support to the follower of non-

violence what Gene Sharp calls political jiu-jitsu.120 In such cases, where political jiu-

jitsu is less effective in putting attackers in bad light, there, Brian Martin suggests that 

autocrats might have used the tactics of backfire to defuse political jiu-jitsu effect and 

public outrage.121 

The theory of non-violence tells us that people react with outrage on perceived 

injustice, imprisonments and censorships (see details in chapter two).Similarly, the 

arrest of Bhutto was perceived as injustice and same thing happened in case of 

Bhutto’s politically motivated trial.122 Zia government knew that reaction would come 

from the public on the imprisonment of Bhutto. In the inception of imprisonment of 
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Bhutto, the leaders of PPP, SAT and more than one thousand people from all over the 

provinces of Pakistan reacted with outrage and protested in the streets of Pakistan for 

the release of Bhutto and workers of PPP.123 The third party (common public) also 

reacted with outrage and Bhutto got the sympathy of the third party (public) as it 

paved way for another mass mobilization against Zia government.124 The major 

demand of protesting people was the release of Bhutto as well as other political 

leaders and workers such as Palejo, Rahoo, and Saki, late, Lala Afzal, late, Ayaz 

Soomro, Zarina Baloch, Sikandar Arijo and others.125  

There was only response to the call of movement in the cities of interior Sindh 

such as Sehwan, Dadu, Kairpur Nathan Shah, Mehar, Larkana, Kamber, Shahdadkot 

Jaccoabad, and Nawabshah.126 In mega cities of Sindh, there was lukewarm public 

participation in the protests against regime except Hyderabad city where SAT 

organized demonstrations and rallies to support the movement.127 The overall 

response was not great in the support of save Bhutto movement that convinced PPP to 

co-operate and unite opposition for a joint struggle against military regime. To curb 

the mass mobilization and defuse political jiu-jitsu effect, military used strict 

measures including violence.128 However, Zia government could not suppress 

protests, agitations, rallies, marches and procession.  

Martin writes that cover-up the event is considered an effective technique of 

backfire that is often used by autocrats/military dictators to reduce public reaction.129 
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It has already been discussed that Bhutto was transferred from one jail to another jail. 

Moreover, attempts were made by government to keep Bhutto’s arrest hidden.130 No 

one was allowed to meet Bhutto. The intention of government was suspicious to be 

imagined. Violence used by regime, was kept secret. In the inception, government 

made efforts to cover up the event, but government failed to cover up the arrest of 

Bhutto and its attitude. The initial technique of backfire did not work to defuse public 

outrage. Eventually, Bhutto became the hero of common people despite unfavourable 

circumstances.131  

The real cause of Bhutto’s arrest was political vendetta and fear of Zia that 

free Bhutto would be dangerous for his regime. However, the charges of malpractices 

as well as distribution of weapons among his supporters, planning of anarchy and 

charge of murdering his political rival, Mr. Kasuri were trumped up on Bhutto to 

demoralize his political supporters.132 The main target of government was Bhutto’s 

fame and his political stature. In this regard, the military regime of General Zia used 

all possible measures to devaluate its target while labelling Bhutto anarchist and 

conspirator of his political rival’s murder.133 However, the devaluation of target could 

not succeed putting Bhutto’s fame and political stature down, as cases against Bhutto 

were seen as political victimization among general public. In other words, the second 

tactic of backfire also failed in diffusing public outrage against the military regime of 

General Zia. 

The tool of misinterpretation was also used to hide factual information about 

the brutal attack of government on Nusrat Bhutto at Gaddafi Stadium Lahore. The 
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factual information regarding holding elections was also misinterpreted to control the 

emerging mass movement against military government. The military regime made 

attempts to develop concepts in the minds of public that election would be held very 

soon as it was contrary to the fact.134 However, the initial tactics of backfire including 

cover up the event, devaluation of target and misinterpretation did not work in putting 

Bhutto in bad light. General Zia took the work of ending the chapter of Bhutto forever 

from judiciary as it was already cultivated by the military government of General 

Zia.135 Brian Martin describes that official channels (courts) show an illusion of 

justice when dictators use these sources for consolidating their own positions.136 

Similarly, General Zia used courts to justify the arrest of Bhutto and his politically 

motivated trial was just illusion of justice.137 

In neutral observers’ views and arguments, Bhutto did not get fair trial from 

courts and that it was a judicial murder.138 Finally, Lahore High Court sentenced 

Bhutto death in a unanimous judgment in March 1978. An appeal against Bhutto’s 

death sentence was filed in the Supreme Court; the Chief Justice of Supreme Court 

rejected Bhutto’s application and initiated hearing his appeal against the verdict of 

Lahore High Court.139 Benazir Bhutto complained later in her book that the attitude of 

the Chief Justice, Moulvi Mushtaque remained biased.140 In case of Bhutto, official 

channels were used to end the chapter of Bhutto forever. The case of Bhutto showed 

that official channels responded partially in the support of government rather than 
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providing justice. It is often observed in the post-colonial states that powerful 

dictators use official channels as rubber stamps to get their desired results.141 

The following diagram shows that how backfire takes place and how 

authoritarian governments or dictators make attempts to defuse public reaction while 

using the tactics of backfire. Similar diagram is illustrated on the next page to observe 

that how Save Bhutto Struggle was diffused by General Zia. 
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3.2 The formative phase of MRD movement 1979-1981      

The adversaries of Bhutto in politics were happy rather than condemning the death 

sentence of Bhutto.143 An old political worker of PPP, Abdul Sattar Magsi informed 

that from Khuhara family of Larkana, Nisar Ahmed Khuhro and from Sheerazi family 

of Thatta, Aijaz Ali Sheerazi distributed sweets in the happiness for death sentence of 

Z.A. Bhutto announced by the Supreme Court of Pakistan.144 Khuhras and Sheerazis 

were the political adversaries of Bhutto and they considered it as accountability.145 

The death sentence of Bhutto pushed the women leaders of Bhutto family in a shock. 

Despite challenging circumstances and hardships, Nusrat and Benazir Bhutto 

preferred fighting against dictator Zia instead of leaving Pakistan.146 Nusrat Bhutto 

had declared clearly that she would fight it out till the end.147 Their determination, 

courage, resistance and the struggle of two years (Save Bhutto Struggle) could not 

save Bhutto from being hanged to death. However, Save Bhutto Struggle paved a way 

for the formation of the MRD movement.148  

After imposing martial law, dictator Zia made attempts to get the support of 

anti-PPP political forces to curb mass mobilization against his regime.149 The main 

concern of military regime was to unite anti-PPP political parties and abate the 

popularity of PPP throughout Pakistan.150 PNA political parties demanded very 

vaguely defined Nizam-i-Mustafa (the System of prophet Muhammad Peace Be Upon 

Him) and military regime assured PNA leaders for introducing their demanded 
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Islamic system in Pakistan.151 In the name of Islamic system, military regime gained 

the support of a few political parties of PNA to isolate PPP in the politics of the 

country.152  

 PPP called for the first meeting on 27 May 1979, after Bhutto’s execution. 

Farooq Ali Legahari the Acting Secretary General of PPP chaired the first meeting.153 

The party workers criticized the Central Executive Committee (CEC) for the failure of 

save Bhutto movement.154 The majority of party workers demanded the resignations 

of CEC’s office bearers. Moreover, the decision of electing Nusrat Bhutto as 

chairperson was also taken in the meeting.155 The key political figures like, Ghulam 

Mustafa Khar and Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, two well-known landlords from Punjab 

province and Sindh province respectively were in confrontation with Farooq Ali 

Leghari and Mumtaz Ali Bhutto, two renowned feudal lords of Sindh province and 

Punjab province respectively.156 There was a clear internal conflict between big feudal 

land lords of the party. This was one of the reasons of military regime’s success to 

curb the mass movement due to clear internal conflict, factionalism and a divide 

inside the party.157  

General Zia did not ignore the workers of PPP particularly the members of 

Bhutto family during house arrest. Their phones were trapped, they were watched by 

intelligence agents and their visitors were watched out.158Under martial law, military 

courts with particular power to try and punish civilians were established. Press, the 
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fourth pillar of democratic government was censored as it became illegal to express 

ideas against military government. About twenty thousand political opponents of 

military government were arrested between 1978 and 1985.159 Many prisoners were 

flogged; others were tortured physically as well as mentally. The international human 

rights organizations documented the numerous cases of abuse.160 Not only the 

freedom of expression was strictly censored but peaceful mass protests were also 

banned throughout Pakistan.161  

After gaining the support of PNA political parties, General Zia did not prove 

true to his promises related to Islamization. He neither introduced Islamic system nor 

declared the election schedule.162 Military dictator did not announce any deadline for 

elections. The progress of Islamization process was slow and weak. It was not on the 

expectations of PNA political parties as they demanded.163 The government neglected 

all the promised assurances and promises leading PNA political leadership to stand 

against General Zia. Resultantly, the leaders of PNA decided to launch a mass 

movement against the military government of General Zia.164 PPP leadership was also 

internally divided and it lost the support of public during the PNA movement. At this 

juncture, it was difficult task for Nusrat and Benazir Bhutto to reorganize as well as 

unite PPP leadership.165 Thus, Zia easily curbed peaceful resistance to his rule from 

being emerged in its inception.  
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Despite internal conflicts in the party, Nusrat and Benazir Bhutto succeeded in 

reorganizing the PPP and made attempts to restore the lost morale of PPP.166 A 

meeting was called at Seventy Clifton Karachi (the family residence of Bhuttos) as it 

showed the bravery, courage and activeness of women leaders of Bhutto family after 

Bhutto’s death.167 Furthermore, the several decisions were taken by Benazir Bhutto to 

take care of the families of imprisoned political workers.168 PPP raised voice against 

government’s economic policies which were culpable for the increase of prices of 

daily routine commodities.169 A side from controlling the expansion of prices of daily 

routine commodities, General Zia failed to provide expected outcomes regarding 

Islamic system to PNA leadership as it resulted in the break up between General Zia 

and the leadership of PNA in the last week of October 1979.170 Eventually, almost all 

the political parties stood in stark opposition against General Zia. There were still a 

few political parties which supported Zia in the fear of return of Pakistan Peoples’ 

Party to power and a few political parties also continued supporting military regime to 

preserve their vested interests.171 Pir Pagaro Sayed Shah Mardan Shah II of Pakistan 

Muslim League was the best example as he continued supporting General Zia.172 

Apart from supporting Zia government, Pir Pagaro conceived himself as the man of 

General Head Quarter (GHQ).173 Not only PML but Jamaat-i-Islami also 

strengthened the hands of General Zia and its student wing assisted government in 
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controlling political situation in academic institutions under the patronage as well as 

protection of police.174 

When in the last week of June 1979, the house arrest of Begum Nusrat Bhutto 

was lifted, she organized a public meeting. She announced in her address that she 

would never withdraw from her husband’s principles and would fight until democracy 

is restored in Pakistan.175 Nusrat Bhutto stated that transition from dictatorship to 

democracy could be possible through people power and sacrifices.176 Moreover, 

Nusrat Bhutto recharged PPP against military regime. Benazir Bhutto also organized 

meetings and conferences to build co-ordination and communication among party 

workers from regional, provincial to national levels.177 Despite the death of PPP 

founder Z.A Bhutto and difficult circumstances, Nusrat and Benazir Bhutto succeeded 

in re-organizing the PPP. This is why PPP did not lose its popularity among the 

people of Pakistan.178 

To defuse public outrage, non-party based local body elections were 

announced by General Zia in the first week of month of November, 1979.179 Pakistan 

Peoples’ Party decided to boycott the non-party based local body elections.180 

However, the mainstream leadership of PPP decided to support the likeminded 

candidates under Awam Dost Panel (the Friends of People).181 Pro-regime nominated 

candidates contested elections under the umbrella of Islam Pasand (the truly 
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followers of Islam).182 Islamist panel was associated with religious political party 

Jamaat-i-Islami which was conceived as the B team of military regime. Due to this 

association, Islam Pasand Panel was openly supported by Zia regime in non-party 

based elections.183  

However, election results went beyond the expectations of military regime. 

Awam Dost Panel swept polls handsomely184 while; Islam Pasand Panel did not win 

the majority of seats in the home constituencies of military regime.185 The scenes of 

violence were also reported throughout Pakistan. Moreover, the deaths of eighteen 

people and hundreds of injuries were reported in Sindh, Punjab and KPK.186 Apart 

from the use of violence, judiciary was also used in the non-party based local body 

elections.187 The orders were issued by Justice Aamer Raza, Lahore High Court 

Bench to Local Bodies Election Authority for reserving the results of Sahiwal  until it 

may not be clarified that whether Awam Dost Panel is on the criteria of non-party 

based election rules and regulations or not.188 The biased approach of military regime 

became obvious when the seats of Mayors of Karachi and Lahore were given to the 

minority panel of Islam Pasand Panel instead of Awam Dost panel as it had a clear 

majority in both the cities.189 Government missionary was used to suppress non-

violent opposition to military regime of General Zia.190  

The unfavourable results of non-party based local body elections of 1979 led 

General Zia to re-examine his assurances to hold non-party based general elections to 
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provincial and national assemblies.191 The government cancelled elections while 

explaining that in the holy Quran elections are not described, thus elections are un-

Islamic.192 Moreover, the claim made by General Zia that to hold impartial and 

transparent elections is threat to integrity, sovereignty and Islamization in Pakistan.193 

He used all possible measures to control an emerging opposition to regime. However, 

dictator Zia failed to suppress the upsurge of peaceful resistance to his government.194 

Faiz Ali Chishti examines critically Zia’s intention for not conducting elections in 

Pakistan and holding power for a long term. He also discusses the formative phase of 

non-violent resistance to the military rule of Zia.195  

3.2.1 Spilt in the PNA Political Alliance 

Despite antagonism with General Zia and opposition to his so-called Islamization, it 

was not easy for the member political parties of PNA and for other political parties 

that isolated from alliance with military regime to launch non-violent struggle for 

democracy in association with PPP.196 The mainstream leadership of PPP also 

considered PNA political parties responsible for the downfall of Bhutto government 

and his execution.197 Moreover, Bhutto’s execution had created troubled relations 

between PPP and PNA as it seemed difficult that they ever could unite on one 
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platform.198 Ahmed explained that Benazir Bhutto and Asghar Khan were doubtful of 

each other.199  

Apart from reservations with each other, there was communication and co-

ordination gap between PPP and PNA. However, the failure of the Save Bhutto 

Movement made Benazir and Nusrat Bhutto realize that it is difficult to oust General 

Zia out of political institutions without political unity among the political parties of 

Pakistan.200 After the death of Bhutto, the mainstream leaders of PNA also felt that 

they were restricted under military rule.201 Thus, the leadership of Tehrik-i-Istiqlal 

(TI) withdrew its support in the last week of October 1977 and JUP left the alliance 

on 6 July 1978. Finally, NDP separated on 16 August 1978.202 The leader of JUP, 

Noorani called PNA a dead horse and his party celebrated the Day Deliverance on 20 

April 1979 following the day of deliverance celebrated by All India Muslim League 

on 22 December 1939 over the resignations of the Congress ministries.203 However, a 

few political parties were still determined to support Zia regime including JI and PML 

(Pagara) and they stood with regime.204  

The leader of Mazdoor Kissan Party, Fatehyab Ali showed interest to form an 

alliance against military dictatorship in Pakistan.205 Mairaj Muhammad Khan, the 

leader of Quami Mahaz-i-Azadi (QMA) also came forward to create co-operation and 

co-ordination with like-minded progressive political parties.206 Faiz Khoso explains 

that Benazir Bhutto called pro-democratic political parties to unite for the restoration 
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of democracy in Pakistan on 9 October 1979.207 In the first week of September 1980, 

the session of Central Executive Committee of PPP was held under the Presidency of 

Begum Nusrat Bhutto in which Benazir Bhutto, Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, Mairaj Khalid, 

Farooque Leghari, Makhdoom, Khalique-u-Zaman, Yahya Bakhtiar, Aga Ghulam 

Nabi Pathan, Piyar Ali Allana and others participated.208 The agenda about the 

formation of an alliance with PNA political parties was discussed. Finally, the 

mainstream leadership of PPP decided to form an alliance with PNA for the revival of 

peoples’ rule in Pakistan whereas the isolated political parties of PNA already showed 

their interest to launch a non-violent struggle against General Zia.209 

After the decision of CEC, PPP invited the isolated political parties of PNA. 

Later, a joint session between PPP and PNA was called to finalize an alliance at 

Seventy Clifton Karachi, the residence of Bhutto family.210 The session restored 

communication between PPP and PNA. Mehmood Ali Kasuri, Nawabzada Nasurullah 

Khan, Moulana Fazal-ur-Rehman and other leaders of PNA political parties joined the 

session as it provided a ground for the formation of the MRD movement.211 Keeping 

aside all the previous conflicts and grievances, both the political forces (PPP and 

PNA) agreed to frame an alliance for the revival of democracy in Pakistan.212 

Consequently, both the political forces agreed to develop communication and co-

ordination for the sake of democracy.213 

The first meeting of alliance was held under the Presidency of Nusrat Bhutto. 

In the start of meeting, the leaders who were part of an alliance offered condolence 
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with Nusrat Bhutto on the death of her husband Z.A. Bhutto for the first time.214 

Nusrat Bhutto put her emotional sentiments aside and joined her hands with the 

political adversaries of Bhutto against General Zia.215 In the first meeting, it was a 

complete shock for the MRD leadership when at the last minute; the leader of 

Pakistan Muslim League Pir Pagara Shah Sayed Ali Mardan Shah II refused to sign 

the charter of MRD without giving any reasonable explanation.216 Another 

controversy appeared when the charter of the MRD was discussed to be finalized.217 

Benazir Bhutto explains that objections were raised on the recommended wording of 

the MRD charter whether the general elections of 1977 were rigged or not, and 

whether the word execution or assassination should be used for explaining Bhutto’s 

death.218  After a series of meetings and long negotiations among all the political 

parties, the issue of Bhutto’s execution or assassination as well as all differences and 

controversies were kept aside and importance was given to the issue of elections as it 

was delayed by Zia regime from time to time.219 Finally, all the member political 

parties unanimously reached the final conclusion to launch non-violent struggle in the 

shape of the MRD movement for the revival of peoples’ rule in Pakistan.220   

3.2.2 Establishment of the MRD Movement 

Eventually, a political alliance was given a final shape as Movement for the 

Restoration of Democracy (MRD) on 6 February 1981.221 The MRD movement, a 
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non-violent action movement to the military rule of General Zia was formed as an 

alliance of regional and national political parties of Pakistan, led by the PPP.222 The 

political parties that were not or no longer attached with PNA joined non-violent 

struggle for democracy in Pakistan.223 Benazir Bhutto and Nawabzada Nasrullah 

played key role to unite leadership of the alliance.224 Although non-violent activists 

took a long period of six months to finalize the charter of MRD from 1980 up to 6 

February 1981, yet non-violent action proved as a binding force among all the 

member political parties.225  

Finally, the news of signing the MRD charter was received by the people of 

Pakistan through BBC Urdu service as news on all media in Pakistan was censored by 

military government.226 In the first MRD declaration, non-violent activists of the 

movement demanded impartial, free, fair and transparent elections to all provincial 

assemblies and national assembly whose copies were just circulated, but print media 

was unable to publish it in newspapers due to censorship rules.227 Moreover, the 

declaration of movement also demanded the removal of General Zia and the end of 

martial law in Pakistan.228 

Benazir Bhutto shares her memories in her book Daughter of the East: A 

political Biography that She was astonished to see her father’s adversaries in politics 

who were making hue and cries against my father’s government and demanding the 

death of my father, today the political adversaries of my father not only offered 
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226 Badar Abro, Jail Je Diary(Prison Diary) (Karachi: Ibn Hassan Publishers, 1990), 37. 
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2014. 
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condolence with his widow and his orphan daughter but also finalized a political deal 

with PPP.229 Under the umbrella of the MRD movement, the leadership of PPP and 

other regionalist political parties were determined to organize the methods of non-

violence including agitations, protests, demonstrations, strikes, hunger strikes, rallies, 

marches, play cards and processions against the dictatorial rule of General Zia as 

suggested by Sharp.230 Sharp also proposes that methods of non-violent action is 

effective than violence to develop pressure on governments.231  

The activists of the movement came forward with an agenda that Pakistan and 

martial law cannot exist.232 It was already decided in the charter of the MRD that it 

would continue to work non-violently until democracy is restored in Pakistan.233 No 

one could imagine that non-violent action spread over Sindh and Punjab where 

university employees including lecturers as well as professors, lawyers and doctors 

empowered unarmed movement while participating immensely in protests and 

agitations against military government hosted by the movement activists.234 

Moreover, student protests, the agitations of lower, middle classes and common 

people broke out in the mega cities including Multan, Bahawalpur, Sheikupura, and 

Quetta. The people of lower middle class including shopkeepers, small businessmen, 

traders and commission agents started whispering that General Zia’s time was 

eventually over.235 It showed apparently that Zia’s days are numbered. However, it 

did not happen in reality in a short period.236 In this chapter, a brief introduction of 
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non-violent action is discussed whereas the complete details of non-violent action are 

presented in chapter four and five.  

3.2.3 Political Parties of the MRD Movement 

Pakistan Peoples’ Party’s Nusrat Bhutto, Pakistan Democratic Party’s Nawab 

Nasurrallah Khan, National Democratic Party’s Shair Baz Mazare, Tehrik-i-Istiqlal’s 

Mehmood Ali Kasoori, Pakistan Muslim League’s Khawaja Khariuddin Qasim, 

Quami Mahaz-i-Azadi’s Mairaj Muhammad Khan, Pakistan Mazdoor Kisan Party’s 

Fahtayab Ali Khan, Jamiat-i-Ulema-i-Islam’s Moulana Fazal Rehman and Kashmir 

Muslim Conference’s Sardar Muhammad Qayoom signed the declaration of MRD and 

reaffirmed their faith in democracy.237 Later, PNP (Pakistan National Party), Awami 

Tahreek (formerly Sindh Awmi Tahreek), NAP (National Awami Pakhtoonkhwah 

Party) also became part of non-violent struggle for the restoration of democracy in 

Pakistan.238  

An unarmed movement MRD, under the leadership of Chairperson Nusrat 

Bhutto and co-chairperson of PPP, Benazir Bhutto mobilized party workers and 

people from all over the country against dictatorship in Pakistan.239 Party workers 

protested in the streets of Pakistan to generate pressure against Zia regime.240 Leaders 

of the movement sponsored four agenda programme which was aimed to pressurize 

unrepresentative military rule (1) to lift martial law (2) to functionalize the abrogated 

1973 constitution (3) to set free all imprisoned political leaders from fake as well as 

false charges (4) to announce the schedule of general elections as it was delayed by 
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General Zia from time to time.241 In the inception, all the political parties of the MRD 

alliance were united on this four point agenda, although every political party had its 

own different political ideology.242 The unarmed struggle got immense response in the 

form of unlimited processions, protests, effective demonstrations and agitations 

against Zia regime throughout Pakistan.243 To curb non-violent action, military 

dictator used strict measures and introduced the number of ordinances as they 

curtailed the powers of the parliament of Pakistan.244 

A former worker of Jeay Sindh Student Federation, Israr Ahmed Khokhar 

informed the author that Begum Nusrat Bhutto proved as a chain of unity among all 

the provinces of Pakistan.245 Despite hardships and difficult circumstances, Nusrat 

Bhutto succeeded to unite the people of Pakistan and brought diverse political forces 

on one platform.246 Like Nawabzada Nasarullah Khan and Asghar Khan were 

adversaries of Bhutto in politics and they were the followers of different political 

ideologies, still they became part of the MRD.247 Begum Nusrat Bhutto succeeded to 

bring political opponents of Bhutto under the umbrella of the MRD movement.248  

Conclusion 

Despite all his negatives, Bhutto was a popular leader in Pakistan, therefore, when he 

was hanged on fabricated charges, people reacted with outrage on the arrest of Bhutto 

and later hanging of Bhutto. To curb mass mobilization against military regime, 
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General Zia used violence to silence people. However, military dictator failed to 

silence the people of the country through violence. Finally, General Zia used the 

tactics of backfire to defuse public outrage and succeeded to end the chapter of Bhutto 

whereas military regime could not stop non-violent struggle for democracy in 

Pakistan from being grooming against dictatorship in the country.  
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Chapter 4  

The MRD Movement (1981-1982) 

Introduction 

Chapter four discusses the practice of non-violence in the initial phase of the MRD 

movement. The main goal is to study how far the MRD movement was non-violent 

action in that initial phase and to find out a connection between the theory and 

practice of non-violence in case of the MRD movement. In this chapter, it has been 

examined that how non-violent activists had come forward with non-violent strategy 

to develop pressure on the military government of General Zia for the restoration of 

democracy in Pakistan. In this research work an attempt has been made to study how 

military regime responded with the tactics of backfire and violence to control the 

initial phase of peaceful resistance to military regime.  

Chapter four is comprised of three sections. In the first section, the initial 

phase of the MRD movement covering the period between 1981and 1982 has been 

discussed. In this section, the status of the movement in all provinces of the country 

has been examined and it has been explored why the MRD movement received a 

lukewarm response to its call in Punjab province while the call of the movement was 

quite well received in Sindh province.1 The second section sheds light on the 

connection of Al-Zulfiqar militant organization with MRD. In the second section, the 

practice of backfire, used by Zia government to fail the initial phase of peaceful 

opposition to military rule in the country has been discussed in detail.2   

 
1 Khoso, Kare Kakkar Heth Mu’n Jharrendea Chaddiya, 6. 
2 Rizvi, The Military and Politics in Pakistan 1947-1997, 240-245. And also see Saeed Shafqat, 

“Democracy in Pakistan”.   
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In the third section, the theory of non-violence is applied on the developments 

in this phase to describe how far the movement was an unarmed resistance and what 

kind of tactics of non-violence were used in this phase. This chapter aims at 

explaining how the concepts of non-violence (moral jiu-jitsu, political jiu-jitsu, 

backfire and its tactics) influenced the non-violent opposition in its inception. It also 

tries to analyse the certain tactics (violence or the techniques of backfire) used by the 

military regime to nip the MRD in the bud.  

4.1 Non-violent Methods Used in the Initial Phase of the MRD (1981-1982) 

Sharp, a prominent scholar in the field of non-violence theory has introduced one 

hundred ninety methods of non-violence.3 The activists of the MRD movement 

organized protests, protesting songs, marches, religious processions, strikes, hunger 

strikes, student strikes, rallies, marches, volunteer arrests, damaging personal 

properties, resigning from jobs, the observation of black day, public speeches, 

demonstrations and other hard kinds of self-suffering in the inception of the 

movement.4 This section has highlighted that how peaceful opposition developed 

pressure on Zia government to restore democracy in Pakistan.  

The news of signing of the MRD charter was broadcasted by BBC Urdu news 

service.5 It animated the people of Pakistan who opposed unconstitutional military 

government.6 This news encouraged psychologically to the common public led many 

to understand it as an indication to start movement against injustices and 

unconstitutional policies of regime.7 Immediately, General Zia used violence to 

 
3 Sharp, Sharp’s Dictionary of Power and Struggle. And also see Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent 

Action. 
4 Husain, Pakistan’s Politics, 142-50.  
5 Kawish Mag (Weekly) 11 May, 2014. 
6 The Daily Aftab(Hyderabad), 7 February 1981.  
7 The Daily Khadim-i-Wattan (Hyderabad), 10 and 11 February, 1981.  
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control an emerging mass mobilization against his rule. The government treated 

Begum Nusrat Bhutto and Benazir Bhutto strictly.8 In this whole case, the people of 

the country resisted peacefully and reacted with outrage on the repressive actions of 

the government against unarmed opposition to military rule.9  

Despite critical situation, a large number of common people (the third parties) 

participated in protests, processions, rallies and demonstrations hosted by the 

movement activists.10 Apart from the use of violence from the side of government, 

Jammat-i-Islami and other pro-military government political parties such as Pakistan 

Muslim League (Pagaro group) spread propaganda against non-violent struggle for 

democracy to undermine the peaceful resistance to military rule. The supporters of 

Zia government created impression that MRD has been formed to destabilize 

Isalmization process in the country.11 

 Once again, military government answered back with violence. It also 

followed a policy of selective suppression against political leaders engaged in open 

political opposition to military regime.12 The prime strategy of government was to 

discourage and to confine the news about the MRD movement in all kinds of print 

media.13 Due to censorship, the print media of the country was restricted to publish 

the charter of unarmed struggle and opinions of dissenting politicians.14 The private 

printers were running on the risk of heavy financial and legal penalties for printing the 

 
8 Sayed Afzal Haider (Retired Justice), Tehreek-e- Bahali Jumhooriat: MRD (Movement for the 

Restoration of democracy: MRD). Lahore: Jumhori Publication, 2015, 35-36. And also see Bhutto, 

Daughter of the East,167. 
9 Sheikh, Benazir Bhutto Jedojehad Jee Aalamat, 21-25.  
10 Bhatti, MRD Tahreek, 17.  
11Shah, Religion and Politics in Pakistan 1972-1988, 259. And also see The Daily Hilal-i-Pakistan 

(Karachi), 13 and 15 February, 1981. 
12 Husain, Pakistan’s Politics, 141.  
13 Mushahid Hussain’s Interview on MRD Movement at( Kawish News Channel) 15 April 2014.  
14Tahreek (Campaign)  Sindhi Mag Monthly (Hyderabad), 1981. And also see Haider, Tehreek-e- 

Bahali Jumhooriat, 29-30.  
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stories of the movement in pamphlets and leaflets. There were restrictions on the 

movement of political leaders.15 The government tried to confine their activities. It 

also banned on their intercity or interprovincial travel to cut off co-ordination and 

contacts among the opponents of military government. General Zia used possible 

measures to defuse non-violent opposition in its inception. Thus, he amended 

censorship rules.16   

Despite restrictions and difficult situation in the country, the think tank of the 

struggle called for a secret meeting on 27 February, 1981.17 General Zia was informed 

by the hidden sources that the leaders of MRD alliance would gather in Punjab where 

they would form strategy to develop pressure on the government for the restoration of 

democracy in Pakistan.18 The movement leaders did not afraid of the strict attitude, 

severe punishments and ban on open door political activities. Moreover, the political 

workers at middle and lower levels came out to protest against the military regime.19 

They maintained the discipline of non-violence and resisted peacefully. Unarmed 

resisters also organized marches, processions, strikes, hunger strikes, protests, 

demonstrations, rallies, agitations and play cards to develop pressure on 

unconstitutional government as suggested by Sharp.20 Although the regime used 

violence against non-violent resisters yet they did not leave the elements of patience 

and self-suffering as Gandhi did during his unarmed movements.21  

 
15 Kawish Mag (Weekly) 11 May, 2014. And also see Suhani (Beautiful) Sindh Mag Monthly 

(Hyderabad), 1981. 
16 Shakir, MRD Kee Kamiyabian aur Nakamiyan, 32.   
17 Khoso, Kari Kakar Haith Mon Jhaidaindai Chadiya, 39. 
18 Haider, Tehreek-e- Bahali Jumhooriat, 31. And also see  Kawish Mag (Weekly) 25 May, 2014.   
19 Chandio, Politics of Sindh under Zia Government,125-130. Kawish Mag (Weekly) 15 June, 2014. 

Khoso, Kari Kakar Haith Mon Jhaidaindai Chadiya. And also see Sheikh, Benazir Bhutto Jedojehad 

Jee Aalamat. 
20 Sharp, Social Power and Political Freedom , 35-45.  
21 Sharp, Gandhi Wields the Weapon of Moral Power. And also see Sharp, Gandhi as a Political 

Strategist.  
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4.1.1 The Government’s Reaction to Defuse the Initial Phase of the MRD  

Eventually, Zia government closed educational institutions such as universities and 

colleges all over Pakistan. It also imposed ban on political activities and restricted 

gatherings of more than five people on public places.22 The active leaders such as 

Fahtyab Ali, Rasool Bakhsh Palejo, Fazil Rahoo, Nuzhat Pathan and others were 

arrested on 21February, 1981.23 The regime also ordered to expel arrested leaders 

from Punjab province.24 Their entrance was judged as prejudicial to law and order as 

well as public interests.25  

The Governor of Punjab issued restriction orders to stop the entry of Begum 

Nusrat, Benazir Bhutto.26 The government made attempts to confine political 

activities of the movement leaders in the province.27 The main reason was to fail the 

secret meeting of the movement. In fact, General Zia did not want to afford 

disturbances in Punjab province.28 However, he could not curb a huge wave of 

opposition to his regime.29   

The provincial police launched search operation in Punjab to find out the 

opponents of the government and active movement workers.30 However, Begum 

Nusrat Bhutto succeeded to break up the restrictions of police and reached Lahore to 

attend the secret meeting.31 Punjab police raided on the secretly fixed meeting and 

arrested the mainstream movement leaders such as Begum Nusrat Bhutto, Mehmood 

 
22 Bhatti, MRD Tahreek, 21. 
23 The Daily Aftab(Hyderabad), 22 February 1981.   
24 The Daily Hilal-i-Pakistan  25 and 26 February 1981. 
25 Bhutto, Daughter of Destiny,167-168.  
26 Musawaat, 24 and 25 February 1981. 
27 Kawish Mag (Weekly) 1 June, 2014. 
28 Sheikh, Benazir Bhutto Jedojehad Jee Aalamat, 51. 
29 Chandio, Politics of Sindh under Zia Government. 
30 Musawaat, 26 February 1981. 
31 Khoso, Kari Kakar Haith Mon Jhaidaindai Chadiya 37. 
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Ali Kasuri and Moulana Fazal Rehman. The meeting held one day before the schedule 

at the home of Kasuri.32 Before the raid, the activists selected Pakistan Resolution 

Day (23 March) for strikes, protests, rallies, marches, processions and demonstrations 

in mega cities of the country such as Lahore, Rawalpindi, Karachi and Hyderabad.33  

Later, the Punjab government expelled Begum Nusrat Bhutto to Karachi 

Sindh.34 The government kept other arrested leaders of the movement under house 

arrest. Retired Air Marshal Asghar Khan, Begum Nusrat Bhutto, Benazir Bhutto, 

Nawabzada Nusrullah Khan and Retired General Tikka Khan spent months to years 

under house arrest.35 The common political workers such as Lala Afzal, Ustad 

Shaman, Ayaz Soomro, Khalid Mehmood Soomro, Hamal Khushik and others were 

also arrested from time to time.36 All the arrests were done under martial law rules 

whereby no writ can be filed in the regular civilian courts for their release.37 Many 

were sentenced either to imprisonment or flogging by the military courts.38          

4.1.2 The Status of the MRD Movement in Sindh Province (1981-1982)  

The MRD movement had received good response from Sindh because the top PPP 

leadership came from this province and sympathy wave after the judicial murder of 

Z.A. Bhutto was the strongest in Sindh province. The people of rural Sindh also 

participated in the MRD to show their anger against the military rule.39 They reacted 

with outrage on perceived injustice and joined their hands to stabilize the unarmed 

 
32 Suhail, Sindhri Sey Ojhari Camp Tak. And also see Niazi, Aur Line Cut Gai. 
33 Bhatti, MRD Tahreek. 32-34.   
34 Kawish Mag (Weekly) 8 June, 2014. 
35 Shafqat, Civil-Military Relations in Pakistan from Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto to Benazir Bhutto, 201.  
36 Musawaat, 25 February – 28 February 1981. Daily Nawai-Waqt, 26 February 1981. And also see 

Daily Dawn, 27 February 1981.    
37 Burki, Pakistan Under the Military, 39-45. 
38 Chishti, Bhutto, Zia aur Men. And also see Kawish Mag (Weekly) 15 June, 2014. 
39 Bhatti, MRD Tahreek, 35 . 
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opposition.40 The movement based in Sindh province was more rural in character than 

urban as it was less effective in the urban centers such as Karachi and Hyderabad 

where Urdu-speaking community were in majority.41  

In the inception of the movement, so spontaneous and wide spread was the 

unrest in interior Sindh that not only were military rulers perturbed, but even the 

MRD leadership itself was astonished to see such a great wave of people.42 The PPP 

leadership with the support of Pirs (religious saint) of the province succeeded to bring 

out the common people in the streets of the country.43 However, PPP was not alone 

responsible for this success in Sindh as Sindh Awami Tahreek’s (SAT) mainstream 

leadership such as Rasool Bakhsh Palejo and Fazil Rahoo also played important role. 

SAT provided organizational support to processions, strikes, hunger strikes, marches, 

demonstrations and agitations.44 

 Ghulam Murtaza Sayed and Rasool Bakhsh Palejo were in alliance to support 

the cause of Sindhi people. Both the nationalist leaders began struggling for 

prerogatives of the people of the province.45 Palejo was the supporter of different 

political conceptual framework and his political style differed from Syed. He 

supported provincial autonomy under the federation. However, Sayed raised the 

slogan of Sindhudesh (Independent Sindh).46 He also opposed federation and 

confronted against Pakistani state on the issue of provincial autonomy. Therefore, 

 
40 Khoso, Kari Kakar Haith Mon Jhaidaindai Chadiya ,55. 
41 Chandio, Politics of Sindh under Zia Government. 
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43 Ahmad, “The Crescent and the Sword”.  And also see Bhatti, MRD Tahreek, 33-35. 
44 Fayaz Hussain Qadri, Interview, 10th April 2016. Jamshoro. 
45 Ustad Shaman Ali Khokhar, Interview, April 2016. Jacobabad.   
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both the political figures could not remain united on one political philosophy.47 After 

separation from Sayed, Palejo formed his own political party named Awami Tahreek 

(Peoples’ Movement), later converted as Sindh Awami Tahreek (Sindh Peoples’ 

Movement).48 

In the year 1978, Palejo went far from anti-Bhutto Syed by supporting Bhutto 

Bachayo Tahereek (Save Bhutto Movement).49 Later on, Awami Tahreek joined the 

MRD movement as it indicated that Palejo preferred democratic system over Zia’s 

military dictatorship in the country.50 Whereas G.M. Syed loathed Bhutto as it led him 

to disassociate himself and his party from the non-violent resistance to military rule. 

In opposition to PPP, Syed tried to stand with General Zia and his martial law by 

calling him gentleman.51 

 Palejo supported non-violent opposition to Zia government in its inception. 

As a consequence, military authorities arrested Palejo to defuse public participation in 

peaceful struggle for democracy in Pakistan.52 Resultantly, the nationalist leader spent 

four years of his life in imprisonment.53 In the absence of Palejo, Fazil Rahoo 

mobilized party workers and stabilized the MRD movement in the province. He 

organized peasantry class in the rural areas and united party workers on one 

platform.54  Fazil played an effective role to set up organizations among the students. 

He also drove SAT in well-organized manner and strengthened the party.55   

 
47 Bhatti, Sindhian te Zulum Keesaitan, 41. 
48 Yakoob Chandio, Interview, June 15 2018 Hyderabad.  
49 Ahmad, Struggle for Democracy. 
50 Fayaz Hussain Qadri, Interview, 10th April 2016. Jamshoro. 
51 Siddiqi, The Politics of Ethnicity. 92. 
52 Fayaz Hussain Qadri, Interview, 10th April 2016. Jamshoro.  
53 Abro, Jail Ji Diary, 47. 
54 Fayaz Hussain Qadri, Interview, 10th April 2016. Jamshoro. 
55 Yakoob Chandio, Interview, June 15 2018 Hyderabad. 
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The military regime deputed almost two divisions of armed forces (forty 

thousand) to suppress unarmed opposition to military rule.56 Armed forces utilized 

gunships and helicopters to attack Kacha (area situated on the both banks of Indus 

River) and villages of Sindh province.57 Consequently, the supporters of the peaceful 

resistance such as innocent peasants, workers and labours lost their lives and homes in 

bombardment of armed forces.58 Apart from military oppressions, Zia government 

imprisoned more than three thousand people from the rural areas of the province. The 

movement activists spent years of their lives in prison.59 If we look at the resistance of 

peasantry in Sindh, if we see how they battled, we begin to get a feel of this 

movement. They resisted non-violently for many, many months. Their reaction was 

peaceful and the way of resistance was well-organized. They did not answer with 

violence and their strategy was non-violence.60 They were people who were largely 

unarmed, who were not usual to consistent, long-lasted and unarmed struggles of this 

sort-and yet the peaceful resistance MRD went on months to years from 1981to 

1988.61  

The story on the MRD movement published in weekly Kawish mag in 2014 

reports that Khairpur central jail was over crowded with political prisoners in the year 

1981.62 Military courts started the episode of sentences to detainees such as long time 

imprisonment, lashes and fines.63 No one expected such high degree of violence in the 
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rural Sindh.64 Despite use of violence in the province, unarmed movement continued 

developing pressure on government. However, plane hijacking incident brought a 

dramatic change in the classes of prisoners as well. In case of hijacking, PPP women 

workers were tortured in the name of interrogation.65 In the last week of March 1981, 

the Amnesty International got press report for the first time about four women 

political prisoners such as Naisra Rana and Begum Arifa Bhatti, the wives of PPP 

officials; Farkhanda Bukhari, a political activist of PPP; and Mrs. Safroon, the mother 

of six was mentally and physically tortured as it was mentioned in the Amnesty 

International’s report of January, 1982.66 Most of the affected were students, activists 

of the movement and political workers from lower classes. The process of arrests 

continued till 1982.67      

Once again, Amnesty International drew attention of the world towards 

violence and human abuses in Pakistan. It also charged Pakistan authorities with 

psychological and physical torture, death sentences, enduring imprisonments and 

human right abuses in the first week of January 1982.68 The public flogging of 

political prisoner being carried out by bare-chested wrestlers remains one of the 

darkest images of martial law era. Pakistan human rights society highlighted the cases 

of whipping women in the name of Islamic punishment.69 It also requested 

international community for taking action against inhumanity of Zia regime.70  
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Despite Congressional opposition, Reagon White House turned a blind eye to both the 

human rights and non-proliferation violations on the grounds of Soviet threat.71    

4.1.3 The Response of People of Punjab to the Initial Phase of the MRD 

Movement  

The MRD political leadership from Punjab province participated in the initial phase of 

the movement. The activists also supported the peaceful opposition to military 

regime.72 As consequence, the government arrested a large number of non-violent 

activists and movement leaders such as Khawja Khairuddin, Nasrullah Khan, Sheikh 

Rasheed, Farooq Leghari, Jahangir Badar and others. The province showed a great 

participation in the initial phase of the movement.73 Eventually, the regime forcefully 

put thirty PPP workers from Lahore behind bars.74 Moreover, seventy-three workers 

including seven female activists from Punjab were unconstitutionally kept in Shahi 

Qila prison. Dr. Aslam Khan Naru was arrested on 24 February 1981 who spent fifty 

months in Shahi Qila, was also from Punjab.75  

 After PIA hijacking, Zia regime arrested six thousand political workers such 

as movement activists and political leaders within three weeks.76 According to 

Ahmad’s claim, most of the political prisoners were from Punjab.77 Whereas this 

research argues that the role of Sindh province in unarmed struggle for democracy in 

Pakistan is underestimated. Apart from Ahmad, historians such as Ian Talbot, 

Lawrence Ziring, Ayesha Jalal, Muhammad Waseem Khan, Shahid Javed Burki, 

Hassan Askri Rizvi and others have also discussed the role Sindh province in the 
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MRD movement in general and Punjab in particular. In fact, the MRD movement 

based in Sindh province and people of the province resisted peacefully to Zia 

government for years. However, the role of Sindh province is miscalculated. The 

main reason of this miscalculation is that the scholars of this filed have not 

investigated vernacular, regional and original sources related to the MRD movement.  

Nusrat and Benazir Bhutto, Fazil Rahoo, Rasool Bukhsh Palejo, Ghulam 

Mustafa Jatoi, Hafeez Pirzado, Moula Bukhsh Chandio, Khalid Mehmood Soomro 

and Ayaz Soomro were either arrested or expelled from Pakistan.78 Apart from the 

mainstream leadership from Sindh province, Jam Saki, Nazir Abbassi, Badar Abro, 

Sayed Shah Muhammad Amroti, Shaikh Ayaz, Zarina Baloch, Ghulam Fatima Palejo, 

Nuzhat Pathan, Sono Khan Chandio Amar Lal, Zulfiqar Qadiri, Lala Afzal, Moharam 

Ali Mirjat, Muhammad Murad Siyal, Sikandar Arijo, Sohail Sanghi, Ghulam Mustafa 

Chandio, Hamal Khushik, Noor Nabi Khan Junejo, Abdul Sattar Magsi and other 

various hidden political characters were also put behind bars. A great majority of 

political activists of the MRD movement from Sindh province was arrested.79    

Ahmad admits in his doctoral dissertation that the epicenter of MRD 

movement based in Sindh province. Despite admitting the fact, he opines that the 

support for non-violent struggle from Punjab is misjudged. Further, he explains that 

the province showed a great participation in the civil disobedience of the second 

phase of the MRD movement.80 However, the claim made by Ahmad is contrary to 

the fact, if Punjab resisted during the unrest of 1983, Zia regime could never have 
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been long lasted.81 In the light of vernacular, regional, primary and original sources on 

the MRD movement, different arguments have been developed in this research study 

to explain the role of Punjab in peaceful resistance to Zia government that Punjab 

participated massively in the initial phase of the MRD movement. But, the 

government diffused public participation of the province in the second phase of the 

movement.82      

The activists from Sindh province continued resisting non-violently to Zia 

government in the post PIA hijacking period. As a consequence, military attacked on 

the villages of interior Sindh to defuse peaceful resistance. The armed forces also 

burnt homes and crops of farmers of the province.83 Assaults on the unarmed 

protesters of Khairpur Nathan Shah, Shahdadkot, Dadu, Moro, Larkana, Jacobabad, 

villagers of Tayab Thaheem Village Dadu and Punhal Khan Chandio  Sakrand were 

not condemned by the leadership of Punjab. In sympathy, no eminent protest was 

recorded in Punjab province during the second phase of MRD which shows the poor 

response of Punjab.84 Military regime spread propaganda in Punjab that struggle 

against regime is led by secessionists what Brian Martin calls backfire as an 

expansion of political jiu-jitsu.85 Whereas Ziring explains that the political parties 

participated in the Civil Disobedience Movement in Sindh at that time were not 

secessionists.86  
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Other factors were also responsible for low response to the call of the 

movement in Punjab province. Zia regime employed the policy of divide and rule to 

alienate the people of the province from the movement that created misconceptions 

about the MRD movement in the minds of the people of Punjab.87 The government 

succeeded to expand cleavages among the people of Sindh and Punjab and within the 

MRD alliance. The leadership of Punjab and Sindh started blame shifting game which 

destabilized the movement in Punjab and other provinces of the country except 

Sindh.88    

When the people of Punjab province did not respond enthusiastically to the 

call of the movement, Begum Nusrat Bhutto appealed to the people of the province 

for strengthening her hands in the anti-government campaign.89 However, this appeal 

did not gain much positive response and support in Punjab province.90 The military 

government made attempts to devaluate targets (the MRD activists) and seeded 

concepts in the minds of the people of province that the MRD was the movement of 

anarchists and it did not aim to restore democracy in Pakistan.91 It was led by anti-

Pakistan Sindhi nationalists, separatists and secessionists.92 The devaluation of targets 

worked to demobilize the movement in Punjab in particular and in other provinces in 

general. However, the MRD was neither the movement of secessionist nor 

separatists.93   

In Rakisits’s opinion, this is where leadership of the movement made a 

blunder in that it did not objectively examine political situation in the rest of country, 
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believing that the three other provinces would automatically come to support the issue 

as it was generally perceived as provincial in character.94 Consequently, the initial 

phase of the unarmed struggle failed to gain strong enough response against military 

regime.95 There were many different causes for the lukewarm response of Punjab to 

anti-government protests.96  

On other hand Indra Ghndhi’s statement that India would provide support base 

to all pro-democratic movements in Pakistan did not help the cause of MRD.97 The 

enemy country India’s Prime Minister supporting the MRD movement was perceived 

negatively by the people of Punjab. Furthermore, Zia seemed to have created 

impression that he was genuine in his concern of Islamization.98 The same concept 

was developed in the minds of the people of NWFP. In addition, Russian military 

intervention in Afghanistan pushed Pathans and Punjabis into quandary.99 By 

campaigning against military regime, they supposed they might play into the hands of 

their external enemies. Thus, the people of Punjab and NWFP responded lukewarmly 

to the call of unarmed struggle for democracy in Pakistan.100  

Another major factor was that within Punjab province, military had strong 

roots because most of the military comes from Punjab. The interests of people were 

also attached with military.101 In this regard, Sharif Family, Elahi Family and others 
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became the allies of military because of their vested interests.102 The absence of 

developed organizational structure in the province was the outcome of PPP’s failure 

after gaining power in 1971, to mobilize and channel Punjabi electorate into an 

organized political force.103 General Zia tried to gain the support of landlords, 

bureaucrats and industrialists in Punjab to defuse the non-violent struggle in the 

province.104 Media was censored and factual information about the movement was 

misinterpreted to put the campaign in bad light. Moreover, misconceptions were also 

seeded in the minds of the people of Punjab province that the MRD was a Sindhi 

nationalist movement supported by Sindhi secessionists.105  

The people of Punjab were given economic opportunities in the Middle 

East.106 Thus, considering the favourable economic conditions, the people of province 

had been enjoying under Zia’s government, it is not surprising that they were not 

responsive to the MRD’s drive to topple government. Moreover, the people of Punjab 

were certainly not interested in losing thousands of rupees worth of the Middle East 

employment in exchange for imprisonment, fines and flogging.107 Apart from the 

advantages of economic bonanza in the Middle East, the better opportunities of 

employments were provided to the people of Punjab either in private or public sectors 

inside the country in an attempt to demobilize the support for the movement in 

Punjab.108  
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4.1.4 The Response of Baluchistan to the MRD Movement  

Like Sindh Baluchistan also contains a marginal quota in armed forces and in the 

power structure of the country.109 Further, the people of Baluchistan have the low 

level of representation in bureaucracy and armed forces. Therefore, they had 

sympathies with the people of Sindh province.110 However, the political leaders were 

reluctant to support the unarmed opposition to military government. They did not trust 

on the leadership of PPP in particular and MRD in general. Thus, Baluchistan 

responded poorly to the call of the movement.111  

Baluch did not forget the repressive policies of previous PPP government to 

crush rebellious tribesmen. There was resentment in Baluchistan against the dismissal 

of their elected provincial government in 1972 on flimsy treason charges by Z.A. 

Bhutto government.112 Apart from this, Baluchistan had a considerable potential for 

disaffection from non-violent opposition to military regime.113 To suppress anti-

government movement in Baluchistan, here General Zia regime seemed to have 

neutralized the considerable hostility of the central government by pouring money 

into development projects.114 The government had been capable to abate the influence 

of tribal chiefs.115 General Zia had enlisted support of sardars’ own middlemen by 

making them labour contractors and in some cases even entrepreneurs for 

development projects.116 Many job opportunities were provided to such middlemen in 

the local government.117 Like Gulf bonanza factor in Punjab, the tricks of 
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development projects successfully destabilized the initial phase of the movement in 

Baluchistan.118 Zia government did not need the tactics of backfire to defuse the MRD 

in Baluchistan. However military regime used other possible measures to defuse 

public outrage and successfully curb the movement in the province.119   

4.1.5 The Response of North West Frontier Province (Currently KPK) to the 

MRD Movement  

Russian military intervention in Afghanistan empowered Zia regime. It also provided 

an opportunity to international external intelligence agencies to build their networks 

in the region.120 Mutual connections were developed by ISI Directorate with its 

counter parts in other states at official level.121 Intelligence exchange with many 

Western countries particularly America, became a daily routine activity.122 The 

intelligence networks of many countries in Pakistan were also constructed with the 

endorsement and courtesy of Zia government.123 

Aside from the intelligence networks of external donor countries, overseas 

funded Non-Governmental-Organizations (NGOs) established their roots in the 

country.124 The arrival of refugees from Afghanistan was responsible for demographic 

changes in the country in general and in Sindh province in particular. The allocation 

of a huge number of refugees in the province was difficult task for Sindh 

Government125 The allocation of refugees created problems of law and order in the 
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mega city (Karachi) of the province.126 In its results, Pakistan became an international 

arm-bazaar where all types of small weapons such as revolvers, pistols, automatic 

guns and the latest machine guns were not only openly traded but also trafficked in 

Peshawar, Karachi and Quetta.127 Like Baluchistan, military government did not 

require the tactics of backfire to control the MRD movement in KPK. Military regime 

got the full advantage of Afghan crisis to weaken the pro-democratic movement MRD 

in KPK.128 The similar factors that facilitated the people of Punjab were responsible 

for the poor response of KPK to the call of the MRD movement.  

Moreover, favourable economic conditions were created in the shape of a 

large influx of remittance from the Middle East, the booming heroin trade, and the 

profitable commerce in smuggled goods.129 The monopoly in the national 

transportation industry as it has had a beneficial effect in Pukhtuns’ integration in the 

national economy; a large business interests in Karachi where approximately one 

million Pukhtuns reside. They did not wish the destruction of large trading houses 

influential positions in civilian and military bureaucracies; and a satisfactory modus-

vivendi with Punjabi elite who generally allowed them to have control over their own 

provincial affairs.130Thus, General Zia easily succeeded to curb the peaceful 

resistance to his rule from being grown in KPK. However, his policies left negative 

impacts on the centre-province relations and endangered the security and peace in the 

country.131  
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4.2  Al-Zulfiqar Organization   

According to one account, a radical activist of PPP Maulana Kausar Shah approached 

Colonel Muammar Qaddafi of Libya in the year 1979. He requested Qaddafi for his 

assistance in launching an armed struggle against General Zia.132 Qaddafi agreed and 

suggested him to bring the sons of Bhutto on mainstream whereas Mir Murtaza and 

Shah Nawaz Bhutto were organizing unarmed struggle in London and Washington for 

the release of their father Z.A. Bhutto.133 

Apart from non-violent movement, Bhutto Brothers Shah Nawaz and Mir 

Murtaza converted Peoples’ Liberation Army (PLA) into Al-Zulfiqar organization in 

1979, after their father’s death sentence.134 Al-Zulfiqar was an international militant 

organization and an armed struggle against General Zia.135 They had formed an 

international militant organization to take the revenge of their father’s judicial murder 

and end Zia-ul-Haq’s military rule through an armed struggle.136 However, the 

women leaders of Bhutto family chose non-violence to resist the unconstitutional 

government of General Zia. Thus, they waged unarmed political struggle against 

dictatorship in the country.  The women activists continued battling peacefully for the 

restoration of democracy in Pakistan.137   
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4.2.1 The Clandestine Links between Al-Zulfiqar and the MRD  

Ahmad explains that Al-Zulfiqar was a militant wing of PPP which was formed on the 

directives of PPP’s high command. The members of militant organization hijacked 

PIA plane on the command of women leaders of Bhutto family.138 However, several 

authors such as Afzal Haidar,139 Qamar Bhatti,140 Faiz Khoso,141 Ilyas Shakir,142 

Muhammad Ali Sheikh143and Sardar Shoukat Ali144 who have written extensively on 

Al Zulfiqar, do not consider Al-Zulfiqar as the militant wing or part of PPP. Zulfiqar 

Qadiri a social activist and a companion of Benazir Bhutto,145 Moula Bakhsh Chandio 

former member of National Assembly,146 Nuzhat Pathan ex-MPA,147 Sono Khan 

Chandio and Fayaz Qadiri also denied an association between PPP and militant 

struggle of Al-Zulfiqar.148 Zia government alleged that the mainstream leadership of 

PPP launched a violent struggle secretly in reaction to the execution of Z.A. 

Bhutto.149 Nusrat and Benazir Bhutto refused any relationship or clandestine 

connection with Al-Zulfiqar and armed struggle.150 The PPP leadership had 
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considered it the conspiracy of military regime to defuse the struggle of MRD and 

malign them locally and internationally.151    

However, it is true after the death of Z.A. Bhutto, his sons Mir Murtaza and 

Shahnawaz had formed a militant group in Kabul to avenge the death of their 

father.152 Different newspapers had reported that they assumed the leadership of 

militant organization and reorganized it as Al-Zulfiqar organization.153 On 3 March 

1981, a PIA plane flight 720 carrying one hundred forty eight passengers from 

Karachi to Peshawar was hijacked by three men named Salam-Ullah Tipo along with 

Jamal Nasir and Arshad Ali.154 The hijackers pressurized the government to set free 

fifty five political prisoners.155 They also demanded the removal of Zia 

government.156 Later on, hijackers put pressure on pilot for moving towards Kabul 

airport where Mir Murtaza Bhutto came and announced hijacking to be a victory.157 

Whereas Zulfiqar Qadiri informed the author that Mir Murtaza took political asylum 

in Afghanistan and he was there merely at the time plane hijacking.158  

The flight was also forced to fly to Tripoli, the capital of Libya. However, the 

authorities of Tripoli did not allow landing the plane.159 Finally, hijacked plane landed 

on Damascus airport where all passengers were set free.160 Zulfiqar Qadiri told author 

in face to face unstructured interview that hijackers killed Tarique Rahim, an officer 
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of Pakistan army in a mistaken identity of the son of General Rahimuddin Khan, the 

martial law administrator of Baluchistan.161 

General Zia alleged that Benazir Bhutto was operating Al-Zulfiqar militant 

organization to topple his regime. The government also blamed that she was also 

monitoring international terrorist organization (Al-Zulfiqar) secretly.162 The military 

regime used all possible measures to defame PPP in the public of the country. Thus, it 

cultivated misconceptions in the minds of people and propagated negatively that Al-

Zulfiqar is a B team of PPP which was contrary to the fact.163 Benazir Bhutto 

condemned hijacking. She also denied direct and indirect clandestine links with 

hijackers.164 Zulfiqar Qadiri and Faiz Khoso denied a connection between PPP and 

hijacking.165 However, military government propagated and misinterpreted the 

hijacking episode that Mir Murtaza accepted the responsibility of hijacking and other 

violent actions.166  

If it is accepted that the leadership of PPP was involved in hijacking, they 

should have chosen the right time for hijacking because it failed the movement 

completely in all provinces of Pakistan except Sindh and created serious problems for 

the member political parties of the MRD movement. Furthermore, PPP leadership was 

not insane to be involved in such a terrorist activity that could have converted the 

favourable political atmosphere into unfavourable. Thus, it is irrational to link 

hijacking with PPP. However, the military government linked hijacking with political 

leadership of the MRD which obviously suited them the most. The regime also 
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alleged to destabilize unarmed opposition to military rule. The daily Ibrat newspaper 

reported President Zia’s statement that politicians are involved in hijacking.167 

Resultantly, the movement leaders postponed all the activities of the MRD after plane 

hijacking.168 

4.2.2 The Effects of Violent Actions of Al-Zulfiqar on the MRD Movement  

In the last week of February 1982, the unknown armed activists of Al-Zulfiqar 

organization attacked on General Zia’s aircraft as it flew from Rawalpindi.169 The 

underground terrorist activities of militant organization undermined the unarmed 

movement, as it was being operated by two sons of Bhutto.170 The hijacking of PIA 

aircraft partially taunted non-violent struggle in general and Pakistan peoples’ party in 

particular.171 Military regime labelled PPP as a terrorist political party.172 On the 

charge of hijacking a large number of non-violent activists of the MRD movement 

and other innocent people were kept behind bars. The government tortured them 

mentally and physically.173 The monthly Tahreek Mag compiled reports from 

different newspapers and received information from Amnesty International. Finally, it 

reported that six thousand people were arrested and most of them were from Sindh 

province.174     

Benazir Bhutto stated that General Zia used the name of Al Zulfikar 

organization to put down the influence of PPP and importance of non-violent struggle 
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for democracy in Pakistan.175 The regime made attempts to divert the attention of 

public from the MRD movement and it forced media to keep coverage on 

hijacking.176 With every passing day, a new connection of hijacking with PPP was 

being produced. The used all possible measures to suppress unarmed opposition to 

military rule.177 The claim made by Sindhi Authors such as Badar Abro,178 Faiz 

Khoso,179 Muhammad Ali Sheikh180 and Qamar Bhatti181 that an impression was 

created by General Zia that Al Zulfiqar was a militant wing of PPP as it was contrary 

to the fact. Benazir Bhutto writes that she heard the name of Al Zulfiqar after the 

plane hijacking.  

 Brian Martin suggests that dictators usually use the tactic of backfire 

(devaluation of targets) while labelling movement leadership and unarmed activists as 

notorious criminals, terrorists, and insurgents.182 Similarly, General Zia used the tactic 

of backfire to devaluate PPP while labelling the mainstream leadership as terrorists 

and militants. This research argues that PPP denied association either with Al Zulfiqar 

or other militant organizations as it showed that there was no clandestine linkage of 

PPP with militant organization. In fact, PPP was just accused of having a hidden 

connection with Al Zulfiqar.  The government could not prove the relationship of PPP 

with Al Zuliqar.183  

It would be unjustified and irrational approach to link Al-Zulfiqar’s militancy 

and violence with the MRD movement’s strategies of non-violence on the only basis 
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that it was led by two sons of Z.A. Bhutto. The history shows that Benazir Bhutto and 

Mir Murtaza Bhutto worked under different theoretical frameworks and separate 

political structures. Benazir Bhutto preferred non-violent struggle whereas Mir 

believed in armed struggle.184 Mir Murtaza had accepted the responsibility of his 

militant activities on radio that also affected the credibility of the unarmed movement 

for democracy.185 Thus, they remained isolated and worked in different directions to 

gain the objectives of their movements.      

4.2.3 Violence against the Non-violent Action (MRD)   

The government spread the news of plane hijacking internationally to put the non-

violent resistance to military rule in bad light. The incident led Zia government to lash 

on the MRD activists. Consequently, it arrested numerous political workers of the 

movement.186 The Amnesty International reported six thousand arrests including 

common people, political workers and MRD activists on the suspect of hijacking in 

three weeks after the incident.187 The military regime had stated itself that 2132 

arrests were taken place in the initial two weeks.188 Moreover, the government 

planned to arrest the mainstream leadership of the movement such as Nusrat Bhutto 

and Benazir Bhutto, Rasool Bakhsh Palejo, Fazil Rahoo. Later on, the military regime 

expelled Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, Mustafa Khar, Mumtaz Bhutto and others out of the 

country.189  

Apart from arrests, military regime used violence against Jyalas and treated 

accused members of Al Zulfikar strictly. The government charged bogus cases on the 
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supporters of unarmed opposition to Zia government. Comrade Nazir Abbassi a 

political activist was martyred in torture of armed forces who was arrested on fake 

charges of spreading anarchy among the students of the country.190 Pakistan Junior 

Doctors Association wrote letters and drew the attention of British Medical 

Association for the cases of neuromuscular damage to victims.191 General Zia 

intended to prolong his unconstitutional government. Thus, he used immense violence 

to crush the peaceful resistance to military regime.192   

Zia government put Nusrat Bhutto and Benazir Bhutto under arrest for the 

third time in the year 1982.193 The Western media was being informed by regime that 

the women of Bhutto family are under house arrest.194 The concept of house arrest is 

different in the Western countries as compared to Pakistan. In real sense, an 

imprisoned person is permitted to visit from one place to another place and he is also 

allowed to issue press release. Apart from this, a detained person can use telephone 

calls, books, drive and attend meetings.195 However, in Pakistan, the concept of house 

arrest is quite different as compared to western countries.196 

Benazir Bhutto wrote in her book that Al-Murtaza House, the residence of 

Bhutto family was made a sub-jail for her and her mother Begum Nusrat Bhutto 

where Jail Manual Regulations were enforced. Moreover, the government treated the 

ladies of Bhutto family as criminals rather than political prisoners under sub-jail 
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rules.197 It also disconnected all the sources of communication. Visits of guests were 

also restricted.198 From March 1981 to the inception of 1983, the initial phase of 

unarmed struggle for democracy in Pakistan remained in self-protective position due 

to plane hijacking.199  

However, strict measures and hardships encouraged determination of Benazir 

Bhutto and led her to stand against injustice.200 Thus, she remained determined on her 

mission against dictatorship in Pakistan.201 The government had given options to them 

either leave the country or look after their family lands. However, both the women 

leaders did not accept any option. They continued unarmed struggle till the revival of 

democracy in Pakistan.202 Benazir Bhutto was threatened and forcefully compelled to 

withdraw from anti-government movement.203 Padrino explains that despite difficult 

circumstances, both the women activists of Bhutto family accepted imprisonments 

and punishment but, they did not bow down against dictator.204 During the whole 

struggle against dictatorship, including ten months in detention, Benazir Bhutto spent 

about five years in different jails as it was time of trail for her and her family.205  

 General Zia left no stone unturned to suppress the non-violent opposition to 

his rule. He used violence, intimidations, imprisonments and punishments to 

discourage the public participation in the MRD movement.206 However, the 
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government failed to halt the increasing ratio of public participation in unarmed 

resistance to military government. Despite strict measures, activists of the movement 

maintained the discipline of non-violence. They continued nationwide strikes, 

processions, agitations and demonstrations in the country.207 In the last week of May, 

1983, Benazir Bhutto was behind bars, this time in a remote jail in the Thar Desert. It 

was a cage like existence.208 Later, Benazir Bhutto was sent to another hard weathered 

jail of Sukkur. It was a Sindhi desert and severe place for punishment where 

temperatures go to more than fifty degrees.209   

  The government arrested more than two hundred female political activists of 

PPP were arrested.210 Padrino explains that the women workers were sent to Sukkur 

Jail where they were treated as beasts. Government authorities forced them to wash 

floors, clean cells and kill germs such as mosquitos, flies, and rates. They were to 

work in kitchen as well as laundry.211 The heavy work load of six to eight hours on 

daily basis was taken from women prisoners.212 They were also psychologically 

tortured as they refrain from participating in non-violent resistance to military 

regime.213 General Zia used violence immensely to crush opposition cruelly as 

possible. However, Zia government failed to curb the non-violent mass action in 

Pakistan.214 
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4.3 The Application of Non-violence Theory on the MRD  

The MRD movement seemed non-violent action in terms of tactics and strategies of 

non-violence theory. In the inception, the movement leaders resisted non-violently as 

suggested by Sharp.215 They also maintained the discipline of non-violence.216 Non-

violent activists did not answer with violence as Satyagrahis did in the Salt March led 

by Gandhi.217 Moreover, the movement activists tried to expose the brutality of 

government in public as proposed by Martin.218 They also maintained the non-violent 

character (discipline) of their movement in this phase and did not lose the element of 

patience to change the heart of opponent as claimed by Gandhi.219 In a similar vein, 

non-violent resisters could not change the hardest heart of General Zia. The 

theoretical framework of this study has examined that mainstream leadership of the 

movement succeeded to just change the opinion of public. Resultantly, unarmed 

activists got public sympathy and support. They have also put the government in bad 

light nationally and internationally.  

Although dictator Zia immensely used violence on peaceful protesters of the 

movement yet no violent response was faced by Zia.220 This thesis adds in our 

knowledge that contrary to Gandhi’s approach to non-violence, this whole episode did 

not leave any effect on the dictator’s heart, soul and attitude; rather it intensified the 

determination of dictator to continue his authoritarian rule. Gregg suggests that the 

absence of violent response from the side protesters influences the psychology of 

attacker.221 In the initial phase of MRD movement, activists did not respond with 
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violence. However, the absence of violent response did not influence striking forces 

such as police and armed forces. 

General Zia used all possible measures to crush the unarmed resistance 

movement to his rule.222 Ghandian philosophy suggests that self-suffering can melt 

even the hardest heart.223 The MRD activists used the hardest methods of non-violent 

action such as suicides, resignation from jobs and hunger strikes.224 Their efforts and 

sacrifices could not melt the heart of dictator.225 However, it just influenced the third 

party (common public) and created supportive atmosphere for the movement as 

suggested by Martin.226  

4.3.1 The Application of Moral jiu-jitsu on the MRD Movement   

The claim made by Gregg that when a person is attacked by another person. The 

defender does not respond violently, it causes attackers to lose moral equilibrium (see 

details in chapter one).227 In other words, Gregg explains that when attackers use 

violence against peaceful protesters, attackers drop moral balance during the violent 

process or repressive event. He suggests that non-violent response of defender 

influences the psychology of striking force what he calls moral jiu-jitsu.228 While 

Sharp and Martin explain that non-violent response of protesters during repression 

does not influence attacker’s psychology.229 However, it surely influences the third 
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parties and creates supportive atmosphere for peaceful protesters (see details in 

chapter one).230  

The peaceful resistance to Zia government in its inception was a non-violent 

action. The protesters resisted non-violently. However, they were served with lashes. 

The government punished protesting people severely.231 The Tahreek mag quotes the 

report of Amnesty International (1981 and 1982) that female political prisoners were 

tortured and punished.232 Unfortunately, it did not influence the psychology of beating 

forces. Thomas Weber also criticizes moral jiu-jitsu concept and claims that it does 

not influence beating forces. But it increases the sympathies of the third parties 

(common public) for peaceful protesters.233  

When the MRD activists protested on the roads of the country, police used 

lathi charge to disperse protesting people. They did not respond with violence and 

moved forward peacefully to be tortured by police.234 Unarmed resisters were beaten 

brutally by police on the several occasions.235 This research has highlighted over all 

brutal action of the government on unarmed protester. However, no one has reported a 

single occasion that brought change in the psychology of beating forces. Further, the 

absence of violent response led police to become more aggressive in beating 

protesters rather than losing moral balance as suggested by Gregg.236  

This research argues that there is no connection and influence between 

violence of attacker and non-violence of protester on the psychology of beating force. 
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The study also supports Weber’s and Martin’s analysis that there is no association 

between non-violence of protester and psychological balance of attacker. However, 

non-violence used by movement activists does create moral pressure on governments 

through the third parties which includes international, national and local pressure. The 

MRD activists maintained the non-violent discipline. They did not answer Zia regime 

with violence. It did not change the opinion of Zia against the movement supporters. 

Thus, moral jiu-jitsu was valueless to influence the psychology of beating forces. 

4.3.2 The Influence of Political Jiu-Jitsu on the MRD   

The military government made attempts to demobilize the unarmed activists through 

violence at different stages.237 However, the activists of the movement remained 

peaceful and sustained the discipline of non-violence. Despite peaceful response, 

armed forces started oppressions on the villages of rural Sindh.238 But, the villagers 

resisted non-violently to the state violence. This phenomenon created supportive 

atmosphere for the peaceful opposition to Zia government.239 

The daily Aftat newspaper reported that on a few occasions, a few unknown 

people overreacted and resorted to jailbreaks and attacked on police stations, banks, 

trains and other governmental buildings.240 However, the majority of protesters were 

non-violent. The overreaction of a few unknown individuals harmed the whole 

struggle as it was portrayed as violent in Punjab and other provinces of the country by 

the military regime.241  
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Despite some scattered incidents of violent overreaction from the side of 

unknown crowds, general perception about MRD being a non-violent movement 

remained intact.242 Overall the movement activists did not lose the discipline of non-

violent action. Resultantly, it put Zia government in bad light. The initial phase of the 

struggle gained popular support in the country what Sharp calls political jiu-jitsu and 

Martin calls the effect of backfire as expansion of political jiu-jitsu.243   

In the last week of February 1981, Khadim Hussain Langah, Abdul Sattar 

Magsi, Allah Warayo Langah, Lala Afzal, Muhammad Murad Siyal and Noor Nabi 

Khan Junejo mobilized the political workers of the movement. They also organized 

demonstrations and protests at Shahdadkot a city of interior Sindh.244 During the 

protest, peaceful protesters met by police and they were beaten brutally. Many fell to 

ground, injured and bathed with blood. The rest of others moved to carry wounded 

unarmed activists away to hospitals.245Although police tried stop unarmed protesters 

to reach their destination yet the protesters successfully gathered more public in the 

rally to develop pressure on military regime.246  

At different stages, numerous peaceful protesters were seriously injured and 

many died in the inception of the movement.247 Martin opines that violent incidents 

and actions of government are zoomed images which show the success of violence.248 

However, the real picture is self-suffering and patience as used by Gandhi in his 
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struggles. It increases chances of success of non-violent action.249 In case of the MRD 

movement there were clear signs of political jiu-jitsu effect and reaction of common 

people (third parties) against government on perceived injustice as proposed by Sharp 

and Martin.250 This is why; the movement got the support and sympathy of the third 

party (common people).   

Interior Sindh remained the strong centre of PPP’s supporters where violence 

was used by government as it intensified the anger of public.251 Resultantly, unknown 

people (the third party) broke out the central jail of Dadu district and made released 

more than two hundred prisoners.252 Escaped prisoners were later involved in attacks 

on governmental buildings.253 Sindh government declared curfew and chained off the 

area of insurgency.254 Thus, anti-martial law mobs remained mainly confined to two 

districts of Sindh province, Dadu and Tharparker.255 The movement was more 

effective in these two districts than other areas of the province.256 However, it needed 

a heavy repression to crush agitations, rallies, marches, processions and 

demonstrations in Jacobabad, Larkana, Sukkur and Khairpur districts where a large 

number of people participated in processions hosted by the MRD activists.257 

To control rebellion, government ordered to close almost all educational 

institutions including universities for unknown period.258 Press notes were issued by 

the district magistrates of Nawab Shah, Sukkar, Larkana, Jacobabad and Khairpur 
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districts referred to the exchange of fire between demonstrators and police and attacks 

on banks, factories, and government offices, railway stations.259 This difficult 

situation subverted the means of communication.  Many other incidents of firing with 

police and armed forces were also reported in the province.260 Government could not 

control the insurgency in the province. Eventually, it called armed forces to curb the 

mass mobilization in the major cities of the northern Sindh.261   

The daily Ibrat newspaper reported that on a few occasions violence was used 

by both sides (government and unknown public supporters of the movement).262 

According to Sharp’s described principles, in such cases where violence is used by 

protesters or non-violent activists, it affects the expansion of political jiu-jitsu 

effect.263 In case of the MRD movement, violence was used by the third parties 

(unknown people and the sympathizers of the movement). Therefore, it did not affect 

the expansion of political jiu-jitsu effect.  The use of force and violence against non-

violence by military regime did not work to reduce public outrage.264 However, it 

increased political jiu-jitsu effect. The government could not find an easy way to 

defuse public outrage.265 Eventually, PIA hijacking incident took place leading Zia to 

lash on the mainstream leaders of the movement.266  
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4.3.3 The Implication of Backfire Tactics on the MRD Movement  

This research study argues that political jiu-jitsu has a wide range of impacts on the 

initial phase of the MRD movement. However, political jiu-jitsu effect has not been 

observed still in this case by other scholars of this field. This is the first academic 

research that has tested backfire as expansion of political jiu-jitsu on unarmed 

opposition to Zia government. It tries to see a connection between the theory and   

practice of non-violence in this case. The study has also observed that how 

government used the tactics of backfire to defuse political jiu-jitsu effect. In the 

inception of the movement, Zia regime used violence to nip the movement in the bud. 

However, General Zia failed to curb the peaceful resistance to his regime. Finally, he 

practised the methods of backfire to control public outrage.           

4.3.4 The Practice of Cover-up the Event        

Zia government made attempts to cover-up beatings, tortures, imprisonments, 

causalities, military oppressions against non-violent activists, violent attacks on the 

villages of interior Sindh and other parts of Pakistan c.267 Thus; it imposed censorship 

on all kind of press in the country.268 Zia government censored print media to control 

the news related to non-violent struggle from being spread nationally.269 The factual 

information about the movement and violence of regime was hidden. The government 

chased away journalists.270 The government took strict measures to prevent the 
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publication of stories on the MRD movement.271 The media was forced to report PIA 

hijacking rather than publishing stuff on the movement.272   

General Zia made attempts to stop the reports of local media such as authors, 

journalists and columnists getting out of the country.273 He also tried to halt Amnesty 

International’s reports from spreading inside and outside Pakistani state, even though 

Pakistani censorship laws were not enforceable to international journalists.274 Despite 

censorships, the government failed to cover up the event and Amnesty International’s 

reports exposed the event nationally and at internationally. It put military regime in 

bad light and created supportive atmosphere for the movement.275  

4.3.5 The Practice of Devaluation of Targets 

General Zia used possible measures to demonize the PPP and other member political 

parties of the movement using official and unofficial channels of communication.276 

Early in the March 1981, the hijacking of a PIA Boeing aircraft to Kabul and the 

admission of former Prime Minister Z.A. Bhutto’s son, Mir Murtaza Bhutto that his 

organization, Al Zulfikar, was responsible for hijacking and violent actions.277 The 

hijacking incident led martial law regime to clamp down on the MRD, particularly 

PPP.278 To develop pressure on government, hijackers murdered Captain Tarique.279 

They also sent the list of almost sixty political prisoners to government and demanded 

the immediate release of them.280 In that list, the names of those non-political people 
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were mentioned who did not belong to PPP and non-violent struggle for 

democracy.281Contrary to the fact, government accused PPP leadership of having 

clandestine links with hijackers. However, PPP leadership condemned hijacking and 

considered it as worst for the nation.282     

The real story about plane hijacking episode was kept secret as it opened a 

new chapter of violence against member political parties of the movement.283 

Hijacking incident led to government to endorse Provisional Constitutional Orders 

(PCO) on 23 March, 1981 which aimed to curtail the powers of judiciary.284 

According to PCO, judiciary would not enjoy powers to revoke imprisonment, death 

sentences, flogging and other kind of punishment orders of military courts that were 

declared by military courts in the absence of sufficient proof/evidence.285  

It was reported that on 25 September 1981 a bloody incident took place in 

Lahore as it resulted in the death of Choudhary Zahoor Elahi and many others from 

Punjab province.286 Moulvi Mushtaq was also injured in Lahore incident. He was the 

Chief Justice of Punjab High Court who declared death sentence to Zulfikar Ali 

Bhutto.287 The regime also linked Lahore incident with the MRD movement to 

devaluate targets and Al Zulfikar Organization. In addition, Mir Murtaza Bhutto 

accepted the responsibility of assault.288 In its effect, the first defection in the MRD 

appeared when Sardar Abdul Qayoom withdrew from the MRD movement.289 He 

accepted the government’s hatred of PPP’s involvement in this affair and as martial 
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law authorities began to roundup the movement, he and Pir Pagara became active in 

trying to forge another alliance of so-called rightist parties, loyal to the ideology of 

Pakistan.290 The tactics of backfire (the devaluation of target) put the peaceful 

resisters of the movement in awkward situation in other provinces of the country 

except Sindh province.291  

4.3.6 The Practice of Misinterpretation  

The practice of misinterpretation means, the reality of event is reinterpreted to hide 

the factual information.292 After beatings, shootings, injuries and forcefully arrests of 

unarmed protesters of the MRD movement, Zia regime issued statement that that no 

one was injured or died.293 There were no military oppressions against peaceful 

protesters by police and military.294 Moreover, government announced that there were 

no injured MRD activists in hospitals. The regime also accused that they were faking 

their injuries.295 The claim made by government that law and force agencies took 

action to control critical circumstances, law and order in the face of disturbance, 

created by the movement activists.296  

Martin argues that to counter misinterpretation, the factual information should 

be displayed in public.297 It increases public outrage and also creates sympathetic and 

supportive atmosphere for the movement.298 Injustice must be displayed, if it takes 

place during the movement and it would promote political jiu-jitsu effect (see detail in 
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chapter one).299 To support the peaceful opposition to military regime, Sindhi authors, 

poets and columnists exposed brutal attacks of Zia regime on non-violent activists in 

Sindh province.300 While the movement leaders failed to expose military oppression 

and attacks of government on the villages of interior Sindh nationally and 

internationally.301 Despite restrictions on media, Amnesty International reported 

brutality of military government in Pakistan.302  

4.3.7 The Use of Official Channels 

Military government used official channels (courts) to justify the arrests of the MRD 

activists.  The cases against arrested movement leaders such as Begum Nusrat, 

Benazir Bhutto, Rasool Bakhsh Palejo, Fazil Rahoo, Shaikh Ayaz, Ayaz Soomro, 

Khalid Mehmood Soomro and other movement leaders were filed. The courts started 

hearing on the cases against movement leaders to show the illusion of justice.303 In the 

first few years of martial law, the military government made attempts to motivate 

official channels. Later on, they were used to defuse political jiu-jitsu effect.304 

 Brian Martin explains that in cases where attackers are powerful, there 

official channels operate partially to show the illusion of justice rather than providing 

justice. He also suggests that in such cases official channels must be avoided (see 

details in chapter one).305 In a similar vein, Nusrat Bhutto and Benazir Bhutto tried to 

avoid the official channels (courts). However, leaders of the movement failed to battle 
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against military government in the courts. Whereas Zia used official channels to 

justify his unconstitutional government and its policies.306  

4.3.8 The Episode of Intimidations and Rewards   

Intimidation is a technique of backfire as it works to discourage others (the third party 

or on lookers) from participating in peaceful opposition to authoritarian governments 

movements by threatening them.307 Public might be in anger, but they are afraid of 

being punished (see details in chapter one).308 After the imposition of PCO, Zia 

exercised intimidation to trap innocent people in false charges. The government also 

declared the life punishments and lashes. It also tried to intimidate the supporters of 

the MRD movement to refrain from participating in anti-government struggle. 

Furthermore, the key leaders of unarmed opposition to Zia government were 

threatened to withdraw from anti-martial law movement.309  

Benazir Bhutto shares in her autobiography that the government tried to 

intimidate her to sign the affidavit regarding withdrawal of her support to non-violent 

struggle for democracy in Pakistan.  She had also been made realized that military 

authority was giving shape to a plan of her murder.310 Furthermore, Benazir Bhutto 

explains that she came to know from one of the hidden official source that military 

court would charge her death sentence as it was decided in camera meeting. Another 

clandestine source informed her that death cell was vacated for her transfer.311 The 

mainstream leaders including Benazir Bhutto were tortured mentally to with draw 
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from the anti-government movement.312 The regime used all possible measures to 

threaten the MRD activists.313 Despite hardships, non-violent activists continued 

supporting non-violent opposition to military regime in the country.314      

The military authorities spread rumours that the government has recovered the 

different maps of Al-Zulfiqar militant organization when police raided on the home of 

Benazir Bhutto.315 Benazir Bhutto had denied clandestine links with militant 

organization.316 The government also intimidated the land lords of Sindh province. It 

also forced to discourage them from participating in the anti-government 

movement.317 The military regime awarded police executives and bureaucrats for 

supporting government during unrest in the country.318 The practice of intimidation 

was used to discourage public participation in struggle for democracy in Pakistan. 

However, the activists resisted intimidation as possible as they can.319 
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Table 03, transformed by scholar on designed model of Martin and Murray. 320  
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The Public of country reacted 

against state despotism with 

outrage.  Resultantly, they 

encouraged and supported non-

violent action MRD.  

 Pakistani public perceived 

attacks on the MRD and 

military oppressions 

against the villages of 

Sindh as injustice.   

Zia regime attacked on the 

MRD on many occasions. It 

used violence on unarmed 

protesters. It also destroyed 

villages of Sindh province  

Zia government attacked the 

supporters of the movement. 

It used immense violence to 

suppress the movement as 

ruthless as possible. 

Courts and panels show the 

illusion of justice when 

these channels work 

partially in the support of 

government. 

The activists, workers 

and supporters of the 

MRD were the main 

targets of Zia 

government. 

Dictators try to 

cover-up 

repressive 

event to abate 

public reaction.  

Similarly, Zia 

tried to cover-

up destructions 

of villages of 

interior Sindh 

and attacks on 

the MRD 

movement. The 

regime banned 

on all kind of 

media to hide 

violence used 

on the people 

of Pakistan. 

People are 

afraid of being 

harmed. Thus, 

they do not 

express their 

concerns. The 

MRD supporters 

were intimidated 

to refrain from 

participating in 

anti-government 

campaign. The 

land lords of 

Sindh were 

threatened to 

withdraw their 

support from the 

MRD 

movement. 

Military rulers 

attempt to 

devaluate their 

opponents. In 

this case, Zia 

tried to 

devaluate the 

MRD 

leadership. He 

labelled them 

as terrorists, 

anarchists, 

separatists and 

secessionists. 

Zia put blame 

of PIA plane 

hijacking and 

attacks on the 

PPP and MRD. 

Official 

channels are 

used by 

dictators to 

legitimize 

illegal action. 

Zia used PCO 

judges to 

justify 

illegitimate 

regime. He 

took work of 

justifying the 

arrests and 

lifetime 

punishments of 

the non-violent 

activists of the 

movement. 

 Government 

misinterpreted 

the real story of 

attacks on the 

MRD. It hid 

destruction of 

villages of Sindh 

province. Zia 

alleged that 

there were no 

military 

oppressions.  

The regime 

issued press 

release that the 

activists carried 

weapons. They 

subverted law 

and order. 
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Conclusion  

The non-violent activists organized rallies, processions, demonstrations and marches 

to gain the objectives of the unarmed movement as proposed by Gene Sharp.321 The 

government used all five tactics of backfire to defuse the initial phase of the MRD 

movement as suggested by Martin.322 The movement leaders also practised the 

validations of targets to counter the tactics of backfire. They tried to expose the brutal 

attacks at international level. The detailed account of the initial phase of the MRD 

movement (1981-1982) shows the MRD had succeeded developing political pressure 

on Zia’s military regime. But, PIA hijacking by Mir Murtaza’s Al Zulfikar put the 

non-violent struggle of the MRD in bad light. 

In this chapter, it has been concluded that there was no connection between Al 

Zulfikar and non-violence of the MRD movement. However, the government linked 

the terrorist activities of Al Zulfikar and unarmed action of the movement. This 

linkage aimed at diffusing public participation in non-violent struggle for democracy. 

Resultantly, military regime succeeded to curb the second phase of the movement 

from being spread in Punjab province and other provinces of Pakistan except Sindh. 

This is why the civil disobedience of the second phase of the MRD movement got 

lukewarm response in Punjab province, Baluchistan and NWFP while it got strong 

response in Sindh province in days to come.  
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Chapter 5  

The Civil Disobedience in the Second Phase of MRD Movement (1983 to 1985) 

Introduction 

In chapter five, the second phase of MRD movement is discussed in which MRD 

mainly worked as a Civil Disobedience Movement. Sharp explains that courting 

arrests, passing time in imprisonment, quitting government jobs and refusal to pay tax 

are the major techniques of civil disobedience.1 In this phase, the movement leaders 

decided to present themselves for volunteer arrests, quit government jobs and deny 

paying withholding taxes from the 14th of August 1983. Before courting arrests, they 

planned to celebrate democracy day on 6 February and to observe black day on 5July 

1983. It is studied in detail that what kind of tactics and strategies of non-violent 

action used in this phase. Moreover, it has also been observed that what kinds of 

tactics were used by General Zia to defuse the civil disobedience in the second phase 

of the MRD movement. 

Chapter five is divided into two main sections. The first section covers the 

practice of non-violent techniques such as demonstrations, processions, rallies, 

protests, strikes, hunger strikes, protesting songs, student boycotts, celebration of 

democracy day and the observation of black day used in the second phase of the MRD 

movement. The section covers the attempts that were made by military regime to nip 

the second phase of the movement in the bud. In the second section, it is explained 

that how the women activists, literary class and ulema of Sindh province resisted 

peacefully to military government. It is also studied that how General Zia used the 
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card of elections to defuse the strategy of civil disobedience in this phase of MRD 

movement.  

5.1 Non-violent Strategies in the Second Phase of the MRD  

After the plane hijacking, General Zia registered cases against the MRD leadership to 

defuse the unarmed resistance to his rule. The non-violent activists faced cases to 

defend themselves from fake charges. However, the government continued punishing 

opponents to military regime.2 Resultantly, the movement had gained poor outcomes 

in the initial phase. From the date of the hijacking to the end of January 1983, MRD 

was in weak position due to strict measures of military government.3 Despite difficult 

political circumstances, the movement leaders such as Nusrat Bhutto, Khair-u-Din 

and Fatehyab Ali planned to protest on the occasion of Pakistan Resolution day in 

1982.4 Moreover, a public procession was scheduled by the top leadership of the 

MRD movement on 14 August 1982, at Nashtar Park Karachi. But, the military 

regime failed the strategy of a public procession. Apart from this, the MRD leadership 

decided to use the different strategy of non-violent action such as volunteer arrests. 

They planned to develop pressure on the military government for holding elections 

and for the revival of democracy in Pakistan.5   

Non-violent activists such as Nasurullah Khan, Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, Sardar 

Shair Baz Mazari, Asghar Khan and others called for secret meeting to revive the 

MRD movement with the different tactic of non-violence. After a series of secret 

meetings, think tank of the MRD decided to start civil disobedience with the strategy 
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of courting arrests from 14th of August 1983.6 They had planned to spend time in jails. 

Moreover, the movement leaders announced to organize demonstrations, marches, 

agitations, rallies and processions on 14 August 1983. The main goal of the 

movement leaders was to expose the unconstitutional government of General Zia 

nationally and internationally.7 Before the civil disobedience, the MRD leadership 

selected 6th February, for the celebration as the Day of Democracy and 5th July for the 

observation of Black Day.8  

 The unarmed activists decided to come on the roads on 14 August 1983 to 

unseat General Zia and restore democracy in the country.9 Sharp and Case have 

considered day celebration as an effective and well-organized method of non-violence 

which has been usually used to develop pressure on governments.10 The activists were 

also determined to maintain the discipline of non-violence as Satyagarhis (peaceful 

activist) had done during the Salt March led by Gandhi to gain the objectives of 

movement.11 In this phase of the movement, the leadership of struggle also selected 

the aims and objectives of movement clearly as Ackerman and Kruegler suggested 

that they operate as dynamic force to succeed struggle.12However, their political 

ideologies differed from each other and they confronted on ideological issues from 

time to time due.13 Despite distinct political ideological backgrounds, the leadership 
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of the movement was united to unseat dictator Zia and restore democracy in the 

country.14 

5.1.1 The Celebration of Day of Democracy  

The non-violent activists declared the second anniversary day of the MRD (6 

February, 1983) as the Day of Democracy. They decided to organize rallies and 

processions in all over the interior Sindh.15 The daily Aftab reported that Nawab 

Nasurullah Khan visited Shahdadkot (a small city of the north Sindh connects 

Baluchistan with Sindh province)16 Moreover, Khan Sahib was warmly welcomed by 

a huge Tanga rally (horse cart rally).17 Apart from Tanga rally and warm welcome, a 

Jalsa (procession) was hosted by Sindh Awami Tahreek in collaboration with Pakistan 

Peoples’ Party at Shahdadkot where Nawab Nasurullah Khan and other MRD 

activists demonstrated and recorded protests against the unconstitutional of Zia.18 

There were no such huge crowds and processions, rallies and demonstrations in other 

provinces as compared to Sindh province.19 Despite lukewarm response in other 

provinces of Pakistan, Sindh province showed a great participation in public 

meetings, rallies and marches in the country to succeed the “Day of Democracy”.20 

Despite difficult circumstances, at regional level rallies were organized in all 

over the country.  21 The processions, rallies, marches and demonstrations in Kamber, 

Shahdadkot, Larkana, Mehar, Dadu and Hyderabad remained successful.22 The 

processions were also reported in the mega cities of Punjab such as Lahore, 
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Faisalabad and Rawalpindi. In its reaction, military regime restricted public 

meetings.23 After the success of day celebration, the leaders of the movement such as 

Nasurullah Khan, Fatehyab Ali, Sardar Shair Baz Mazari and Moulana Fazal Rehman 

in a press release of May 1983 announced that the further line of action for the revival 

of democracy in Pakistan would be declared.24 Later on, movement leaders issued 31 

points agenda of demands on 11 May, 1983.25 However, some frictions within the 

MRD member political parties appeared on 31 points agenda as it showed the first 

sign of conflict in pre-civil disobedience era.26      

The agenda regarding 31points covers the major demands of unarmed 

movement such as maximum provincial autonomy, independent judiciary, the revival 

of democracy, removing ban on print media, the progress of trade unions and no 

discrimination on religious basis.27The agenda also demands the accountability of all 

civil bureaucrats and military officials. Furthermore, the leadership of the movement 

strongly demanded to bring Pakistan on the road of non-aligned states.28 Apart from 

national issues, the transfer of American weapons to Pakistan, fair relations with the 

Third World countries and cordial relations with the Muslim world were also 

included.29    

 Asghar Khan’s Tehrik Istiqlal recorded objections on 31 points agenda. The 

leadership of Tehrik Istiqlal objected on the demanded of maximum provincial 

autonmy. 30 On 4 June 1983, Sardar Shair Baz Mazari, the convener of MRD issued 

press statement that the MRD would not force for 31 points on any member political 
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party.31 If any member party of alliance has objections on 31 points and it is agreed on 

only four points, it should strengthen non-violent alliance to Zia regime.32 The 

statement of Mazari resolved the internal conflict.33 Resultantly, the leadership of 

Tehrik Istiqlal issued statement that it would participate in the Civil 

Disobedience.34Asghar Khan had explained that the MRD was not an electoral 

alliance but its member parties were united against martial law in the country.35  

5.1.2 The Black Day Observation  

After the successful celebration of Democracy Day, the master minds of the 

movement announced to observe the “Black Day” on 5 July, 1983.36 On this day, 

dictator Zia had suspended the constitution and imposed martial law in the country.37 

The strategy of Black Day observation aimed to pressurize General Zia his 

resignation. On 5 July, 1983, rallies and peaceful protests were organized in the 

country. 38 As a consequence, military authorities arrested the convener of MRD 

Sardar Sherbaz Mazari and placed him under house arrest at his village Roujhan 

located in the Sothern Punjab.39 The government also arrested more than three 

hundred political activists of the movement.40 Despite strict measures and arrests, 

workers observed the Black Day while wearing black armbands.41 The movement 

leaders also waved black flags on the several buildings and their homes. 42  
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On 5 July 1983, public processions of five thousand people on several places 

of Karachi led by Fahtyab Ali and Ghulam Mustafa Jatio were attacked by police. 

Resultantly, Sindh police arrested more than five hundred people including twenty 

leaders of MRD movement. Later on, all the arrested supporters of movement were 

released on bail.43 Lawyers protested in Lahore, Rawalpindi and Hyderabad. They 

also boycotted courts. Moreover, a public rally of more than five hundred people 

protested near Lahore high court in the support of MRD. The government charged 

arrested people under Martial Law Regulation No. 13 Section 124-A. Further, police 

arrested many students as well as MRD leaders for wearing black armbands in 

Quetta.44    

5.1.3 Military Government’s Attempts to Defuse the Civil Disobedience 

General Zia was informed by hidden sources that MRD was receiving good response 

in Sindh.45  Zia had devised a strategy to use castes, bradaries and tribes in Sindh to 

defuse the MRD in Sindh. Moreover, Zia government supported and empowered 

tribal chiefs, feudal lords and waderas.46 With the support of regime, the landlords 

formed private forces such as Gopang, Magsi and Chachad to suppress the movement 

in Sindh province.47 Pir Pagaro Ali Mardan Shah II was also directed to mobilize the 

Hur Force of his trustworthy Mureeds (disciples) against anti-martial law forces.48 

Hur and other forces were given task to suppress the second phase of the MRD 
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movement in Sindh province. All these forces made attempts to sabotage processions, 

rallies, marches and demonstrations organized by MRD leadership.49 

Nawabzada Mir Nadir Khan Magsi, currently elected as MPA from 

Shahdadkot city remained the member of General Zia’s Shoora.50During the second 

phase of unarmed opposition, Mir Sahib was given a special task to crush pro-PPP 

elements in his district.51 Thus, Mir Sahib formed Magsi force to harass the followers 

of PPP. He also tried to defuse the public participation in the movement by 

threatening public of Shahdadkot.52 On the direction of Mir Sahib, fake FIRs were 

registered against the supporters of MRD movement. Late Lala Afzal, the leader of 

PPP labour wing from Shahdakot organized rallies in the support of MRD movement 

which were stoned by Magsi force.53 Moreover, clashes between MRD supporters and 

above mentioned forces were reported in all over interior Sindh.54   

Those unconstitutional policies of General Zia pushed Pakistan particularly 

Sindh province backward and his policy of divide and rule gave birth to tribalism in 

the country.55 He divided the people of Sindh and empowered racialism in the 

province.56Resultantly, the caste, creed and tribe consequences increased in the 

province.57 The government used all possible measures to alienate the people of 

province form non-violent struggle for democracy.58 The military regime supporter 

forces played active role to subvert the marches, rallies and demonstrations organized 
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by the movement leaders.59 They also organized rallies and demonstrations in the 

support of government on 5 July 1983 in the mega cities of Sindh province.60 The 

followers of Zia used violence to sabotage scheduled demonstrations, strikes, 

marches, processions, agitations and rallies of the MRD movement.61   

To release mass pressure, General Zia formed a commission regarding the 

political setup of country, headed by Moulana Zafar Ahmed Ansari in the last week of 

July 1983.62 A task was given to commission to submit its report before the President 

regarding the establishment of system of government, keeping in view the conditions 

of country and interests of Milat so that present to the nation….the framework of 

future political setup of Pakistan.63 Finally, Ansari commission proposed that 

elections to national and provincial level should be held on non-party-basis. The 

movement leaders apprehended it as a well-organized plan to keep away political 

parties from the political system of the country.64  

General Zia knew the fact that the non-violent strategies of opposition to his 

rule scheduled on the Independence Day can generate national and international 

pressure on his government.65 Therefore, he made attempts to deflate the unarmed 

movement through different strategies.66The activists of the movement also came 

forward with a different line of action. They believed that planned strategies of non-
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violence on the Independence Day would put the government in awkward situation 

nationally and internationally.67   

To defuse the public participation, General Zia used the card of elections. His 

response was also different. He announced elections On 12 August 1983, two days 

before the scheduled demonstrations and rallies of unarmed opposition to military 

regime.68 The government displayed three-tier based election-formula for holding 

general elections to local, provincial and national level in the country over coming 

eighteen months.69 Zia examined situation at this stage and supposed that the 

announcement of election schedule would derail the opposition’s peaceful strategies 

of Independence Day.70However, the opposition to military rule decried his 

declaration. They made claim that it is another conspiracy of dictator to prolong his 

one-man rule.71 

Pagara Muslim League did not join the MRD movement due to aversion to 

PPP. Therefore, Pir Pagaro intended to form his own political alliance which had 

supported the military government. Jamaat-ul-Ulema Pakistan (JUP) led by Moulana 

Shah Noorani agreed to strengthen the hands of Pagra Muslim League in the 

formation of a new alliance.72 They expressed their abhorrence and inability to have 

anything to do with anti-government movement because PPP was one of its members. 

The leaders of Jamaat-ul-Ulema Pakistan also expressed their aversion to Jamaat-i-

Islami in Pagra-JUP alliance.73 The regime supporters such as Pir Pagaro tried to 
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divide pro-democracy movement. Thus, he propagated the news of forming an 

alliance against the government.74  

  The MRD and Pagara Muslim League- JUP alliance both had ignored 

Jamaat-i-Islami in their alliances. They considered Jamaat-i-Islami as the B team of 

General Zia.75 The main stream leadership of Pagara determined to form National 

Alliance whereas political activity was banned under martial law rules. They also 

claimed that if the country faces external danger, it is necessary for all political forces 

to strengthen the hands of military dictator.76 The formation of alliance against 

General Zia by Pagara was just a rumour to disturb the MRD movement.77 

On 16 July 1983, the leader of JUP Moulana Shah Noorani stated that Pir 

Pagaro has close connections with Zia regime and he had in camera gatherings with 

Zia.78 Moreover, he issued press release that JUP would not be the part of any alliance 

with Pir Pagaro Muslim League.79 On the same day, Pakistan National Party’s 

Muhammad Yousif Masti stated that PNP would join the hands of the MRD 

leadership in Civil Disobedience.80 In addition, he suggested farmers, labours, 

students and common public for playing active role in the movement that could 

develop pressure on General Zia for the restoration of democracy in the country. 

Masti’s statement encouraged public participation in the non-violent resistance 

movement for democracy.81            
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Despite political conspiracies, civil resistance to military rule started 

challenging military government seriously.82 It got response to its call for protests, 

rallies and demonstrations that was a clear evidence of people’s disappointment with 

extensive military government.83However, General Zia introduced his three tier 

election formula to destabilize a new potential of non-violent struggle.84 The regime 

kept toying with various constitutional formulas for holding elections which would 

keep PPP out of power.85Zia determined to bring likeminded people into political 

power.  He was fully prepared to play game politically.86 

5.1.4 The Impacts of Election Schedule on the Launch of Civil Disobedience   

Determined to break up the anti-government alliance, General Zia disclosed his 

election plan two days before the MRD’s call for the Civil Disobedience from 14 

August 1983.87 He also declared that in NWFP (presently KPK) elections would be 

held on the first September and on 29 September 1983 in Sindh.88 It became clear that 

no political party would remain able to take part in government’s planned elections.89 

The announced elections by regime pushed political leaders into trouble either they 

participate in elections or strengthen the MRD leadership for the Civil 

Disobedience.90 Zia was sure that election schedule would completely defuse the 

MRD’s call for the civil non-co-operation in days to come.91                  
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Eventfully, the activists of the movement decided unanimously to boycott 

elections. They also planned to arrange demonstrations at the historical places of 

Pakistan such as on the tomb of the father of Pakistani nation Quaid-i-Azam 

Muhammad Ali Jinnah Karachi and on the Meenar-i-Pakistan Lahore.92However, PPP 

leadership did not take decision to either boycott or contest elections on the spot.93 

Begum Nusrat Bhutto supported to contest elections.94 In a press release, she directed 

party works to take part in elections.95 Her statement created doubtful situation and 

raised questions on the unity of the MRD movement. However, she could not take 

final decision.96 

The majority of political leadership of PPP was either in exile or in 

imprisonment.97 But, they supported to boycott elections whereas Benazir Bhutto 

opposed the agenda of election boycott. However, due to communication gaps among 

party workers, she could not finalize the decision to contest elections.98 It can fairly be 

summed up that the MRD remained largely a prisoner of its own past, characterized 

by its leaders’ absence from the political scene for many years either in jail or in 

exile.99  

The mainstream leaders such as Nusrat and Benazir Bhutto supported to 

contest elections whereas Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi and common political workers did 

not support to contest elections.100 Thus, the PPP leadership was confused and double 
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minded and it took a long time to decide either it would contest elections or boycott 

elections.101 On 5 August 1983, Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi returned back to Pakistan. He 

stated that election participation is not an important issue as compared to the success 

of the Civil Disobedience.102 Two days later, Jatoi in a press conference at Karachi 

press club rejected interim constitutional proposal. He demanded that elections should 

be held in accordance with 1973 constitution.103  

Sardar Sherbaz Mazari conveyed a message from Multan jail that if PPP 

wishes to take part in elections and if it does not want to change its decision, it would 

be expelled out the MRD alliance. He also threatened to resign from the MRD’s 

convener-ship.104 Apart from his warning to PPP’s mainstream leadership, a huge 

account of nomination forms of PPP supporters were rejected in Baluchistan.105 PPP 

leadership supposed that government would repeat same practice in other 

provinces.106 Eventually, PPP cleared its position on the issue of election 

participation. The steering committee of the party formally took the final decision to 

boycott the local body elections.107 

The most popular case of a police constable who was accused of taking one 

hundred rupee bribe appeared. The police constable was served with lashes whereas 

government did not punish a smuggler for his drug business.108 An industrialist was 

never traced who showed his aversion to pay taxes.109 Zia government intimidated the 
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supporters of the pro-democracy movement as ruthlessly as possible.110 Zia supported 

religious fundamentalists to curb the upsurge of unarmed opposition to his rule. He 

also targeted liberal and secular student organizations. Particularly the organizations 

that had close association with the MRD alliance. Islami Jamiat Tulba (IJT)) in this 

regard, played major role to suppress the movement in educational institutions of the 

country.111 However, IJT was never detained on the charge of spreading terror in the 

colleges and universities of Pakistan.112  

At Karachi University, the workers of IJT were empowered by regime to beat 

the workers of liberal student political organizations such as Peoples Students 

Federation (PDF), Democratic Students Federation (DSF) and National Students 

Federation (NSF).113 They were given free hand to spread terror. No worker of 

religious parties was arrested even though they were involved in criminal activities.114 

The leader of DSF Nazir Abbasi was tortured, later murdered in cold blood by 

military authorities.115 The Governor of Sindh, Abbasi Sadiq Rashid Mohammad also 

organized religious militant forces to crush pro-democratic forces in the universities 

of Sindh province.116 Unfortunately, the name of Islam and Jihad was used to the 

peaceful resistance to Zia regime. Jamaat-e-Islami was directly or indirectly involved 

to suppress PPP in Karachi.117  

The government began terrifying the land lords of Sindh province who were 

directly or indirectly linked with the movement.118 It also made attempts to trap land 
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lords of the province in fake cases (revenue land tax).119 Badin District Magistrate 

issued arrest warrants of Mir Ali Bux Talpur, Mir Shahid Talpur, Yousif Talpur, Ali 

Nawaz Talpur and Mir Zubair Tapur on the charge that they have not paid land tax.120 

The supporters of the struggle for democracy were threatened to refrain from standing 

against government.121 The government also arrested more than four-hundred 

supporters of the MRD from other provinces.122 From Lahore more than hundred 

people including Jahangeer Badar were arrested on 10 August 1983.123 Same situation 

was in NWFP from where; military authorities arrested Aftab Ahmed Sherpao, 

Naseerullah Babar and other movement leaders. 124  

Eventually, General Zia used the card of election which was the last attempt to 

nip the Civil Disobedience in the bud.125 According to government’s announcement, 

in the first step local body elections, in the second step general elections on provincial 

as well as central level and in the last step senate elections would be held.126 The 

government also declared on 12 August 1983 that it would complete the election 

process till 23 March 1983.127 Moreover, the military regime issued press release that 

after the completion of election process; it would transfer power to elected bodies till 

March 23, 1985.128 General Zia did not clarify the nature, mode and type of elections 

at all levels.129 Thus, the think-tank of the movement rejected President Zia’s pledge 
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to hold elections. They announced their strategy of the Civil Disobedience that would 

begin on 14 August 1983.130     

5.2 The Civil Disobedience Movement      

Sharp and Case suggest that Civil Disobedience is as an effective technique of non-

violent action. It usually generates huge pressure against governments.131 In this case, 

the day selection for protests, marches and rallies was also an important factor to 

succeed the movement.132 The leadership of the MRD selected 14 August for the Civil 

Disobedience. They knew that Pakistani nation have been celebrating Independence 

Day with pomp and show since the birth of Pakistan 1947. 133 Similarly in the year 

1983, Zia government announced to celebrate the Independence Day with national 

enthusiasm.134 Whereas unarmed opposition to military rule already planned to come 

on the roads. They also declared to organize demonstrations, agitations and 

processions four months ago.135  

The epicenter of the civil disobedience was based in the interior Sindh. The 

province showed a great participation in processions, rallies, marches, strikes, hunger 

strikes and demonstrations. The public of the province came forward with emotion to 

get rid of the military dictatorship in Pakistan136 which shows the strong influence of 

movement in Sindh province. However, the opposition to Zia government could not 

mobilize the people of other provinces of the country.137 The workers of PPP, Tehrik-

i-Istiqlal, JUI, Sindh Awami Tahreek and common public of remote areas of the 
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province participated in processions and demonstrations against Zia regime.138 Apart 

from this, the movement leaders decided to present courting arrests (volunteer arrests) 

which is a part of civil disobedience. Gandhi and Sharp also considered courting 

arrests as an effective strategy of non-violent action. It increases pressure on 

governments.139  

 Faiz Khoso has reported that except Sindh province, in other provinces 

response was lukewarm to the call of civil disobedience movement.140 Whereas public 

outrage in Punjab province was controlled by military regime as it showed the signs 

of failure of the movement in other provinces of the country.141 Ayesha Jalal explains 

that the government’s policies of differential patronage and selective mobilization 

won over the substantial segments of Punjab’s dominant socio-economic strata, land 

lords and industrialists and most promisingly, emergent commercial groups. 142  

If Punjab province, the home province of military and politically influential 

region in the country disturbed in the initial phase of the MRD movement and it 

threatened regime, the government could never have long lasted.143 General Zia was 

already afraid of Punjab’s participation in unarmed movement. Thus, he took serious 

steps to defuse the peaceful resistance in the province in its inception.144 The 

government created the opportunities of employment abroad in the Oil-reach the 

Middle East for the people of Punjab.145  
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Newspapers reported that approximately twenty thousand people participated 

in demonstrations that were staged at the Tomb of Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali 

Jinnah at Karachi and at Locus Park Sukkur.146 The government deputed a massive 

police contingent to stop public participation in unarmed opposition to military 

rule.147 The parties supporting General Zia also hosted rallies and processions to fail 

the civil disobedience movement.148 The workers of Jamait Islami and Muslim 

League (Pagara group) also tried to clash with protesters near the Tomb of 

Muhammad Ali Jinnah.149 However, Zia government failed to stop the public 

participation in non-violent struggle for democracy in Pakistan.150  

Non-violent protesters defied martial law to open a campaign against 

government.151 The most of the cities of Sindh province such as Karachi, Sukkar, 

Larkana, and Hyderabad, Kamber, Shahdadkot, Dadu, Sanghar, Jacobabad and other 

cities of interior Sindh showed participation and organized rallies on the first day civil 

disobedience. Moreover, unarmed protesters maintained the discipline of non-violent 

action in the demonstrations.152However, non-violent activists were stoned by regime 

supporters.153 Apart from this, the government also used violence on the first day of 

the Civil Disobedience. However, the use of violence increased public reaction as 

well as anger against regime and it also increased public sympathy as well as support 

for the movement. Resultantly, public participation increased in Civil 
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Disobedience.154 In this case, the use violence on peaceful protesters led to backfire 

and created supportive atmosphere for non-violent opposition to military rule.   

5.2.1 Jail Bhariyio Tahreek (Prison Fill Movement)  

The leaders of the movement addressed to Jalsa (procession) at Locus Park Sukkur. 

They complained against the strict measures of the government.155 Suddenly, the 

police attacked the crowd and used tear gas to disperse participants. However, Allama 

Muhammad Shah Amroti (a well-known religious of scholar of Amrot Shareef)156, the 

leader of JUI demonstrated bravely and continued his speech without fear.157 On the 

same day, the decision of volunteer arrests was taken by movement leaders to develop 

pressure on Zia government. Eventually, the peaceful workers offered themselves to 

be arrested.158 The government tried to cover-up the arrests to defuse the movement. 

It also put the print media under censorship threats. Thus, the news of courting 

(volunteer) arrests was not published by the print media of the country due to 

censorship.159  

On 15 August 1983, the public participation increased in the Civil 

Disobedience. Over four hundred protesters were arrested and many others gave 

volunteer arrests. 160 The BBC Urdu News Service reported that Ghulam Mustafa 

Jatoi gave courting arrest. The acting convener Abid Zuberi and Secretary General 

Khwaja Khairuddin of the movement also offered themselves to be arrested 

willingly.161An interesting aspect of the Civil Disobedience was that the mainstream 
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leadership did not hesitate to be arrested happily. They remained on the front lines.162 

The female supporters of the unarmed opposition to Zia government such as Begum 

Shamim ND Khan, Noor Jahan Soomro, Fareeda Khanam and Begum Suriya were 

arrested and others presented volunteer arrests.163  

Sindh Awami Tahreek (SAT) formed a committee with Dr. Muneer Bhurigiri 

as the head of the committee who was the student Liaqat Medical College Jamshoro 

(Currently Liaqat Medical University of Health and Sciences).164 The acting members 

of the committee worked to convince party workers for volunteer arrests. Fazil Rahoo 

was arrested and kept in the city lock up Hyderabad. After two days of volunteer 

arrests, Muneer Bhurigiri was also arrested and the responsibilities of committee were 

kept on the shoulders of Badar Channa and Fayaz Qadiri. Despite hardships, the SAT 

workers offered volunteer arrests to develop pressure on government.165  

In Larkana, the workers of Watan Dost Mazdor Federation marched 

peacefully towards Pakistani Chowk. They also organized procession and 

demonstrations against the government.166 Police used lathi charge to disperse 

unarmed activists. In its reaction, a few of angry protestors responded to police with 

stones.167 No one could imagine the public participation in the initial two days of the 

Civil Disobedience. It got such massive response in Sindh province.168 On every 

passing day, public participation increased in processions, rallies, marches and 
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demonstrations which showed the successes of unarmed opposition to military 

regime.169  

The female followers of the movement hosted demonstrations at Koh-i-Noor 

Chowk Hyderabad, on16 August 1983. They raised slogans against military 

dictatorship in the country.170 On the same day, the students of Dadu Girls High 

School endeavored to march on the roads, but on the mean time police used tear gas 

on female agitators.171 In its reaction, an unknown crowd in Dadu city became 

emotional. They attacked on police with stones.172 The mob also attacked on United 

Bank Limited and Dadu Session Court.173 Eventually, the whole record and furniture 

was burnt.174 Moreover, the group of unidentified people began damaging 

governmental properties such as railways tracks, banks, courts, WAPDA offices and 

other governmental buildings.175 Similar situation was recorded in Nawab Shah 

(currently Benazirababd) where the prisoners of district jail attempted to escape, but 

police controlled critical situation.176 The reports of growing violence in the interior 

Sindh disassociated other provinces of the country from the Civil Disobedience.177  

Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi issued press release that the Civil Disobedience 

Movement is peaceful campaign to military rule which has been launched to restore 

democracy in Pakistan.178 However, the government used violence and tear gas on 

peaceful female protesters.179 It has made attempts to compel non-violent activists for 
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becoming violent. As a consequence, a few non-violent activists responded violently 

on a few occasions.180 The government’s use of force sabotaged law and order 

situation in Sindh province.181  Despite strict measures, the majority of MRD activists 

maintained the discipline of non-violence. The Civil Disobedience Movement 

sustained its momentum in the province from August to December 1983.182  

The leader of SAT, Fazil Rahoo played appreciable role in the civil 

disobedience of the second phase of the MRD movement. He worked as life source of 

his party in the absence of Palejo.183 Fayaz Qadiri claims that as compared to Palejo, 

Fazil Rahoo stabilized SAT. But, Palejo got popularity in the Sindh province due to 

MRD movement.184 Dr. Muhammad Murad Chodho also expressed his views that 

Fazil Rahoo was a devoted and sincere leader of SAT.185 Approximately eighty 

percent volunteer arrests in Hyderabad district were the fruit of Fazil Rahoo’s 

effective efforts, his devotions and sacrifices for his party.186  

During the civil disobedience in the second phase of MRD, the opponents of 

the movement tried to cultivate the idea in the minds of the people of Sindh province 

that they were fighting against the armed forces of Pakistan. The government 

facilitated criminals to escape from imprisonment.187 Consequently, the opponents of 

military regime who were affected in violence used by government, joined bandit 

groups that resulted in the birth of Bandit culture in the province.188 Military junta 

promoted bandit culture with the support of feudal lords of the province. Notorious, 
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miscreants, bandits and criminals were the creation of Zia government.189 Paro 

Chandio a well-known bandit of Sindh province kidnapped the son of Captain 

Muhammad Saleh Shaikh in the day broad light. Many other incidents of kidnap and 

robbery occurred in different areas of the province.190 The roads of rural Sindh 

became unsafe. General Zia did not take measures to restore the peaceful atmosphere 

of the province. The government also forced peaceful resisters for becoming violent. 

However, non-violent activists did not leave the weapon of non-violence. They 

continued resisting peacefully to Zia regime.191  

On 17 August 1983, Dadu district Jail was attacked by unknown people. 

Resultantly, one hundred prisoners escaped.192 Situation was critical to be controlled 

easily by police. Thus, the army was called to curb difficult circumstances.193 The 

daily Ibrat reported that on18 August 1983; governmental buildings such as telephone 

exchange, banks and a hotel were burnt. In riots, five people were also murdered and 

eighteen injured in Nausheroferoz.194 Similar situation was also reported in Larkana 

where hand granites were blasted at Bus stand, Jinnah Bagh road, Umpire road and 

Pakistani Chowk.195   

Interior Sindh became battle field particularly Dadu district was called as 

Vietnam due to violence and militancy.196 The daily Khadim-i-Watan reported that 

General Zia could not land easily during his visit to Dadu.197 Despite strict measures 

and stiff punishments, the courting arrests also increased. The jails of Sindh province 
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were filled with political prisoners.198 Military courts continued announcing severe 

punishments to supporters of the movement. In the beginning of year 1984, Delhi 

India Radio reported that Zia government had thirty five hundred political prisoners. 

According to government, over four thousand people were arrested in ten weeks of 

civil protest with twenty five hundred twenty seven remaining in jails.199 However, 

non-violent opposition to military government continued the strategy of volunteer 

arrests.200  

The worker of PPP labour wing, late Lala Afzal refused to accept the 

responsibilities of attacks on the governmental buildings, incidents of looting, robbery 

and kidnaps. He informed that it was a well-planed conspiracy of dictator Zia to put 

the MRD activists in bad light.201 The followers of the movement such as Noor Nabi 

Khan Junejo from village Umed Ali Junejo, Khuda Dino Khan Chandio from village 

Aitbar Khan Chandio, Haji Yakoob Khoso from village Golowah and union leaders 

like Lala Afzal, Gul Muhammad Baloch and Muhram Mirjat gave courting arrests at 

Shahdadlot city lockup.202Hamal Khushik was the student of younger age who also 

offered him to be arrested voluntarily. The government forced political prisoners for 

signing the affidavit of withdrawal of their support from unarmed opposition to Zia 

government. The political prisoners were treated strictly and they were also tortured. 

But, they did not sign the affidavit and continued non-violent resistance till the revival 

of democracy in Pakistan.203   
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5.2.2 The Influence of Civil Disobedience 

Civil Disobedience spread throughout Sindh province. It took strong hold in the 

province day by day.204 The movement was effective in schools, colleges and the 

universities of the province.205 The papers of all terms in Mehran University of 

Engineering Technology Jamshoro supposed to be conducted on 20 August 1983 

were postponed due to worst circumstances.206 Similarly, the Student Action 

Committee decided to boycott classes at Liaqat Mediacal College Jamshoro. 207 

Students boycotted classes on the call of Student Action Committee. Students also 

called for demonstrations, protests, rallies and processions.208 Protesting students 

closed the Indus High Way to develop pressure on Zia government.209  

 Eventually, government banned all reporting on outlawed political parties. 

Despite strict measures, students in all the major cities of the province just not 

boycotted classes but also protested non-violently on the roads.210 The government 

also imposed ban on students unions and detained more than one hundred students.211 

The BBC Urdu News Service reported on 20 August, 1983 that one hundred Sindhi 

police officers resigned from their positions. They also protested against torture on 

students of the province.212 This news encouraged the supporters of the Civil 

Disobedience Movement. Apart from police officers, one hundred officers of local 

government condemned the use of violence on the people of Sindh province. 

Moreover, they also relinquished their jobs in protest against government’s 
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brutality.213 Sharp suggests that resignation from job is an effective tactic of non-

violence (civil disobedience) to increase pressure on opponents.214  

On 24 August 1983, a procession of twenty thousand protesters staged 

demonstrations against government at Kamber city. Police used tear gas and lathi 

charge to disperse peaceful protesters.215 Clash took place between demonstrators and 

police. Consequently, common public reacted with outrage and unidentified crowd 

began damaging governmental properties.216 To generate more pressure on the 

government, the movement leaders called for Hartal (strike) strike in Shahdadkot 

city. Resultantly, the business community of Shahdadkot closed business on moral 

grounds to support the non-violent movement for democracy in Pakistan.217 Burki 

explains that more than five thousand people rioted in the city of Shahdadkot.218  

The WAPDA (Water and Power Development Authority) office of 

Shahdadkot was burnt by unknown people. Ghulam Mustafa Chandio was arrested by 

police on the charge of damaging governmental properties. Moreover, police tortured 

him to accept the responsibility of the destruction of governmental buildings. Despite 

severe punishments, he did not accept the allegation.219 However, police filed charge 

sheet against him.220Chandio played role in the civil disobedience and became the 

hero of the movement. Benazir Bhutto awarded him for his performance in the 

struggle for democracy after his release from imprisonment.221 Another sincere, 

faithful and dedicated worker of PPP labour wing late Lal Afzal scarified for PPP. He 
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also organized the labour wing of his party. He auctioned his personal property to 

facilitate party workers of Shahdadkot.222 

 Furthermore, Late Lala Afzal, Muhammad Murad Siyal and a waiter named 

Ghulam Rasool Brohi were arrested and tortured by police. Despite punishments, they 

did not leave their party.223 Lala Afzal was well known by Benazir Bhutto for his 

loyalties and sacrifices for PPP.224After the death of Benazir Bhutto, the PPP 

leadership such as Mir Nadir Magsi MPA Shahdadkot, Faryal Talpur MNA 

Shahdadkot and Ramesh Lal MNA (minority) Shahdadkot) did not give him 

importance.225  

Muhammad Ali Gadhi, a tobacco worker from Kamber district was also 

arrested during the civil disobedience in the second phase of the MRD movement. 

Later on, he was shot by armed forces at Karachi.226 Tailors, tobacco workers, donkey 

cart riders, vendors, washer men and common people participated in the civil 

cisobedience to develop pressure on Zia government.227 The government tortured 

political prisoners and treated them as anti-Islamic people. No fundamental rights 

were given to arrested movement leaders in jails. The government put heavy pressure 

on them to sign the affidavit of withdrawal from the MRD movement.228 The labour 

union leaders of Shahdadkot, Kamber, Naseerababd, Mehar, Moro, Khairpur Nathan 

Shah and Dadu did not sign the affidavit of withdrawal of support from unarmed 

struggle. 229 Consequently, the government used violence and strict measures against 
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union leaders. The political workers were also tortured by police. The activists faced 

hardships but, they continued supporting peaceful resistance to military rule.230  

Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi declared in a press release that the civil disobedience 

campaign would work non-violently. However, incidents of violence were reported in 

the province. The government tried to force non-violent activists for insurgency.231 

Consequently, a panic incident occurred in Moro city where an angry mob of 

unidentified people attacked on government arsenal and looted weapons as it resulted 

in the death of five Sindhi police soldiers.232 As discussed in previous chapters, the 

absence of violent resistance in this case did not melt the heart of dictator Zia as 

proposed by Gandhi.233 The use of violence on peaceful protesters by government 

created supportive atmosphere for unarmed opposition to Zia regime as suggested by 

Sharp and Martin.234 Despite constantly use of force to suppress public reaction, the 

province showed a massive participation in civil disobedience to unseat General 

Zia.235 People of the province did not answer with violence. They continued resisting 

peacefully till the revival of democracy in the country.236  

A crowd of five thousand people gathered at Pakistani Chowk Larkana. They 

staged demonstrations against the military government. The whole crowd chanted 

slogans of Na Khapy Na Khapy Aamir Zia Na Khapy (We don’t want dictator Zia).237 

Pirs (the religious saints) of Sindh province also played a leading role in the MRD 
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agitations of August and September 1983.238 Round about fifty thousand disciples of 

Mukhdum of Halla successfully blocked National Highway on one occasion.239 The 

Governor of Sindh was forced to admit that within three weeks of the civil 

disobedience campaign, nineteen hundred ninety nine people were arrested, one 

hundred eighty nine were killed and one hundred were injured.240 However, the 

original figure of political prisoners, injured and causalities was triple than that of the 

government’s given figure.241 The government made attempts to cover-up the event 

and it also tried to hide factual information of violence to defuse public participation 

in the movement.  

5.2.3 The Role of Sindhiani Tahreek in the Civil Disobedience Movement  

Qamer Bhatti explains that the women wing of Sindh Awami Tahereek called 

Sindhiyani Tahereek.242 Sindhi women showed a great participation in the civil 

disobedience movement at regional level. They did not hesitate to come on the roads 

against dictatorship in Pakistan.243 The mainstream women leader, Zarina Baloch 

issued statement that women party workers would not leave alone their brothers in 

this time of trial. They also offered themselves to be arrested.244 It happened first time 

in the history of Pakistan that women workers presented volunteer arrests.245 The 

female activists such as Zarina Baloch, wife of Palejo, Nuzhat Pathan and sister of 

Fazil Rahoo gave volunteer arrests.246 Sindhiani Tahreek staged a series of 

demonstrations at several places of Hyderabad and other districts of the province. In 
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the procession of Koh-i-Noor Chowk Hyderabad, more than five hundred women 

participated to develop pressure on government. 247 As a consequent, the government 

charged lady singer Zarina Baloch for singing revolutionary song against military 

dictatorship in the country. Zarina Baloch was a well-known Sindhi folk singer and 

wife of politician Rasul Baksh Palejo. She played active role in the civil 

disobedience.248  

In the month of September 1983, a crowd of women protesters marched from 

Resham Gali Hyderabad to Hyder Chowk Hyderabad.249Unarmed women protesters 

demanded the release of political prisoners such as Nusrat Bhutto, Benazir Bhutto, 

Rasool Bux Palejo, Fazil Rahoo, Zarina Baloch and other mainstream movement 

leadership.250 On this occasion, the sister of Rasool Bux Palejo, a brave leader of 

Sindhiani Tahreek Ghulam Fatima Palejo offered herself for courting arrest. She 

strongly demanded the restoration of democracy in the country.251 Apart from 

protests, Zarina Baloch sang Sindhi revolutionary and national songs in the 

processions hosted by the MRD activists. She made the people of Sindh province 

aware about the brutality of Zia government.252  

5.2.4 Sindhi Literary Class in the Civil Disobedience Movement   

General Zia restricted print media as well as banned on Sindhi print media. The 

government put allegation on Sindhi authors, journalists, story writers, columnists and 

poets that they have composed stuff against the ideology of Pakistan.253 Military 
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authorities arrested many editors of Sindhi magazines.254 The editor of “Suhani” 

(beautiful) Sindhi magazine was arrested from Hyderabad on 11August 1983. Later 

on, he was released on the bail of ten thousand.255 Under Zia regime, Sindhi literary 

class was in trouble. The most of popular Sindhi writers such as Amar Jalil, Shaikh 

Ayaz, Ibrahim Munshi and others were threatened to refrain from composing poetry 

against military regime.256 However, Sindhi authors composed poetry to encourage 

public participation in Civil Disobedience.  

Despite intimidations and hardships, non-violent struggle for democracy in 

Pakistan took literary and cultural forms. Rehmatullah Manjothi, Naseer Miraza and 

Tarique Alam challenged Zia’s concept of Ideological State.257 Rashid Moraee and 

Rasheed Bhatti encouraged people of the province through poetry. Resultantly, public 

participation increased in the movement.258 Sindhi poets and writers composed poetry 

and stories against the cruelty of military dictator without fear. Apart from composing 

poetry against General Zia’s concept of Ideological State, Sindhi authors composed 

poetry in the honour of martyrs of the MRD movement which was sung by Zarina 

Baloch.259 The literary class also presented tribute to the martyrs of non-violent 

struggle in their writings. The poetry of Manzoor Solangi was frequently chanted 

during the movement: Man Ban, Chhapran, Ghar Ghar, Golion, Fouj Police Chaway 

Dharial Paya Goliyon (There are bullets over homes and huts, but the army and 

police say that they are searching for dacoits).260  
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Sindhi literary class fought against violent military actions invasion with 

writings and the composition of poetries. Najam Abbassi, Agha Saleem, Ibrahim Joyo 

composed revolutionary poetry to support peaceful opposition to military regime.261 

Haleem Baghi and Juman Darpadar were also the revolutionary poets that period.262 

Furthermore, Shaikh Ayaz, a renowned Sindhi poet, an intellectual and ex vice 

chancellor of University of Sindh Jamshoro, Tanveer Abbasi, Najam Abbasi, Rashid 

Bhatti and other poets were also kept behind bars.263 They were accused of spreading 

anarchy in the country.264 Qamar Bhatti explains that the supports of MRD movement 

were tortured mentally and physically.265 Another eminent factor of upsurge of non-

violent action in the province was near total exclusion of Sindhis from the state elite 

leading the province to stand against military government.266 As a consequent, the 

province stood with unarmed resistance to Zia government.267 

5.2.5 The Ulema of Sindh Province in the Civil Disobedience Movement  

At national level Moulana Fazal Rehaman and his party Jamiat-i-Ulema Islam 

performed a pivotal role in the MRD movement. The party workers of JUI also 

presented volunteer arrests.268 Late Dr. Khalid Mehmood Soomro a famous religious 

scholar from Larkana district was also active in processions and rallies. He had 

offered courting arrest under Jail Bharyo movement an effective strategy of civil 
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disobedience. Resultantly, Zia government kept him behind bars during the civil 

disobedience in the second phase of the MRD movement.269  

Abdul Kareem Qureshi of Bair Shareef, (Bair Shareef is a village of district 

Kamber); a religious scholar of Kamber Shahdadkot mobilized his followers against 

the military regime of General Zia.270 Qureshi Sahib supported the non-violent 

struggle for democracy in Pakistan. He openly made speeches against General Zia.271 

The ulema of interior Sindh opposed the martial law in the country. They also rejected 

his so-called Islamic system.272 Before the beginning of Juma (Friday) sermons, 

Qureshi Sahib criticized government’s introduced so-called Islamic system. He also 

challenged martial law authorities for debate on the Islamization.273   

Shah Muhammad Amroti, Hafiz Muhammad Siddique and Moulana Azizullah 

Bhohiyo, the founder of Sindh Sagar party participated in the civil disobedience of the 

second of phase of the MRD movement to develop pressure on government.274 

Moulana Bhohiyo was the member of Jamait-i-Ulema Pakistan. However, he 

confronted with his party leadership on the issue of Sindh. Consequently, he formed 

his own party Jamait-i-Ulema Sindh.275 The religious class of the province such as 

Abdul Kareem Qureshi, Shah Muhammad Umroti, Moulana Azizullah, Hafiz 

Muhammad Siddique and Khalid Muhammad Soomro mobilized their followers for 

volunteer arrests. Hussain Bhakhsh Narejo acknowledged that the workers of Jamait-
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Ulema-i-Islam brought the holy Qurans with them when they came for volunteer 

arrests.276  

Military used violence on peaceful resisters to crush the civil disobedience in 

the second phase of the MRD movement.277 Consequently, a painful incident took 

place when a mob of unarmed protesters moved to march around the city of Khairpur 

Nathan Shah. Suddenly, armed forces came into action.278 Non-violent activists tried 

to escape towards farms where farmers were working resulting in the deaths of 

innocent farmers who did not belong to the movement. Apart from the causalities of 

innocent farmers, armed forces burnt their crops on the direction of Zia government. 

279 After two days later, many dead bodies were found in farms. However, no 

movement leader was ready to recognize dead bodies. Imadad Mehmood Shah 

collected dead bodies and registered FIRs. In the fear of being harmed, the families of 

victims did not register FIRs against the government. 280  

In the months of August and September 1983, military invasion curbed over 

Sindh province. Armed forces started heavily bombardment on Punhal Khan Chandio 

village Sanghar, Tayab Thaheem village, Lakhat Station and Burhamani village Dadu. 

The government also ordered to crush the movement in Nawab Shah, Jacobabad, 

Qamber, Shahdadkot and Larkana.281 However, armed forces failed to crush 

nationally emerging revolution until the second week of October 1983.282 Armed 

action in the province produced professional criminals.  The victims of military 

oppressions took refuge in the areas of Kacha (the dry river-beds of Indus River 
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which were covered by dense bushes). During Zia regime, the ratio of criminal 

activities such as cases of robbery, looting and kidnaps increased day by day.283  

The daily Ibrat newspaper reported isolated incidents of violence in all over 

the province.284 General Zia also used violence on the students of University of Sindh 

Jamshoro to suppress unarmed opposition to his regime. 285Shaheed Amanullah 

Vistro, Mitho Buledi and Zakeria Memon were university students and workers of the 

Jeay Sindh Student Federation. They were shot in armed action near Thodi Fatak (A 

railway crossing near Sunn district Dadu).286 Israr Ahmed Khokhar informed author 

that Amanullah was his room partner during the university days. He testified that 

Amanullah did not involve in any criminal activity. He had no connections with the 

MRD movement and PPP. In fact, students were going to Larkana for the celebration 

of Latif day at Chandaka Medical College Larkana on the 17 October 1984. Seven 

students of Jeay Sindh Tahreek were killed in armed action near Thodi Phattak. 287  

Ghulam Mustafa Sayed remained silent on Thodi Phatak incident. However, this 

painful incident led the workers of Jeay Sindh Tahreek to stand against Zia 

regime.288As a Consequent, the party workers of Jeay Sindh Tahreek started 

damaging governmental buildings such as banks, treasury offices, police stations, 

railway tracks and stations.289 During President Zia’s tour to the province, his 

motorcade was stoned by unknown protesting angry crowds.290 He could not land 

easily in Dadu district. However, he was warmly welcomed in Larkana, the home 
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town of Bhutto family.291 The government put the blame of attacks and violence on 

unarmed opposition to military regime. Army treated also Sindhi students as 

criminals; therefore the adherence of people of the province against military 

increased.292 However, Ghulam Murtaza Sayyad was dreaming to see himself on 

place of Bhutto. He also intended to support General Zia whereas, the people of the 

province criticized Sayyad for calling Zia gentleman. Sayyad’s silence on military 

oppressions on the villages of Sindh province was questionable.  Thus, he was 

mistrusted in politics of the province.293 

On 5 September 1983, the leader of Khakhsar Movement Begum Saeeda 

Mushriquee in her address of Lahore stated that the MRD movement is neither a 

separatist movement nor for Sindhudesh (Separate Sindh). It is for the restoration of 

democracy in Pakistan.294 The general secretary of Khakhsar Movement Hameed-u-

din in his address supported the cause of the unarmed movement.295 The BBC Urdu 

Service reported that a meeting of Pakistan Muslim League (Pagara Group) was 

called by Pir Pagara Ali Mardan Shah II Sahib. He also rejected election formula 

introduced by the government. In the meeting, he decided to support the MRD 

movement.296 The Civil Disobedience Movement developed international pressure on 

Zia. Resultantly, Washington suggested Islamabad to hold elections. Under Reagan 

administration America also began to pressurize Zia to reinstate democracy in the 

country.297  
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To release pressure, General Zia toured in the country. In Peshawar, he 

addressed and declared that he was determined to establish Islamic democracy in 

Pakistan. The political leadership, people of middle classes and intelligentsia would 

be stake holders in his introduced political system.298 Furthermore, Zia made attempts 

to legitimize his unconstitutional government under the cover of Islamization. 

However, he failed to give desired outcomes by 1984. His Islamic strategy reached a 

dead-end. After 1984, Zia regime commenced soft peddling the slogan of Islamic 

ideology.299 

Conclusion 

In chapter five, it has been concluded that in the inception of the civil disobedience, 

MRD activists moved with a well-organized line of action. They had also a cogent 

plan such as the Democracy Day celebration and Black Day observation. The 

protesters of smaller cities of Sindh such as Shahdadkot, Qamber, Jacobabad, 

Larkana, Moro and Dadu generated enough momentum at regional level. Moreover, 

gatherings and strikes also developed local pressure on government forcing Zia to lift 

martial law in Pakistan. However, the strategy of courting arrests (Jail Bhariyio 

Tahreek) (prison fill movement) created the leadership vacuum in the MRD 

movement.  

The strategy of civil disobedience in the second phase of the movement was 

based in Sindh. But, the leaders of the MRD could not create more followers in other 

provinces of the country. Thus, well-known historians such as Muhammad Waseem, 

Saeed Shafqat, Rasool Bakhsh Rais, Shahid Javed Burki, Hasssan Askari Rizvi and 
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others considered the civil disobedience as more unplanned, leaderless and mob 

action. Due to absence of public participation of other provinces of the country, the 

people of Sindh province felt a sense of deprivation.300 Apart from this, the people of 

the province faced hardships and sufferings. But, they continued resisting peacefully 

for months to years. Moreover, the civil disobedience was well-planned and well-

organized strategy to develop pressure on government to hold elections. Eventually, 

General Zia held elections in Pakistan due to the pressure generated by the MRD 

movement.  
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Chapter 6  

MRD in Overseas: Successes and Failures  

Introduction 

Chapter six explores how the MRD movement expanded internationally. It also 

discusses overall successes and failures in achieving specific goals, demands, the 

level of resistance, survival, growth and failures of the movement.  MRD’s struggle 

for democracy in post non-party based election era (1985-1988) is studied in detail. 

The aim of this chapter is to see what this chapter adds different in our knowledge 

about the final phase of the MRD movement.   

Since 1981, after plane hijacking episode, Benazir Bhutto remained under 

house arrest. During that period, she started suffering from an ear infection. Nusrat 

Bhutto also became seriously ill with cancer disease.1 Thus, Zia government allowed 

her to travel abroad for medical treatment.2 On medical grounds, military authorities 

released Benazir Bhutto on 10 January 1984. Soon after being released from 

imprisonment, she travelled to United Kingdom for treatment.3 Begum Nusrat and 

Benazir were allowed to leave the country due to international pressure.4  

Benazir Bhutto stated at Heathrow airport that Zia government did not 

forcefully expel her out of the country. She also admitted that the government 

released her for the treatment.5 However, there were rumours of the political deal 
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between PPP and Zia government.6 The sources of PPP refused political deal with 

General Zia.7 Zulfiqar Qadiri informed the author that Benazir Bhutto was allowed to 

leave Pakistan on the condition that she would refrain from criticizing the political 

role of armed forces directly. The government also warned her to remain silent on this 

issue.8  

 Saeed Ahmed Rid, a peace scholar explains in his article on Sindhi diaspora 

that several Sindhi speaking workers of the MRD had migrated to USA and Canada 

because of the fear of life threats under Zia government and they formed Sindhi 

Association of North America (SANA) in 1983.9 The association was the first non-

for-profit socio-cultural organization of Pakistani Sindhis living abroad. SANA began 

publishing quarterly newsletter Sangat (friendship). Sangat used to mainly carry the 

stories of peaceful resistance MRD to military rule from Sindh province.10 The stories 

of Sangat exposed Zia government’s brutality against the unarmed people of the 

province which put General Zia in bad light before the international community.   

Due to Soviet- Afghan conflict, General Zia was considered as an important 

ally of the USA led alliance against the Communist rule in Afghanistan. Benazir 

Bhutto made attempts to convince the world against unconstitutional government in 

Pakistan. She succeeded to draw a considerable attention of international community 

towards military oppressions against unarmed opposition, mal treatment with political 

prisoners and human abuses in the country.11 Eventually, American Congress, for the 

first time and liberal media began pressurizing General Zia to hold elections in 
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Pakistan.12 To release international pressure and to curb the civil disobedience in the 

second phase of the MRD movement, General Zia announced election schedules. 13  

6.1 The MRD Movement in Overseas  

Benazir Bhutto tried to organize unarmed opposition to unconstitutional government 

of General Zia in London. Thus, she hired a flat on rent in Barbican complex. She 

also wished to form the epicenter of command for the MRD in United Kingdom and 

PPP’s units in overseas.14 The mainstream leadership of PPP succeeded to form 

networks throughout the world. They assigned a wide range of responsibilities to 

political workers. They also brought communication system into operation with fax 

machines, land-line phones, audio, and video cassette players with the assistance of 

young party workers.15  

Benazir Bhutto had established a wing of volunteers where they were given 

trainings to fight non-violently against injustice.  In the wing of volunteers, the PPP’s 

further line of action was finalized.16 Ahmad explains that it was difficult to expose 

unconstitutional government of General Zia internationally in pre-internet eras. 

Whereas, national media was censored and access to television and national press was 

difficult to gain.17 Despite restrictions and lack of sources, the movement leaders 

succeeded to put the government in bad light throughout world.  

 Benazir Bhutto commenced magazine Amal (Action) in London. The 

magazine was sent to political workers and prisoners in Pakistan for their moral 
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encouragement.18 Zia government tried to halt the publication of Amal magazine from 

London.19 The calligrapher of Amal was forced by Pakistani embassy in London to 

relinquish his job.20 Despite obstacles in the way of publication of Amal, it was 

published and circulated in all over the world.21 To expose military government’s 

violence against non-violent activists to outside the country, textual/written proof was 

basic requirement.22 Therefore, the clandestine networks of sympathetic officials such 

as jail guards, policemen, post office workers, airline workers and the family 

members of expelled party workers were formed.23 These clandestine networks 

helped to export written proof secretly out of the country to London.24 Benazir Bhutto 

exposed internationally the violence, ill-treatments with political prisoners and human 

abuses in Pakistan.25 She paid visits throughout the world to gain the support of 

international forces where she also demanded the release of political prisoners and for 

the restoration of people’s rule in Pakistan.26   

During her visit to USA, Benazir Bhutto criticized the silence of USA on the 

brutality and illegitimate actions of military regime in Pakistan.27 She drew attention 

of the State and Defence department officials and members of American Congress 

towards human abuses in the country.28 Benazir Bhutto explains in her political auto-

biography that the support of US to unconstitutional government of General Zia 

disappointed and discouraged the people of Pakistan.29 She also called for protests 
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against the role of the US press in praising dictatorship in the country.30 The overseas 

living Pakistanis in America and England also protested against violence used by Zia 

on accused activists of the movement in PIA hijacking case.31 The PPP leadership 

made aware the US higher authorities towards the cases of political leaders who were 

alleged on the charge of attempt to murder of General Zia. Jam Saki, a Sindhi 

communist activist and Rasool Bux Palejo General Secretary Sindh Awami Tahreek 

were inspirational examples in this regard.32        

The mainstream leaders of PPP succeeded to expand unarmed struggle MRD 

against Zia regime in Europe. They circulated the case files and photographs of 

accused political prisoners in all over the world to expose dictator Zia 

internationally.33 Benazir Bhutto tried to show the world that political prisoners in 

Pakistan are innocent characters as suggested by Martin.34 General Zia made attempts 

to devaluate his targets whereas Benazir Bhutto worked to validate the MRD activists. 

She attempted to counter the tactics of backfire. She convinced Human Rights 

organizations on that issue that paved way for protests in America against military 

dictatorship in Pakistan. The protest in New York was recorded by the Voice of 

America as it developed pressure on American sitting government. It also put Zia 

government in a bad light internationally.35 Moreover, the activists in the USA and 

Europe also raised question to their government’s support for Zia regime. 

Consequently, Washington began pressurizing Islamabad for the restoration of 

democracy in Pakistan. 36  
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Finally, General Zia held the Presidential referendum on 19 December 1984. 

He tried to seek mass approval to prolong his rule using the Presidential referendum.37 

Waseem Khan explains that dictator Zia successfully conducted the Presidential 

referendum. However, unfair means were committed which affected its credibility and 

value.38 General Zia’s critics called it a hoax and ridiculed him for enacting a farce to 

entrench himself in power.39 Furthermore, the wording of ballot papers was 

ambiguous and difficult for voters to oppose General Zia without giving appearance 

of voting against Islam. This was reinforced by the fact that “Yes” was printed in 

green and “No” in white.40 General Zia was determined to gain victory in the 

Presidential referendum. He succeeded to get the vote of confidence.41  

A few MRD movement leaders such as Benazir Bhutto, Nasusrullah Khan and 

Moulana Fazal Rehman commented that Zia was trying to exploit the name of Islam 

to continue his authoritarian government in the country. Since the issue of 

Islamization was never controversial in Pakistan, it was foregone conclusion that it 

would secure a substantial popular support.42The opposition to military rule thought 

that in Pakistan no one except General Zia was qualified to carry out the undefined 

Islamization.43 Benazir Bhutto was writing since 1983 that exploiters have utilized 

Islam as a veil to fool the people of the country.44 Benazir Bhutto was also of the view 

that Islam should remain a religion and not be dragged into politics for gaining vested 

political objectives.45 
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The government announced the bogus result of the referendum on 21 

December 1984 as it was made known to public that General Zia won nearly ninety 

eight percent votes.46 However, neutral and independent observers found massively 

mal practices in the Presidential referendum.47 The neutral observers reported that the 

voters turn out remained no more than thirty percent and the real result differed from 

officially announced results which raised questions on the credibility, importance and 

value of the referendum.48 The heavy difference was also found between official 

registered votes and real votes.49  

6.1.1 Boycott of the MRD against Non-party Based Elections  

The victory in the Presidential referendum legitimized General Zia as a President for 

five more years.50 However, he faced the new problem of demonstrating to the world 

that elections were just not announced but held and a great majority of registered 

voters participated in elections.51 Thus, Zia offered the mainstream leadership of the 

movement to discuss on the issue of election participation. He was aware of the fact 

that their participation in non-party based elections would derail the non-violent 

resistance movement to his rule for ever.52 If the government convinced the MRD 

leadership for election participation, it would have put a very high premium on high 

turnout.53 Zia wished to convince the international community through high turnout in 
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non-party based elections. However, opposition to unconstitutional government in the 

country had a solid option to boycott the elections.54   

To convince the opposition for election participation, General Zia showed a 

flexible attitude. He lifted ban on electoral participation process.55However, he did not 

promise to fulfill the demands of the movement leaders.56 A few leaders such as 

Benazir Bhutto and Nusrat Bhutto supported election participation. Apart from this, 

Benazir Bhutto also directed her party workers on telephone from abroad to stand 

candidates in non-party based elections.57 Others such as Nawab Nasuruallah Khan, 

Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, Ghulam Murtaza Jatoi and Sher Baz Mazari supported to 

boycott non-party based elections.58  To finalize the issue of election participation, the 

mainstream leadership of movement called for a meeting in Abbottabad in the month 

of January 1985 where they finally decided to boycott elections. Similarly, they did in 

the Presidential referendum.59 They also brought resolution to boycott non-party 

based elections.60       

In fact, the movement leadership did not know the status of future parliament 

for which they were being offered to quit their principled stand against government.61 

Thus, the whole leadership except Bhutto ladies opposed the participation in non-

party based elections.62 Benazir Bhutto thought that parliamentary system in the 

absence of opposition parties was irrational. It is better to offer candidate who can 

oppose government’s candidate. In this context, she was unsatisfied with the MRD’s 
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resolution to boycott the polls.63 Waseem explains that the Bhutto ladies could ill-

afford to sanction participation in elections, it meant their own exit from politics.64  

Despite supporting election participation agenda, Benazir Bhutto could not 

convince her party leadership due to communication gap.65 In fact, it was bogged 

down by internal conflicts after some party cadres defected in order to contest 

elections against party directives, while others played a partisan role in their 

respective constituencies.66 Certain measures to impose party discipline alienated 

party workers. In general, the MRD found an atmosphere of despondency prevailing 

amongst its component parties.67   

Non-party based elections were restrictive in nature. During election process, 

President Zia banned public meetings, rallies, gatherings, speeches. He also ordered to 

prevent debate on national issues. The government prohibited election campaign.68 A 

few political parties such as Jamaat-i-Islami, Muslim League (Pagara Group) and 

Progressive People’s Party were de facto alliance with Zia government. They wanted 

to participate in the elections.69 General Zia was hopeful that in the absence of MRD 

political parties, his selected Islam Pansand candidates would easily sweep polls. The 

leaders of pro-regime parties had hoped that they would comfortably win elections. 

However, they failed to achieve the anticipated results in elections.70 

The elections without political parties were questionable. The opposition to 

military government raised questions on the credibility, impartiality and fairness of 
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elections. This is why; the member parties of non-violent alliance MRD boycotted the 

non-party based elections. However, the boycott remained less effective in remote 

areas as compared to the mega cities of the country Pakistan.71 Despite MRD boycott 

the non-party based general elections of 1985 brought a massive turnout against the 

anticipation of the MRD.72 There were about 5.5 candidates for each the National 

Assembly seat and even more for the Provincial Assemblies.73 The turnout at polling 

stations was unexpectedly higher than the MRD anticipated. An estimated 52.9 

percent of voter (out of 35million listed) had casted their ballots.74 Percentage was 

higher in rural areas where traditional rivalries were responsible for voting rush. The 

great numbers at polling stations, verified by independent observers such as 

journalists in their reports, added a measure of credibility and political legitimacy to 

elections.75 

6.1.2 The MRD Movement in Post Non-party Based Election Era    

The non-party based elections diffused the civil disobedience in the second phase of 

the MRD movement. It also paved way for the phase of guided democracy in Pakistan 

in the year 1985.76 Restricted political participation and a few elements of democracy 

were restored under military tutelage.77 Before functionalization of the parliament, 

General Zia declared that all orders and ordinances which were approved between the 

period 1977 and 1985, could neither be annulled nor be challenged in the court of 

law.78 The President also endorsed constitutional amendment on 2 March 1985 to 

safeguard his introduced ordinances and orders. The amendments, ordinances and 
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orders showed a clear regular case of one-man legislation. President Zia revived the 

Constitution of 1973 with restrictions.79 

The government brought the Revival of Constitutional Order (RCO) which 

amended almost sixty seven articles out of two hundred eighty articles of the 

Constitution.80Zia got those amendments passed from the parliament Pakistan. The 

constitutional changes were collectively identified as the Eighth Amendment.81 This 

amendment changed the parliamentary and federal character of Constitution. It also 

brought massive changes among the relationship of Prime Minister, President and 

Parliament.82 According to the original Constitution of 1973, Prime Minister had 

enjoyed most of the executive powers on the West Minister model.83 However, the 

Eighth Amendment empowered the President with executive powers like even the 

power of dissolving the national and provincial assemblies and the Federal and 

Provincial cabinets by insetting the infamous constitutional clause 58(2).84 

Consequently, the office of the President became the locus of unlimited powers.85   

After non-party based elections, General Zia lifted martial law in the 

country.86 The issue of Provincial Autonomy was raised by the activists of unarmed 

resistance to military government until August 1986. The PPP demanded the revival 

of Constitution of 1973 as it stood before General Zia amended it by approving the 

Revival of Constitutional Order (RCO).87 The majority of the opposition parties such 

as Bizenjo’s Pakistan National Party, Asghar Khan’s Tehrik-i-Istiqlal, the second 
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largest party of the movement, National Democratic Party and Mazdoor Kisan Party 

strongly demanded more Provincial Autonomy than the one granted under original 

1973 constitution.88 The issue divided non-violent resistance to military rule in 

general and PPP in particular.89  

Another serious issue with the movement was that PPP opposed the formation 

of London-based Sindhi-Baluch-Pashtun Front (SBPF) as it was established on the 

basis of ethnic lines on 18 April, 1985.90 SBPF was led by Mumtaz Ali Bhutto, Abdul 

Hafeez Pirzada, Attaullah Mengal and Afzal Bangash.91 They pleaded for a new 

social contract between the four nations (Punjabi, Sindhi, Baloch and Pakhtun) of 

Pakistan in the framework of a confederation to be established on the basis of 1940 

Lahore Resolution.92 The demand made by Pirzada, ex-cabinet minister and Mumtaz 

Ali Bhutto, the uncle of Benazir Bhutto, political worker of PPP, ex-Governor and 

Chief Minister during Bhutto government weakened the opposition to Zia 

government.93 Attaullah Mengal, a nationalist political figure, the founder of National 

Awami Party Baluchistan and ex-Chief Minister of Baluchistan stood with SBPF.94 

Bangash, the leader of Marxist-oriented Mazdoor Kisan Party also supported the 

demand of maximum Provincial Autonomy.95    

The mainstream leadership of SBPF opposed General Zia’s policies on centre-

province relations. They were also unconvinced with PPP’s anti-nationalist 
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ideology.96 The PPP supported the concept of strong centre with suitable Provincial 

Autonomy.97 Thus, Sindhi and Baluch nationalist leaders assumed that PPP leadership 

had an identical antagonistic nature towards the question of nationalities as did the 

military government.98 The major demand of SBPF was the establishment of 

confederation. They believed that the Constitution of 1973 is no longer appropriate 

fulfilling the requirements of four nationalities which exist in Pakistan; instead, they 

advocated a totally decentralized system of government in which each nationality, i.e., 

Sindhi Baluch, Pukhtun and Punjabi, would be given equal representation at centre.99 

In this situation, it was problematic for PPP to continue the unarmed movement MRD 

against government, because of deepening divisions in the ranks of its workers along 

factional lines.100 

Contrary to circumstances, PPP supported the principle of strong federation. 

The leadership of party also rejected the concept of confederation.101 Whereas the 

claim made by Mumtaz Bhutto and Hafeez Pirzada that in any case Zulfiqar Ali 

Bhutto would have agreed with their stance, for his opposition to Ayub’s One-Unit 

plan was no different from the demand for confederation.102 SBPF disturbed the PPP 

and non-violent struggle for democracy in Pakistan. Resultantly, General Zia made 

the best use of strategy of divide and rule to curb the MRD movement.103 

The Central Executive Committee of PPP expelled Mumtaz Bhutto and 

Hafeez Pirzada out of party. It also annulled their membership.104 There were two 
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major causes for expelling them from party; firstly, the PPP constitution does not 

allow a member who is the part of another political organization. Secondly, SBPF’s 

demand for confederation was against the party’s constitution.105 Another bad news 

for PPP was that Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, an activist of the MRD movement and the 

President of PPP Sindh was playing in the hands of General Zia.106 CEC also removed 

Jatoi from the office of president because of having clandestine links with military 

regime.107 After his ouster from PPP, he formed National People’s Party (NPP) 

allegedly on the direction of dictator Zia.108 

The issues of Provincial Autonomy isolated the member political parties of 

non-violent alliance to military rule. It also divided the leadership of unarmed 

opposition to Zia regime.109 This isolation created critical situation for the alliance to 

continue non-violent campaign against Zia. The Sindh branch of Awami National 

Party (ANP) led by Rasul Bux Palejo leader of erstwhile Sindhi Awami Tahreek also 

supported the demand of maximum Provincial Autonomy under Leninist 

interpretation of national question.110Thus, the movement faced failure to restore 

democracy in the country.  

6.1.3 Warm Welcome of Benazir Bhutto on her Return to Pakistan  

On 23 March 1985, the civilian Prime Minister Mr. Muhammad Khan Junejo of Pir 

Pagara League, assumed power and 1 January 1986, Martial law was lifted in 

Pakistan.111 The civilian government had also given an opportunity to exiled political 
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leaders for returning to Pakistan.112 Benazir Bhutto had already decided to return 

Pakistan. She returned back to her motherland on 10 April 1986.113 The people of the 

country hosted a remarkable reception when she reached at Lahore airport. One 

million people gathered in Lahore to welcome her on 10 April 1986.114 “Jeay, Jeay, 

Bhutto Sada Jeay! Long Live, Long Live, Bhutto Long Live Forever! A crowd 

chanted slogans in Sindhi from one side,” Jeevay, Jeevay, Bhutto Jeevay! Long Live, 

Long Live, Bhutto Long Live! A huge crowd roared in Panjabi from other side.”115 

The slogans of Munjhe Bhen, Thunji Bhen, Benazir- My sister, your sister Benazir, 

were also raised in Sindhi; Benazir Aye Hai, Inqilab Ly Hai- Benazir has come, 

revolution has come.116 Despite isolation in the opposition to military rule, the 

movement leaders continued struggle against dictatorship.117  

Benazir Bhutto made attempts to mobilize the people of Punjab. She traveled 

throughout the province to gain the support of common people. She successfully 

convinced public of the province against military dictatorship in the country.118 The 

PPP Punjab organized twenty-three public gatherings at different places of the 

province on 23 March 1986. At the end of her volcanic tour of mega cities of Punjab, 

in the last of week of April 1986, Benazir Bhutto called for mid-term election.119 In 

the post non-party election era, Punjab showed a great participation in anti-

government protests and demonstrations.120   
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The people of Sindh province gave a huge reception of more than two lac 

people on Benazir Bhutto’s comeback to her home province on 3 May 1986.121The 

reception procession took almost the period of eight hours to reach public gathering 

venue Quaid-i-Azam mausoleum from Karachi airport.122 The activists of the MRD 

movement continued protests, rallies, marches, processions and demonstrations 

against General Zia for holding fresh party-based elections in the country.123 

However, the government did not announce any date for fresh elections and Junejo 

continued working as Prime Minister of Pakistan.124  

Maulana Fazal-u-Rehaman, the convener of the MRD issued statement on 3 

August 1986 in which he demanded restoration of democracy in Pakistan as well as 

suitable Provincial Autonomy.125 The leadership of the MRD movement called for 

Central Action Committee meeting at Lahore in the month of August 1986.126 In the 

meeting, they demanded the schedule of party-based election by the last week of 

September 1986.127 They also decided to continue non-violent action against the 

military regime, in case the schedule was not declared.128 In the end of meeting, a 

tribute in the honour of non-violent activists for their sacrifices during the civil 

disobedience in the second phase of the MRD movement was offered.129  

Once again, Independence Day was selected for demonstrations, agitations, 

rallies and marches. The movement leadership planned to call for a public reception at 
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Mochi Gate Lahore on 14 August 1986.130 However, the government was determined 

to divide opposition on the issue of mid-term elections. Thus, the mainstream 

leadership of PML came forward to defuse opposition to Junejo government.131 They 

also planned to celebrate 14 August at Minar-i- Pakistan where Prime Minister Junejo 

had to address public.132 The supporters of the government and followers of non-

violent movement gathered in Lahore. The regime supporters used violence to 

sabotage the demonstrations staged by the MRD movement. Consequently, it created 

violent atmosphere in Lahore.133  

The movement leaders were unarmed and they also suggested their followers 

to remain peaceful.134 However, Zia supporters tore down the posters of the MRD and 

used violence on non-violent activists.135 Lahore city showed the scenes of battlefield 

where police used lathi charge and teargas against peaceful protesters. In result, four 

unarmed protesters were killed and many injured during the clashes between 

protesters and police.136 A joint press release was issued by the District Magistrate 

Lahore and the Deputy Inspector General of Police as it confirmed that none of 

agitators or protesters was found carrying weapons or firearms.137Nevertheless, the 

government alleged the MRD for clashes and uprising of Mochi Gate Lahore.138 

General Zia used all measures to discourage Punjab’s participation in the MRD, but 

he failed to curb peaceful resistance and public gatherings against his regime in the 

post non-party election era.  

 
130 The Daily Ibrat (Hyderabad), 7 August 1986. 
131 Haider, Tehreek-e- Bahali Jumhooriat, 105. 
132 Waseem, Politics and State in Pakistan, 410. 
133 Ahmad, Struggle for Democracy. 
134 Haider, Tehreek-e- Bahali Jumhooriat, 107. 
135 Viewpoint, XII (1), 14 August 1986, 5. 
136 Adil, General Zia k dus saal,133-34. 
137 Viewpoint, XII (2), 21 August 1986, 13. 
138 Ahmad, Struggle for Democracy. 
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6.2 The Successes and Failures of the Non-violent Resistance to Military Rule  

Most of the scholars such as Muhammad Waseem, Hassan Askri Rizvi, Shahid Javaid 

Burki, Shafqat Saeed, Afzal Haidar, Hamid Khan, Khalid Mehmood Arif and others 

have seen the MRD movement as a failure. They have described the civil 

disobedience in the second phase of the movement as a failure in terms of achieving 

its specific aims, objectives and demands.139 However, this research has shown us that 

MRD movement was not a complete failure. This study shows us that the political 

pressure that was generated by the MRD movement forced Zia regime to restore a few 

elements of democracy in Pakistan. 

6.2.1 Successes of the MRD in Achieving Specific Objectives and Demands 

Although the MRD movement failed to achieve its all specific objectives and 

demands yet succeeded in developing national and international pressure on the 

government for holding elections in Pakistan.140 It was the pressure generated by 

MRD which had compelled the Zia government to restore some features of 

democracy in Pakistan, starting with the Presidential referendum in 1984, the non-

party based general elections in 1985 and revival of the 1973 Constitution albeit in 

mutilated form after the elections.141  

Non-violent campaign to Zia government survived almost seven years from 

1981 to 1988 which shows that it was the longest unarmed struggle in the history of 

non-violent action movements in Pakistan.142 It appeared as if the movement was 

dissolved in late 1984. However, the MRD kept alive as they were able to boycott the 

non-party based elections in 1985. Moreover, non-violent resistance MRD grew 

 
139 Ahmad, Struggle for Democracy. 
140 Haider, Tehreek-e- Bahali Jumhooriat, 128. 
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internationally and generated international pressure on Zia government after 1985.143 

Therefore, this research study suggests that the MRD movement was a successful 

non-violent action in terms of successes, growth and survival. The study also argues 

that the movement stands with other successful non-violent struggles of the world in 

terms of success in achieving its specific goals and demands. The people power 

movement of Philippines is a better example in this context.144  

6.2.2 Limitations of the MRD Movement  

Nusrat Bhutto, Benazir Bhutto, Asghar Khan, Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, Shair Baz 

Mazari, Rasool Bakhsh Palejo, Fazil Rahoo and overall founding leaders of the 

movement were arrested. They were either kept into different jails of Pakistan or 

expelled out the country.145 During the MRD episode, common people suffered a lot. 

They faced hardships. Nevertheless, they resisted peacefully to the repression of the 

government.146 Non-violent activists presented volunteer arrests. They also spent 

years of their life in imprisonment. However, the movement could not get its all 

specific aims, objectives and demands.147  

Furthermore, opportunists cashed the movement and got benefits in the form 

of jobs, portfolios, financial benefits and tenders. However, ideological workers 

abandoned their jobs. They were expelled out of parties due to the vested interests of 

the opportunists.148 Dedicated and devoted followers of the MRD movement who 

either belong to the PPP or other left wing political parties were left helpless. Fazil 

 
143“Pakistanis in Sindhi struggle for democracy, 1981-1984”, 
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144“Non-violent Intervention in Philippines during military clash, 1986”, 
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Rahoo was an inspirational example in this regard whose murder case was not 

pursued by his party leadership.149Late Lala Afzal, late Muhammad Murad Siyal, 

victims of Dadu, Khairpur Nathan Shah, Moro, and the families of martyrs the MRD 

were left helpless when PPP gained power.150   

Despite sacrifices of lives and bloodshed, the initial phase of the movement in 

1981 faced failure to remove Zia from the office of President. The leadership also 

failed to bring Pakistan on the road of democracy as it shows the failure of the initial 

phase of struggle.151However, activists succeeded to launch the civil disobedience in 

the second phase of the MRD movement against military government in 1983.152 

They developed national and international pressure on the regime for the restoration 

of democracy in the country. Eventually, Zia restored a few elements of democracy in 

Pakistan. Later on, democracy restored accidently in the country in the year 1988 after 

Zia’s demise in a plane crash.153  

This research suggests that the leadership non-violent struggle for democracy 

failed to gain all demands and goals because of lack of unity among all political 

parties of the alliance. Opposition to military rule was divided and not united since its 

inception. Therefore, they confronted with each other on several issues. The major 

issue was the Provincial Autonomy which divided the movement.154 Resultantly, five 

left wing parties such as Mazdoor Kisan Party (MKP), National Democratic Party 

(NDP), Pakistan National Party (PNP), Quami Mahaz-i-Azadi (QMA) and Sindh 

Awami Tahreek (SAT)were fused into a single political party named as Awami 

 
149 Fayaz Hussain Qadiri, Interview, 20 April 2016.  Jamshoro. 
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National Party (ANP).155 The leaders of SAT and Awami National Party (ANP) 

formed Sindh National Alliance (SAN) under the leadership of G. M. Sayed who had 

openly opposed the MRD movement in past.156 They had contested the general 

election of 1988 from the plate farm SAN. However, the alliance failed to win a 

single seat.157  

PPP also lacked organizational structure as it created internal problems within 

the party. The weekly magazine viewpoint reported that Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi’s 

successor Makhdoom Khaliq-u-Zaman was also replaced by Hazar Khan Bijarani in 

January 1988 due to his defeat in local elections held in December 1987.158 The party 

could not fill the gaps of Jatoi’s removal, Mumtaz Bhutto’s and Hafeez Pirzada’s 

ouster from the party.159 Zia government continued intimidating PPP-Sindh to join his 

party. At that critical time, a devoted leader Talib-ul-Moula of Hala left PPP and 

joined Official Muslim League in March 1988.160It was a great blow to the PPP and it 

became the major cause that weakened the roots of non-violent struggle for 

democracy in Pakistan.  

Conclusion   

In chapter six, it is concluded that the MRD movement was a successful movement 

which generated local, national and international pressure on Zia government for the 

restoration democracy in Pakistan. Eventually, General Zia held Presidential 

referendum to release pressure and continue his rule. He also held non-party based 

elections to defuse the opposition to his rule. However, he failed to defuse the 

movement which had expanded internationally. The movement succeeded in restoring 
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a façade of democracy in the country. This chapter concludes that the MRD 

movement faced certain limitations and divisions within its ranks which provided 

General Zia opportunities to prolong his rule.  
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Chapter 7  

Analysing the MRD Movement as Non-violent Action 

Introduction 

In chapter seven, the MRD’s non-violent struggle for restoration of democracy in 

Pakistan from 1981 to 1988 is analysed as a whole. The MRD is analysed on the 

criteria of well-established norms of non-violence theory and compared with the 

practice of non-violence movements in other parts of the world. Moreover, 

campaigners overall practice of non-violence in all the phases of the movement has 

been assessed to see how non-violence activists created more followers of the 

unarmed resistance to military regime in the country. The response and strategies of 

the military regime to defuse and contain the MRD are also analysed.   

Chapter seven consists of two main sections. In section one, at first the criteria 

of non-violence has been explained and then it is studied that how far the MRD 

movement was on the criteria of non-violent action movement or peaceful resistance. 

The section two tries to find out a connection between the theory and practice of non-

violence in the movement. The section has applied different concepts of non-violence 

to see its influence, significance and value in the movement for the restoration of 

democracy in Pakistan.  

7.1 The Criteria of Non-violent Action/ Peaceful Resistance  

Brian Martin suggests that if a resistence movement or a struggle operates non-

violently to get its aims, objectives and demands or it tried to bring the change in 
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status quo peacefully then it is called a non-violent resistence.1 Hence, a movement 

that works to gets its desired objectives without using violent means is on the standard 

criteria of non-violent action.2 An unarmed campaigner uses a wide range of non-

violent tactics such as public speeches, protesting songs, hunger strikes, sit-ins, 

marches, processions, fasts, worships, resignation from jobs and destruction of own 

properties. This type of practice signifies of standard peaceful resistances or non-

violent struggles.3  

Case explains the standard criteria of non-violence is when activists of the 

movement face violence from their opponents but they do not harm political 

opponents, rather they try to succeed the movement with tolerance, bearing the 

tyranny of opponents and maintaining the discipline of non-violence.4 According to 

Martin, the standard criterion of non-violent action does not own passivity or inaction 

but, it requires public participation.5 Sharp has suggested 198 methods of non-

violence to measure the criterion of non-violent action movement. Sharp’s approach 

to non-violence suggests that if a few methods of non-violence are used in a 

movement or struggle that movement or struggle is on the criteria of non-violent 

action movement.6(See details in chapter one)   

7.1.1 Overall Practice of Non-violence in the MRD Movement (1981-1988) 

In the initial phase of the MRD movement, the activists practised the methods of non-

violence such as public demonstrations, banners, posters, singing songs, marches, 

assemblies of protests or supports, hunger strike, strikes and sit-ins, damaging their 

 
1 Martin, Non-violence Unbound, 15-16. 
2“Non-violent Intervention in Philippines during military clash, 1986”, 
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3 Sharp, Power of Non-violent Action,,330-335. 
4 Case, Non-violent Coercion, , 09. 
5 Martin, Non-violence Unbound, .21. 
6 Sharp, Power of Non-violent Action. 
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personal properties and resignations from jobs to get the specific aims, objectives and 

demands of the movement.7 Furthermore, a few non-violent activists went on to the 

extreme form of non-violence. They burnt themselves. Abdul Aziz from Sukkur, 

Sindh had committed suicide in the support of Save Bhutto Struggle.8 Ghulam Ali 

Memon, the Advocate General of Sindh and D.M. Awan, the Advocate General of 

Punjab quitted highly ranked posts in opposition to imposition of martial law on 7 

July 1977.9 Late Lala Afzal had burnt his two buses (heavy vehicles) in the support of 

the initial phase of the MRD movement.10  

Quitting jobs and damaging personal properties are the effective tactics of 

non-violence theory which show the criteria of non-violent action movement as 

proposed by Sharp.11 In a similar vein, the MRD activists of the movement harmed 

themselves and presented courting arrests. They also maintained the discipline non-

violence to change the hardest heart of dictator.12 However, they could not change the 

heart of dictator Zia and they just succeeded to convince the common public for 

participation in the movement against military regime.13      

During the civil disobedience in the second phase of the MRD movement 

1983-1985, the movement leaders also practised the non-violence to develop pressure 

on dictator Zia for the restoration of democracy in Pakistan.14 They came out with 

different strategy to get the objectives without harming others such as volunteer 

arrests (seeking imprisonment), particular day celebrations (6 February 1983 

democracy day celebration), black day observations (5 July 1983), singing protesting,  

 
7 Bhatti, MRD Tahreek, 171. 
8 The Daily Ibrat (Hyderabad), 18 July 1977. And also see The Daily Sadaqat (Karachi), 21 July1977. 
9 Daily Jang, 8 July 1977. 
10 The Daily Ibrat (Hyderabad), 23 July 1977. 
11 Sharp, Power of Non-violent Action. 
12 The Daily Sadaqat (Karachi), 21 July1977. 
13 Kawish Mag (Weekly) 31 August, 2014. 
14 Bhatti, MRD Tahreek, 172. 
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national songs, composing revolutionary poetry, resignations from jobs and 

committing suicides.15 Non-violent activists used all possible measures to melt the 

hardest heart of General Zia. However, they could not achieve all the goals and 

demands of non-violent resistance to military rule. The movement restored a few 

elements of democracy in the country on 23 March 1985.16  

Despite gaining a few successes, unarmed struggle continued till 1988 (see 

details in chapter six). In this study, it has been suggested that activists of the 

movement used overall all methods of non-violence action suggested by Gene Sharp. 

However, the military government linked the violence of Al-Zulfiqar with the MRD 

movement to defuse the movement because PPP was the founding member and main 

party behind the MRD movement and Al-Zulfiqar was operated by Mir Murtaz 

Bhutto.17 When Mir Murtaza Bhutto returned back to Pakistan in 1993, he kept his 

politics away from PPP and it is still different part Shaheed Bhutto group led by Mir 

Murtaza’s wife Miss Ganwah Bhutto after his murder at Karachi in 1996. As it shows 

the absent of connection with PPP and Al-Zulfiqar.18 Therefore, this research study 

suggests that the MRD movement should be seen as unarmed struggle in terms of 

tactics of non-violence theory. Moreover, this dissertation also recommends that the 

movement was on the standard criteria of non-violent action.   

7.1.2 Leaders, Partners, Allies and Groups 

Nusrat Bhutto, Benazir Bhutto, Nawab Nasurrallah Khan, Shair Baz Mazari, 

Mehmood Ali Kasoori, Khawaja Khariuddin Qasim, Mairaj Muhammad Khan, 

Fahtayab Ali Khan, Moulana Fazal Rehman, Sardar Muhammad Qayoom, Rasool 

 
15 Khoso, Kari Kakar Haith Mon Jhaidaindai Chadiya. 
16 Ahmad, Struggle for Democracy. 
17 Kawish Mag (Weekly) 31 August, 2014. 
18 Khoso, Kari Kakar Haith Mon Jhaidaindai Chadiya. 
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Bukhsh Palejo, Fazil Rahoo, Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, Hafeez Pirzada, Ghulam Mustafa 

Khar, Mumtaz Ali Bhutto, Farooq Ali Leghari and Pir Makhdum Muhammad Zaman 

of Hala and others were the mainstream leaders of non-violent struggle for democracy 

in Pakistan.19  

Labour and student unions were partners. The business groups, ulema and 

literary class of Sindh province were in external alliance. Labours and students 

immensely participated in the civil disobedience.20Sindhi authors composed poetry 

which aimed at making the common people aware against the brutal actions of 

government.21 The ulema of Sindh province also performed an important role. They 

expanded public participation in unarmed struggle against the military regime. The 

involvement of common public was also witnessed which was key for the success of 

the civil disobedience in the second phase of the MRD movement.22 Apart from 

leaders, partners, external allies and groups, the common people (the third party) also 

reacted with outrage on perceived injustice as suggested by Martin.23 The group of 

unknown people was identified as unknown social elites by Global Non-violent 

Action Database.24  

7.1.3 The Elements of Violence in the MRD Movement and Opponents’ Response  

The MRD movement was driven by PPP, PNP, PDP, TI, QMA, MKP, SAT, PML 

(Khuwaja Khairuddin) and Kashmir Conference. In this case, campaigners were 

political leadership and workers of above-mentioned parties. Opponent was the 

military government of General Zia. Campaigners were determined not to use 

 
19 Khoso, “Kare Kakkar Heth Mon Jharrendea Chaddiya,26. 
20 Bhatti, MRD Tahreek, 173. 
21 Kawish Mag (Weekly) 31 August, 2014. 
22“Pakistanis in Sindhi struggle for democracy, 1981-1984”,  
23 Martin, Backfire Manual, 25. 
24 “Non-violent Intervention in Philippines during Military Clash” 
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violence to achieve the objectives of movement despite all the violence from the other 

side.  

During the movement, interior Sindh became a battle field where military 

regime of General Zia resorted to violence resulting in the deaths of innocent people. 

In some instances, in reaction some unidentified participants (villagers, students and 

common people) reacted violently when they were attacked by military.25 In Dadu 

district of Sindh province, Zia could not land due to immense public protests and 

processions. In campaigner violence government properties were harmed by 

unidentified elements. In violence a few police soldiers were also killed. In different 

cities of the country, government properties such as railway stations, banks, and 

telephone exchanges were damaged and jails were broken by unknown elements.26 

This may raise some doubts about MRD’s status as a non-violent struggle but such 

sporadic incidents do happen in all non-violent stuggles like the Chaura Chuari 

incident had happened during Gandhi’s non-violent stuggle and several violent 

incidents happened during Nelson Mandela’s non-violent struggle in South Africa.27  

General Zia deputed 40,000 troops to Sindh province with command to 

suppress protests, demonstrations, processions, rallies and agitations.28 The police 

used lathi charge and tear gas against non-violent protesters of Sindh province on 

several occasions.29 Furthermore, the armed forces used automatic machine guns to 

crush the movement. The villages of interior Sindh such as Tayab Thaheem Village, 

Burhamani village Dadu, Punhal Khan Chandio Village Sanghar were burnt and their 

 
25 “Pakistanis in Sindhi Struggle for Democracy, 1981-1984,”.   
26 Non-violent Intervention in Philippines during Military Clash, 1986”.   
27 Shahid Amin, Event, Metaphor, Memory: Chauri Chaura 1922-1992 (New Delhi Oxford University 

Press, 1999). 
28 Amin, Ethno National Movements of Pakistan, 197. 
29Khoso, “Kare Kakkar Heth Mon Jharrendea Chaddiya,27. 
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crops were destroyed.30 More than six thousand people were kept behind bars during 

the period between 1981 and 1988.31The Governor of Sindh Jahan Dad Khan during 

Zia regime formed a summary of causality list, as available in official documents was 

fifty killed and a hundred and fifty wounded.32However, the actual figure might be 

much higher than officially issued figures.33  

The Daily Muslim reported the official statement that number of the killed 

people was sixty one, while the figure of injured people was two hundred. The 

number of arrested people was more than forty six hundred and ninety.34The 

estimation of movement leaders differed from the governmental figure. They had 

estimated that eight hundred were killed, two thousand had been injured and 

thousands of people had been arrested.35 The impartial observers had estimated the 

causality figure at six to eight hundred and one thousand people had been injured.36 

The Amnesty International reported different figure of arrests, injuries and causalities. 

This shows that Zia government tried to use the worst kind of violence to curb the 

MRD movement. However, there were no signs of campaigner’s violence except 

violence used by unidentified forces in some instances as reported above.  

7.2 The Value and Effectiveness of Non-violence in the MRD Movement   

Sharp explains that non-violence is effective than violence to get the aims and 

objectives of movement or struggle. He also proposes that the most important 

challenge for non-violent activists and their followers is to sustain the discipline of 

 
30 Ustad Fazal Haidari, Interview, 28 April 2016. Shahdadkot. 
31 Farhan Hanif Siddiqi, The Politics of Ethnicity, 91. 
32 Jehan Dad Khan, Pakistan Leadership Challenges, (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1999) P.173. 
33 Chandio, Politics of Sindh under Zia Government. 
34 The Muslim (Islamabad) 11th November 1983. 
35 The Muslim Islamabad 20th June 1984. 
36 Amin, Ethno National Movements of Pakistan, 197. 
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non-violence.37Similarly, Schock suggests that it is very difficult to sustain complete 

non-violence in a highly charged movement.38Whereas Martin warns that a single 

violent action can wreck the movement. He points out that even low-intensity of 

violence can badly damage the movement as was the case in Khilafat Movement. 39 A 

violent attack on Chauri Chaura by unknown people in 1922 distrusted the whole 

Non-Co-Operation–Khilafat Movement.40Consequently, Gandhi abandoned the Non-

Co-Operation Movement.  

Ahmad has concluded in his thesis that in case of the MRD movement 1983, 

violence in Sindh derailed the movement as a whole.41Apart from Ahmad’s argument, 

Martin suggests that governments usually use tactics of backfire to devaluate non-

violent activists.42 Sindhi historians such as Muhammad Ali Shaikh, Adeeb Inqulabi, 

Azad Kazi, Badar Abro, Meer Alam Mari, Qamar Bhatti, Faiz Khoso and my 

interviewees such as Moula Bakhsh Chandio, Taj Haider, Fayaz Qadiri, Zulfiqar 

Qadiri, Israr Ahmed Khokhar, Lala Afzal, Muhammad Murad Siyal, Sono Khan 

Chandio supported Martin’s suggested tactics (devaluation of targets) of backfire. The 

claim made by them that the movement activists neither used violence nor damaged 

the properties of rivals. Non-violent resisters worked peacefully to get the specific 

aims, objectives and demands of the movement. However, the government put blame 

on peaceful activists that they were involved in damaging governmental properties.43  

 
37 Sharp, Politics of Non-violent Action, 69. 
38 Schock, Unarmed Insurrection, xv/i. 
39 Martin, Backfire Manual, 25. 
40 Shahid Amin, Event, Metaphor, Memory: Chauri Chaura 1922-1992 (Oxford University Press, New 

Delhi 1995). 
41 Ahmad, Struggle for Democracy.  
42 Martin, Backfire Manual, 26. 
43 Sheikh, Benazir Bhutto Jedojehad Jee Aalamat.  Inqulabi, Jeay Sindh Students Federation Jee Dah 

Saala Taarekh Tay Sarsari Nazar.  Kazi, G.M. Sayed Jedojehed Aen Nationalism. Abro, Jail Je Diary. 

Mari, Qaumi Tahreek Jo Mukhtasar Taaruf. Fazal Suleman Kazi, Sobai Khudmukhtiari Ain Markzi 

Siasat. Bhatti, MRD Tahreek. And also see Khoso, Kare Kakkar Heth Mu’n Jharrendea Chaddiya. 
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One of the interviewee told the author that General Zia and his junta broke up 

the jails of interior Sindh by a well-planned conspiracy and set free notorious 

criminals, thieves and bandits.44Later on, they were provided asylum and facilitated 

by those Sindhi feudal lords who pet criminals and use them for criminal activities.45 

The criminal elements attacked on jails, railway tracks, banks, telephone exchanges, 

WAPDA offices and harmed other governmental buildings. They also damaged 

public properties and government put the blame of destruction on the MRD activists 

to demoralize the unarmed opposition to military regime.46 The government supported 

private forces such as Magsi, Gopang, Chachad, Kalhora, Hur forces operated to 

sabotage non-violent rallies, marches, processions and demonstration hosted by the 

movement leaders.47  

Roedad Khan was given the task of monitoring law and order before 14 

August 1983. Sindh government also wrote letter to Joint Security Committee that 

province would not use violence to suppress the Civil Disobedience.48 Nevertheless, 

military regime called three full divisions of army to crush unarmed movement 

ruthlessly.49 The government accused and labelled the MRD activists as terrorists and 

notorious, criminals to put movement in bad light.50 However, the movement activists 

remained peaceful, maintained the discipline of non-violence and sustained the 

weapon of patience.51 Martin proposes that if non-violent activists are shown innocent 

it would increase support for movement.52 The people of Sindh province were aware 

of the fact that the MRD movement is a non-violent struggle for democracy. They 

 
44 Israr Ahmed Khokhar, Interview, 11 August  2016 Shahdadkot 
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52  Martin, Non-violence Unbound, 31. 
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also knew that military regime made attempts to devaluate the movement.53 This is 

why the MRD movement gained outstanding support in the province.   

Sharp writes that using violence against non-violent protesters creates 

supportive atmosphere for peaceful resistance.54During the Civil Disobedience, the 

activists of movement presented volunteer arrests.  Non-violence influenced common 

public (third party).55 Resultantly, the movement gained sympathies of the third party. 

Furthermore, in sympathy to non-violent struggle, regime supporters also began 

resigning from their positions. Nisar Ahmed Ansari, convener pro-Zia movement 

from Sehwan, quitted his convener-ship and other office bearers from district Sijjawal 

Thatta also abandoned their offices.56 A great majority of councilors throughout Sindh 

province resigned. They announced to support the MRD movement as it indicates the 

value, importance and effectiveness of non-violence. 57 

7.2.1 A Connection between Theory and Practice of Non-violence in the MRD 

Movement 1981-1988.  

Gregg argues that using violence in response to non-violence probably makes the 

attacker drop moral balance while defender maintains moral balance. Moreover, when 

striking forces beat peaceful protesters, attackers drop moral balance during the 

violent process. He also explains that violence of striking forces influence the 

psychology of attackers what he calls moral jiu-jitsu.58 Here, an attempt is made to see 

the connection of moral jiu-jitsu in case of the non-violent resistance to military rule 

 
53 Chandio, Politics of Sindh under Zia Government. 
54 Sharp, Politics of Non-violent Action, p.75. 
55 Bhatti, MRD Tahreek. 
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1981-1988. It is to find out how far the concept was effective in overall phases of the 

movement.  

7.2.2 Sharp’s Concept of Jiu-Jitsu and the MRD Movement     

Sharp explains that when governments use the violence on unarmed protesters, 

resisters still tolerate and maintain non-violence. The elements of tolerance and non-

violence sometimes do not leave any direct influence on the user of violence. 

However, patience, tolerance and peace influence the grievances own groups (the 

group of potential supporters of non-violent activists) and the third party (common 

public).59  

It was observed that in response to government’s brutality against the unarmed 

MRD workers, some employees of the local government of Sindh province quitted 

jobs in protest. They protested on government’s use of violence against peaceful 

protesters. Some of the supporters of military regime in Zia’s own Shoora (ministerial 

council) also withdrew form their positions.60 On moral grounds, the employees of 

local government and office bearers of General Zia’s Shoora left jobs and offices 

which show a connection between political jiu-jitsu and the opposition to military 

rule.61 In this research, it has been observed that as compared to political jiu-jitsu, 

moral jiu-jitsu was less effective in this case which has already been discussed in 

detail earlier.  

7.2.3 Martin’s Backfire, Its Tactics and the MRD Movement  

If the brutality of government is exposed in public, it increases public outrage and 

creates supportive atmosphere for peaceful resisters what Martin calls backfire as 

 
59Sharp, The Politics of Non-Violent Action, 687. 
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expansion of political jiu-jitsu.62 It takes place around, censorship, police brutality, 

and other kinds of repressive events that are perceived as injustice. It also generates 

public concern in the support of movement.63 In this case, government’s oppressive 

policies against unarmed activists put General Zia and his regime in bad light.  

Martin explains that in some cases political jiu-jitsu is not effective, because 

government may also use the tactics of backfire to defuse public reaction. The 

government tries to discourage public participation in anti-government movements.64 

In such cases, non-violent activists need to use other countering tactics of backfire to 

increase public reaction and public participation for their non-violent struggles what 

Brian Martin calls the dynamics of backfire.65 During the movement 1981-1988, Zia 

government tried to defuse the struggle for democracy in Pakistan by using all five 

methods of backfire. Resultantly, the government succeeded to curb the initial phase 

of the movement. However, activists of the MRD movement used countering tactics 

of backfire to increase public participation in the second phase movement at national 

and international level.     

Zia government used all possible measures to cover-up brutal actions against 

non-violent activists, military oppressions, punishments of lashes, tortures, killings, 

arrests and long lasted imprisonments of the activists of the MRD movement while 

banning on all types of media.66 The regime also tried to covered-up the peaceful 

protests, rallies, marches, demonstrations and strikes from being displayed 

internationally and inside the country.67 General Zia also made attempts to defame 

unarmed protesters. He also put the blames of plane hijacking and attacks on the 
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government buildings on the shoulders of the movement activists.68 The government 

misinterpreted factual information of government’s attacks on non-violent protesters 

during the whole episode of unarmed struggle for democracy in Pakistan 1981-1988.69  

The military regime used official channels to show the illusion of justice in 

public. The fake cases against the mainstream leadership were tried in the military 

courts.70 PCO judges heard the politically motivated cases to show the people of the 

country illusion of justice. The cases of Z.A Bhutto, Rasool Bakhsh Palejo, Shaikh 

Ayaz Jami Saqi and others were examples in this regard.71 The movement supporters 

were intimidated by the government to abandon the movement.72 Non-violent 

activists were also forced to sign the affidavits related to the withdrawal of support 

from the MRD movement. The case of late Moharam Ali Mirjat of Shahdadkot was a 

good example in this context. He refused to sign the affidavit. Consequently, 

government tortured him physically and mentally.73 The use of violence did not fail 

the movement. Eventually, the government used all five tactics of diffusing outrage 

which also remained unsuccessful leading to the long term survival of unarmed 

opposition to military.    

Censorship did not prevent news of the non-violent struggle for democracy in 

Pakistan from being spread inside and outside the country. The Amnesty 

International’s reports breached cover-up tactic. Despite the curbs on print and 

electronic media in Pakistan, BBC Urdu Service’s day to day report about the MRD 

movement reached to the potential sympathizers and the people of Pakistan living in 
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far flung areas of the country.74 Apart from BBC, Iranian radio’s Urdu Service was 

another major source of information for people in those black days. Resultantly, Zia 

government failed to cover up brutal actions on the people of Pakistan and military 

oppressions on the villages of interior Sindh from spreading nationally and 

internationally.75 The regime’s attempts to devaluate activists of the movement had a 

little impact due to negation of non-violent discipline from the side of the third party 

(unknown public and supporters of the MRD movement).76  

Benazir Bhutto formed a network of volunteer workers at international level to 

counter the cover-up tactic of backfire practised by General Zia.77 The Urdu 

newspaper Amal founded by PPP, the BBC Urdu New Service and the Amnesty 

International played pivotal role to expose Zia government’s repression against 

activists at national and international level.78 Benazir Bhutto issued several statements 

trying to clarify PPP and the MRD had nothing to do with the Al-Zulfiqar and the 

plane hijacking. Her statements helped to show that the activists were innocents in 

plane hijacking case.79 Consequently, the tactic of validation of targets worked to 

promote public outrage in Sindh province against military regime whereas it did not 

work in other provinces of the country.80 Zia successfully destabilized the unity of the 

alliance and diffused public outrage in Punjab, NWFP and Baluchistan except Sindh 

province.  

Government’s fake news regarding physical torture and imprisonments had 

slight success and government succeeded in hiding factual information about the 
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violence used against the MRD activists. But in the face of Amnesty International’s 

reports, BBC and other international media coverage of the MRD, government lies 

were displayed by independent observers.81 Judiciary consisting of PCO judges had 

little importance to give an appearance of justice. The use of official channels to arrest 

and trial of Begum Nusrat Bhutto, Benazir Bhutto and other movement leaders had 

little credibility before independent observers and the people of Pakistan. 

Intimidations and rewards abated participation in the movement.  

The whole story of non-violent struggle for democracy in Pakistan displayed 

at international level. Moreover, inter-governmental organizations, non-governmental 

organizations, European Union including Organizations of Security and Cooperation 

in Europe (SCE) and the Organization of American States (OAS) have been working 

on democracy promotion programs in attempt to introduce healthy atmosphere for 

democracy in countries around the World.82 These international forces performed an 

important role to monitor democracy and evaluate either elections are free and fair or 

rigged. However, no international organization took initiatives to develop pressure on 

Zia government for the revival of democracy in Pakistan.83 Unfortunately, no serious 

action was taken by international peace building forces to promote peace in the 

country.84 
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7.2.4 A Brief Comparative Analysis: The People Power Movement in Philippines, 

Pro-Democracy Movement in Burma and Non-Struggle for Democracy in 

Pakistan 

The practice of non-violence in other movements of the world is measured by the 

scholars of this domain. The 1983 People Power Movement in Philippines and 1986 

Pro-democracy Movement in Burma have been explored by other researchers as non-

violent actions. 85 The leaders of Philippine unarmed struggle for democracy worked 

to get specific aims, objectives and demands of the movement without using violent 

means and harming political opponents.86 The activists organized the assemblies of 

protest or support, strikes, hunger strikes, demonstrations, non-violent marches and 

rallies, singing protest songs, non-co-operation, prayer and worship in People Power 

Movement.87 Peaceful resistance in Philippines began in 1983 when Bengino Aquino 

Jr, was murdered at Manila international airport.88 The public perceived it injustice. 

Resultantly, they reacted with outrage to the brutal action of the government.89 The 

struggle continued for three years. Eventually, Dictator Ferdinand Marcos’s was 

removed from his office non-violently in 1986.90 Thus, the scholars have seen the 

People Power Movement of Philippines as a successful non-violent action.  

In 1980s Burma was designated a least developed country by United Nations 

due enduring economic mismanagement of military regime. The people of the country 

wanted to get rid of dictatorship. Therefore, they launched unarmed struggle against 

the military government in Burma in 1988 which took the shape of nation-wide pro-
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democracy movement.91 At national level, the activists of the movement such as Aung 

San Suu Kyi decided to call for general strike on 8 August, 1988. Tens thousands of 

people including students, monks, civil servants, workers, and the unemployed 

participated in peaceful pro-democracy movement.92 Moreover, activists used 

methods of non-violence such as protests, strikes, sit-ins, rallies marches and 

processions to develop pressure on government for the restoration of democracy as 

suggested by Gene Sharp.93 

To suppress the anti-government movement, Dictator Ne Win used violence 

against the non-violent protesters which resulted in the deaths of more than three 

thousands citizens of the country. Moreover, in riots a few government officials were 

murdered and state properties were damaged by outraged public. Unwillingly 

violence accompanied non-violent resistance despite efforts taken by movement 

activists to sustain non-violent discipline. 94 In response to spreading processions and 

protests throughout Burma, government decided to call for unusual congress to 

control the critical situation as soon as possible. Finally, an assembly held on 23 July 

1988 and Ne Win gave up the office of the President.95 Therefore, the struggle for 

democracy in Burma was seen as successful non-violent action by the scholars of this 

domain.   

While, activists of the MRD movement used Gene Sharp’s methods of non-

violence as were used by the leaders of the People Power Movement in Philippines 

and Pro-Democracy Movement in Burma. However, struggle for democracy in 
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Pakistan is rarely seen as non-violent action. Except Ahmad, no other scholar has 

explored it as a successful peaceful resistance to military rule.  

Conclusion   

In chapter seven, it has been concluded that non-violent activists of the MRD 

movement practised overall methods of non-violence in all the phases of the 

movement 1981-1988. The practice of non-violence shows that the MRD movement 

was a non-violent action or a non-violent resistence movement in terms of tactics and 

strategies of non-violence theory. The movement leaders resisted peacefully for seven 

years that shows the level of resistance and importance of non-violence. The chapter 

has connected theory and practice of non-violence which was largely missing in this 

case. It has also been proved in this chapter that the MRD movement was on the 

standard criteria of unarmed struggle as suggested by and Gene Sharp, Brian Martin 

and Global Non-violent Database.  
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Conclusion of the Study 

The dissertation has explained non-violent nature, developments of the MRD 

movement in Pakistan with particular reference to Sindh’s participation.  The activists 

of the movement used all possible measures of non-violence to achieve the aims, and 

objectives of the struggle in the country and foreign capitals. They worked to restore 

democracy in Pakistan without harming opponents physically and financially. 

However, General Zia used violence to defuse public reaction that took place in the 

support of the movement. He made use of consistent violence and deployment of the 

security forces to suppress the unarmed movement ruthlessly. The suppression created 

a supportive atmosphere for the movement nationally and internationally. 

Consequently, national and international political leaders pressurized Zia government 

to introduce democratic reforms which pushed Zia to call non-party elections in 1985 

and lift the martial law in 1986.  

The non-violent actions of MRD cannot be seen in complete historical 

isolations as its parameters, trends and dynamics are traceable during civil and 

military governments in 1950s and 1960s. This thesis has taken cognizance of 

previous unarmed insurgencies to put non-violent action movements in a particular 

perspective. Like most unarmed struggles of Asia, the MRD movement was driven by 

multiple divergent political forces. The supporters of the movement while remaining 

peaceful in nature, and challenged dictatorial rule of General Zia. 

In post-colonial era, the civilian leadership imposed unilateral policies which 

disregarded the provincial autonomy as enshrined in Pakistan Resolution. The 

geographical negligence of the smaller provinces pushed the federal government into 

crisis of regionalism. Thus, the origin of non-violent action in Pakistan is traced to 
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1947 when government of Pakistan announced to merge Karachi into federal territory 

without taking the political parties of the provincial assembly into confidence. 

Resultantly, the political leadership of the province protested the decision and had 

launched ‘Save Karachi Movement’ to protect the regional integrity of the province. 

The activists of the movement demanded immediate annulment of the central 

government’s decision. However, the movement failed to sustain momentum for a 

long time but had laid the foundation of a modern history of unarmed struggles in 

Pakistan.  

The government introduced One Unit Scheme which aimed at merging four 

provinces of the country into the West Pakistan and Bengal province into the East 

Pakistan in 1955. The people of smaller provinces did not accept the scheme and 

demonstrated against the government. The political leadership in Sindh such as 

Ghulam Murtaza Sayed (G.M. Sayed), Hyder Bux Jatoi, and Abdul Sattar Pirzada 

made a meaningful contribution to gain the aims and objectives of the Anti-One Unit 

Movement. In this dissertation for the first time this movement is discussed on the 

criteria of non-violent resistence and has been highlighted as one of the important 

unarmed struggles in Pakistan.         

Save Karachi Movement and Anti-One Unite Movement were not placed in 

proper perspective by any academic scholar before this study. An attempt has been 

made to develop the history of unarmed movements in Pakistan. The thesis has not 

only measured the practice of non-violence but explained the non-violent nature, 

criteria, standards and parameters of it in Pakistan. This research work does not deal 

all those movements in detail, but has presented a brief summary of non-violent 

actions to recognize the neglected history of regional movements.  
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Apart from the local history of unarmed struggles, the dissertation has also 

explored Pakistan Democratic Movement of late 1960s and Pakistan National 

Alliance’s (PNA) struggle in 1970s as non-violent actions in terms of tactics of non-

violence theory. Overall non-violent actions in Pakistan particularly regional 

movements such as Save Karachi Movement and Anti-One Unite Movement are 

historically undermined. The aim of this study is to analyse the non-violent nature of 

these movements.     

The thesis has critically analysed the history of non-violent struggles of 

Pakistan from 1947 to 1988 to explain the criteria, standards, parameters, terms and 

conditions of non-violent action. The MRD movement was a successful unarmed 

struggle which succeeded to restore the democratic dispensation in Pakistan. This 

academic research has applied theory of non-violence on the MRD movement. 

 However, a few brief descriptive studies are done covering the MRD 

movement in recent years (for details see introduction) but, there is no comprehensive 

and academic case study available on the history of non-violent actions in Pakistan. 

The thesis has also studied alternative terms for non-violent action such as 

“Satyagraha,” “Civil Resistance” and “People Power” to clarify the concept of non-

violent action. It has tried to trace the theoretical roots of non-violence such as moral 

jiu-jitsu, political jiu-jitsu, backfire and its tactics in developing a coherent theoretical 

framework.  

The concept of backfire as an expansion of political jiu-jitsu is valuable source 

which indicates the power of disciplined non-violent action to cause a violent attack 

to rebound against the attacker through variety of mechanisms including influence on 

the third parties and members of grievance group. Its effect and influence can also 
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transform the violent event caused by dictators into transformative event as happened 

in case of the Freedom Movement of India and Salt March led by Gandhi. Similarly in 

case of the MRD movement, Zia government’s brutal actions against unarmed 

protesters and repression on the villages of interior Sindh had not only influenced the 

third parties (common public) but also had developed international pressure on the 

government to restore democracy in Pakistan. Consequently, General Zia was 

compelled to held Presidential Referendum in 1984 as well as non-party based 

elections in 1985, lift martial law in 1986 and restore the constitution after mutilating 

its face through the infamous 8th constitutional amendment.  

A connection between theory and practice of non-violence in case of the MRD 

movement and other social movements in Pakistan is established. The Salt March and 

the movement for Indian Freedom from colonial British rule led by Gandhi, Luther 

Martin King’s Civil Rights Movement in America and People Power Movement of 

Philippines are considered as successful unarmed movements. On same grounds this 

study suggests that the MRD should be considered a successful non-violent 

movement as it had succeeded to restore democracy in Pakistan.     
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